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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZA-
TION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF
1965

FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1991

House OF REPRBBENTATIVEB,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSISECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Raleigh, NC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. McKimmon
Center, Western Avenue and Gorman Street, North &aline State
University, Raleigh, North Carolina, Hon. Thomas C. Sawyer pre-
siding.

Members present. Representatves Sawyer and Roemer.
Also present: Representatives Price and Valentine.
Staff present: Maureen Long, legislative associate and Gloria

Gra -Watson, administrative assistant.
Chairman SAWYER. It is a pleasure to welcome you all here

today. To do that in the way that it should probably_ be done, let
me begin by turning to my colleague and our friend, Mr. Price.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID E. PRICE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. Priem Thank you. I wish to add my welcome to the subcom-
mittee, all of the witnesses and all of you here today who are inter-
ested in the future of higher education in this country.

We are privileged to have the Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education visiting us here today. Chairman Ford, Bill Ford, who is
the Chairman of the full Education and Labor Committee, and also
the subcommittee, though he could not be here today, has been in-
strumental in setting up this hearing since I first approached him
back in the winter months.

We are grateful for his help in setting up this hearing today and
dispatching two of his fme committee members here to North Caro-
ni:a to conduct the hearing.

Tom Sawyer has come to North Carolina this morning to chair
the hearing.

Tom, as many of you know, is an 'education leader in Congress.
He particularly is well-known for his work in the fight against illit-
eracy. He iB prime sponsor of the national illiteracy initiative
which has now cleared the House of Representatives. I think it will
become law before this goes home.

Tom hAs also champianJrral cause of higher education. We are
very privileged to have him here, along with Tim Roemer on my

(I)
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left from Indiana, a new Member of Congress who has already dis-
tinguiahed himself on his thoughtful approaches to education.

It is always a pleasure to see Tim Valentine, who represents the
neighboring and intersecting second district, and at least for now,
until the General Assembly makes its next move.

We have worked together on a number of things including nu-
merous higher education matters. His commitment to higher edu-
cation is undersiored by his appearance here today.

Our friend, Martin Lancaster, who represents the third district,
also helped us in the planning and setting up of this hearing, and
he sends his welcome and regrets that he had a prior commitment
that prevented him from joining us.

This hearing here today will focus on a matter of critical impor-
tance to this country, the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act.

This act is critical to expanding opportunity for people in our so-
ciety to ensure that our country Ims a solid foundation for econom-
ic growth.

One of the best investments this country could make in its future
is to have a lot of well-functioning higher education programs. The
true significance of this legislation can best be seen, I think, by re-
membering what it means to each individual. We will try to focus
on that here today.

When achieving its highest promise, the Higher Education Act
offers our Nations' youth a chance to go to college regardless of
family income. When it is achieving its promise, the Higher Educa-
tion Act assures that students will have the best resources avail-
able to them in terms of challenging and provacative teachers and
library resources, all that higher education has to offer to make a
br*hter world for our

When it is achieving its hest promise, the Higher Education
Act will provide students wi new opportunities and challenges,
learning about far away places, chances to go on to graduate stud-
ies, to excel in their chosen fields.

Thia is indeed lwislation that has metning for every American
family. That, frankly, is why many of us fmd President Bush's pro-
posals for the Higher Education Act so disappointing.

The 1980's has seen trends that are worrisome and we need to
face those problems squarely today. We have had a shift in Federal
aid from grants to loans, leaving our students with heavy debts and
reducing their career options.

In the mid-1970's, 70 percent of the Federal aid was grants and
20 percent was in the form of loans. By 1987 and 1988, 67 percent
was in loans and 29 percent was in the form of grants.

The President's proposals, I believe, have exaggerated the- e
trends. First, he proposed dramatic cuts in the Pell Grant program,
and now he has recommended changes in the Pell Grant formula
and cut some 400,000 middle class students from the program.

Students coming from families earning in the $20,000 to $88,000
range would be cut from the program, but so would families just
over the 1110,000 threshold.

The Bush administration seems to want us to believe that only
the wealthy would be cut from the Pell Grant program, but in fact,

7
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it is only the low to middle income folks that would be hurt. That
is simply not acceptable.

It is these families who are bearing the brunt of these cuts and it
is these families who are being increasingly squeezed by the cost of

hilt:education.
hearing today, and others held throughout the country

this subcommittee has certainly been on the move now, holding
dozens of hearings all over the country, and every Member, I un-
derstand, is being pressed into serviceoffer some chances to lay
the groundwork for fulfilling the potential of the Higher Education
Act. With this distinguished group of witnesses today, I believe we
are going to tackle some tough issues.

Our priorities for this hearing ought to be to provide students
with the very best education, to improve access for all students, re-
gardless of income or race, to make student loan programs more
accountable and more effective, and to internationalize American
education and train our people for a global economy and for world
leadership.

These and other matters will occupy us today and we could not
have a better group of witnesses to lead us through this. I look for-
ward to hearing the testimony of all our witnesses here today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman SAWYER. Thank you very much. I appreciate your kind

words about illiteracy. Your help in that effort has been signaled.
We have been moving that goal through the House and Senate and
that is hew it became such a popular package, so effective a flota-
tion device that it took on more baggage than perhcps we carried
through the entire Congress.

But it almost made it through, and finally stalled in the final
hours and last days of' the session last year. Your work in that,
math and science education, has been very important.

The purpose of our area today is to give Congress and this sub-
committee an opportunity to hear thoughts of this distinguished
panel. Subsequently, the purpose will be to share your testimony
with the full membership of the Education and Labor Committee,
and making it an official part of the Higher Education Act hearing
record.

This is a once every five year undertaking and is an enormous
task. As Congressman Price suggested, thiA represents I believe the
27th in a series of 46 hearings that we are conducting on this.

For those of you from the South, I believe that Chairman Ford's
glacial approach to achieving consensus is simply going to wear us
down until we all agree. The task, of course, is formidable. It is the
11 titles of the Higher Education Act covering the full range of
issues that we are dealing with this year that you confront day-in
and day-out.

All of them are important, but to debate on this year's Higher
Education Act reauthorization will focus on a couple of central
issues.

The arduous role of the Federal Government in higher education
is the Federal student financial aid programs. The way in which
the public and the Federal Government help increase the public
awareness in postsecondary education opportunities and students'
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access to the full range of postsecondary possibilities may well
defme where we are going in the next century.

The Chairman ancl Members of both parties of the House Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education, I think, are united in our
determination to review all of the programs in the act.

There is a full consensus among the Members of the importance
of education, and particularly the importance of making sure that
every American who wants to take a&antage of it has that oppor-
tunity students from low income families, traditional middle
income students whose coUege choices today are being limited or
even denied in ways that they probably wouldn't have a few years
ago.

Through this, the family income is just not being able to keep
pace with the sroc.Wfing cost of higher education. It is important
to assure that reasonable fmancial assistance will remain available
and that the standards of education for workers who need addition-
al traWng and skills to do their job, whose jobs rNuire that they
must pursue higher education on a part-time bar I, remain high.

A lot of programs will be changed, and others will remain essen-
tially the same, but in the course of these 46 hearings, none will go
unexamined.

The witnesses we have here today reflect the diversity of the
postsecondary education community and the diversity of the vari-
ous educational nee& of this Nation's ulation. Your testimony
will be a key element in that, and on be Pn. of the full committee, I
just want to say thank you for your full participation today.

With us today is a gentleman who has become a jet-setter. He is
literally going to have to be all over the eastern haff of the United
States. He is one of the real outstanding contributors among the
new Members of Congress. Hailing from Indiana, Tim Roemer.

Mr. Rosana. Thank. you, Mr. Ihman. I, tno, appreciate the op-
portunity to be with you and welcome the distinguished panelists
this morning. I also would like to salute my colleagues' participa-
tion and involvement in higher education.

We are not sure what to call Congreirman Price since he has
such a distinguished career in coademia. We need that clear think-
ing._and that analytical ability in Congress these days.

We also need his commitment to higher education as we contem-
plate ways in this reauthorization of higher education by which we
provide better access for middle class and low income - le.

I would just like to salute and commend my co : David
Price, for his involvement in Congress and education an his inter-
est in putting this hearing together.

I also would like to salute and commend my colleague also from
North Carolina, Mr. Valentine. He is chairman of a very, very im-
portant subcommittee on technology competitiveness.

As we look at trade, the importance of trade and the importance
of a skilled work force, competing with the Japanese and Germans,
and the importance of technology in our community, Mr. Valen-
tine's subcommittee and his leadership are going to become more
and more critical in Congress.

I think his role is very, very important, and that will continue to
grow as well. I concur with Congressman Prices' remark about
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Tom Singer's leadership in Congress on education issues. We
younger Congressmen look to him for guidanm, and he provides it

I would like to talk for a minute about the importance of higher
education. We all recognize the importance of trade and competi-
tiveness that Thu Valentine is working on, that we need skilled
workers, both in our blue collar community and in our white collar
community.

In the 6 miniths that I have served on the Education and Labor
Committee, not only have I had a dozen CEO's from my district
come in to talk to me about the business commitment and involve-
ment in higher education, but CEO's from Honeywell and IBM, to
comorate leaders from California and New York visit my office to
taa about the importance of education.

We need to encourage a relationship between government and
business and the academic community that works together. I think
North Carolina and the triangle here epitomizes that kind of coop-erative and symbiotic relationship.

International education is a key to our future, and analysts will
be addressing that aspect today in these hearings. Language skills,
understanding different cultures, bridging gaps in this trade rela-
tionship are also critical to us in the future.

Recently, I led a delegation of academic business leaders to Indi-
anapolis to meet with a Korean delegation and to encourage our
businesses to understand what it takes to get into new trade and
export relationships with the Koreans, and Mina as well. We need
to export products and not export our jobs in this country.

Lastly, as both David and Thm have talked about, the reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act is one of the most importantpieces of social/economic ltion that will come before Congress
in the next 5 to 6 years .ling with billions of dollars in Pell
grants and Stafford loans and guaranteed student loans.As a student from a middle class family, myself, and paying astudent loan right now, I might na have gone to graduate school if
the administration had its I in effect,

I think many e in I will work to make sure that theadministration not take 400,000 low income and middle class
grants away from these people.

I would just like to conclude by saying that I am honored to be
here today in this particular area of the country. We, in the Wash-

DC area, need to listen to common sense approaches.
ars approaches that are devised oftentnnes at the local

level by our academic and business leaders in this particular areaof the country. With the research triangle, with nine univeraities
in Representative David Price's district alone, we will bring back to
Congress and back to oar committee and hopefiilly to the country
and our children, innovative and creative new approaches to
hifille or

education.
ok forward to hearing some of these views this morning. I

thank the witnesses for what I am sure will tie an articulate ver-
sion of expert testiniony this morning.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Sawyse. Let me turn now to Tim Valentine.
David and Tim Roemer just about said it all, except let me justadd this. Tim Valentine is a very special part of the country and
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represents a kind of leadership that expands the early years of
and fruition of one of the examples of time importance of

education together with the practical realities of develop-
mental needs of an entire nation, making all of its citizens able to
participate in the pth and wealth that comes from it

rim, it is a FiV71,. - for us to be here with you.

STATEMENT OF HON. TIM VALENTINE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. VALI:PRINK 'Thank you.
As you said, I oily to our witnesses perhaps by way of explanation

and maybe by way of apology, that I am sure you didn't realize
that some of the ford people to testify would be the Members of
Congress.

You have to be prepared for all eventualities in this type of
work. I want to say to my colleagues who are here that come to our
area from afar, that we welcome them and appreciate the fact that
they would have the interest and take the tame from their busy
schedule to come and be with us.

It isn't an easy task to get Members to come to one's district, so I
think this is attributed to David Price and other outstanding lead-
ership.

want to say a word of praise for Tom Sawyer. What a wonder-
ful name for a politician. He is another man who has brought a lot
of energy and wide resources and extensive personal talents and
abilities to the position that he has had kind of thrust upon him,
responsibilities at a very early age.

It is ri m Roemer who serves on our Technology and Competitive-
ness Subcommittee, and makes an outstanding contribution. He
has anothei claim to fame which I am proud to mention, and that
is he is one of the very select, very small group of charming and
outatanding Members of the House by the name of Tun.

I am not a Member of this conunittee, so therefore I am beholden
to my colleagues to be here on this occasion. Let me say, Mr. Chair-
man, I would request that my prepared statement be placed in the
record, but from the testI want to be sure to get this rightI
would like to take this wporhmity to say this.

We, in our responsibility on this ,ftb-wmmittee on Technology
and Competkiveness, which is a subcommittee of the Science,
Space and Technology Committee, plan to introduce in the near
future, and it is in preparation now, legislation which would pro-
vide apprentice-like experiences, advanced technological and indus-
trial management skills.

Our bill would encourage State governments to restructure and
ftilly develop their technical education and technical training ac-
tivities. The goal will be to unify the statewide oetms and private
sector manuren with the technological aM economic needs of
localities and the State.

The technical colleges, technical institutes and community col-
lege systems througlemt the country will be a basic part of the re-

ility which we hope to address in this legislation.
Let me say finally, Mr. Chairman, that I cannot let an opportuni-

ty of this kind, with so many outstanding leaders in the State of



North Carolina present, be here and not have it said to you what I
have said before on many occasions, what I believe with all my
heart to be a fact. Whtitever we do in Washington in this or other
areas, as it is expressed, will raise all the ships in the harbor, some
more than others, because of failures of the institution.

What we need in North Carolina is, in my opinion, more of a
local effort to address these problems, more attention from the leg-
islators here in this State to re-order priorities so that we can
really begin to make a commitment toward addressing the prob-
lems we have, and which is fairly well-known in this State in
public education.

I know that everybody here shares that thought, and I want to
say to you that many of us who are a part of that growing number
of people who believe that the future of this State depends on the
heavy, more focused and revitalized emphasis on the availability of

education.
We cannot tolerate the illiteracy rate that exists in parts of our

districts across the State. Our visitors have come to the better part
of North Carolina. Most oi us here know that there is anather part
removed from this area.

In some areas of our State and my district, the illiteracy rate ap-
proaches that of third world countries. It is all a very shameful cir-
cumstance. That is to be addressed technically in the future. It is
going to be for us here at home in North Carolina to take care of

it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Tim Valentine follows1

2
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OPENING REMARXS
THE HOWORABLS TIM VALENTINE (D-NC)

EOCCATION FIvILD HEARNIC RACEZTS. NCRTH CASCIINA

THANK YOU HR. CHAIRMAN. AND THANK YOU FOR INVITING M/ TO
THIS IMPORTANT HEARING ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION. DUE TO Cri;
LARGE NUMBER OF EXPERT WITNESSES TODAY, I WILL KEEP MY C.:'IMINT'
BRIEF.

FCR YEARS. OUR STRENGTH AS A NATICN RAS BEEN LARGELY DV!' 7
O UR ABILITY TO SENO LARGE NEMBERS CF YOUNG PEOFIF TO CO11101: EA..
ZZAR. DVIIING THE 19905, THOUGH. OUR AS:LITY TO CO THIS 1 7 IN

2Ur5TICN. MORE AND MORE FAMILILS ARE F:NDINC TNAT THE (7::::7
S IGNER EOVCATION IS sucTINC OUT OF REACH. TH:f IS AT A r:v.-

tNZN OUALI!"! EDUCAT:CN OF TY71.1I 15 BECCMINO MORI AV:
IMPORTANT.

I THINK THE MOST STR:XING CHANGE CF THE 20TH OENTERY--cNL
THAT LS FUNDAMENTAL AND IRREVEREIBLE--IS THE EMERGENCE or ME
GLOBAL ECONOMY. TODAY, NO NATION ON EARTH CAN AFFORD TC STAN:
ALONE ECC.NOMICALLY.

IF RE WISH TO COMPETE IN THE FUTERE--AND I SINCERELY FITIIIY1'
WE DO--WE MUST KEEP THE NEW IDEAS OF BASIC RESEARCH FLOWING
DIRECTLY INTO CLASSROOM CURRICULA AND THE MINDS OF OUR NArloN'S
YOUNG PEOPLE. WE MUST ALSO HAVE THE BEST TECHNICALLY TRAINED,
IVVENTITF, ZXIBLE WCRXFORCE OF ANY NATIOY "T MI. A
CITIZENRY CAPABLE OF MAXING PRUDENT JUDGMENTS ABOUT
TECHNICALLY-BASED ISSUES.

TO CO THIS WE NEED To PROVIDE THE CPP4RTUNITY FOR YOUNG
RECEIVE CUALITY EDUCATION AND TRAIR.NC. BUT, FOR TOO MANY YLSNZ
PEOPLE, WE ASSUME FAILURE AND TOO MANY YOUNG PE0PLE FAIL INIMSEI.

THIS MEST BEGIN TO CHANGE RIGHT NOW. WE MUST visukf
:PPORTVNITIES FOR STUDENTS TO EARN DECREES OF ALL KINDS IN THE
TRADITIONAL FIE1DS OF SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING, BET A.
IN MORE APPLIED TECHNICAL AREAS OF STUDY AS WELL. AND WE ?MD
SHOW OUR YOUNG PEOPLE IN CLEAR AND UNMISTAKABLE TERMS THAT THEIP
sDRK MAKZS A DIFFERENCE; TSAT THERE ARE STRONG LINKS BETWEIN
AND GOC) :CBS.

ALONG THIS LINE I AM PREPARING TO INTRODUCE LEGISLATION
WOULD PROVIDE, THROUGH APPRENTICESHIP-IIXE EXPERIENCES, ADVANCE:-
TECHNOLOGICAL 'ID INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT SXILTS. MY BILL WILL
ENCOURAGE STATE GOVERNMENTS TO RESTRUCTURE AND FULLY DEVELOP
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TECHNICIAN TRAINING ACTIVITIES. THE GOAL 1.
SE TO JN:FY THE STATE-WIDE SYSTEMS AND PRIVATE-SECTOR MANVFACTERI;.
WITH THE TECHNOLOGICAL AND =ATOMIC NEEDS or LOCALITIES AND ?NE

HR. CHAIRMAN, I'D LIKE TO WELCOME ALL OF OUR DISTINGUISHED
WITNESSES TO THIS HEARING. I WOULD LIKE TO ESPECIALLY WELCOME OR. 1?
RICHMOND, WHO IS THE CHANCELLOR OF NORTN CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERS:7V;
THE PRESIDENT OF BARTON COLLEGE IN WILSON, DR. JIM HERBY, AND THr
DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID AT DUKE UNIVERSITY, MR. .:AMES BELVIN. I

ALWAYS LIKE TO RECOGNIZE MY CONSTITUENTS. I LOCK FORWARD TO HEAR:7.:
YOUR TESTIMONY. THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN.

13
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Chairman SAWYER.. Thank you, sir. We really appreciate those
comments,

Mr. VALBNITISTE. One thing I want to call attention to, and it may
sound like it is the easy way around the business-like politics, and
that is mainly Tom Sawyer. Just remember, in politics it is not
always easy to have a name primarily associated with whitewash.

Chairman SAWYER. Let me welcome our first panel, and in doing
so, let me particularly make mention of our gratitude for our host
institution here.

Dr. Monteith, we are grateful for your helping us, too.
Before turning to the witnesses, let me mention that the full text

of your testimony this morning will be introduced as part of our
record. Feel free to summarize, comment, depart from, and range
as fully around the issues of higher education and the course of the
work that you do as you feel it necessary, in the ways that would
be most helpful to us.

With that in mind, let us start off on this end of the room and
begin to do what we came here to do.

Dr. Monteith?

STATEMENT OF LARRY K. MONTEITH. CHANCELLOR. NORTH
CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. Mos num. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of North Carolina State
University, I want to welcome the Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education, and my colleagues who are on the panel who are with
us this morning.

We are honored to serve as your host. When asked would we do
this, the answer was of course we would do it. We would find a
place on this campus that belongs to the citizens of North Carolina
for this meeting.

I do appreciate you permitting me to make a statement, even
though I am not formally a member of the panel. I am here as the
host and have to leave shortly after making my statement to do
one of the three things that a chancellor does: eat1 speak, or raise
money. I don't know which of those I will be pursuing the rest of
this day.

Thank you for providing this opportunity today to address the
very productive relationship between the Federal Ciovernment and
higher education, and in particular, the Higher Education Act.

As you are well aware, American universities have three funda-
mental purposes in our society teaching, that is, developing a pro-
ductive and well-informed citizenry; research, producing innovative
ideas and applications; and extension, making research results and
expertise available to the public.

I would be preaching to the choir if I elaborated on these three
missions of universities and their importance to strengthening the
Nation's economy, environmental vitality, and sot. ii and cultural
development.

In achieving these missions, higher education has two natural
partners: the business and industry community, and government.

Business and industry play an important role in def.-ming the
teaching needs and in fUnding research. Our students and faculty
at North Carolina State are actively engaged in teaching and re-
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search programs that provide immediate applications in the pri-
vate sector.

We are one of those land grant universities, so you from the mid-
west and Ohio and Indiana know a great deal about land grants,
and we feel that is our mission and we are remaining true to that
mission.

Incidently, just a bit of bragging about North Carolina State Uni-
versity, we are ranked fourth nationally and we are involved with
industry in research generally.

Our partnership with Congress is probably characterized less by
;mmediate returns, as is the awe with business and industry, and
more by long-term in vestments in both developing opportunities for
individual citizens and enhancing the capabilities of institutions.

I would like to suggest that the partnership with Congress and
higher education is critical in placing significant challenges in the
future. In terms of providing upportunities for individuals, the
greatest challenge continues to be providing access for low income
students, minorities, and graduate students. The Higher Education
Act, which I will discuss in a moment, successfully addresses access
through financial supwrt. H.R. 394 would restore tax deductibility
for various forms of financial assistance, and it is also important
for the message it gives to students, that education is an invaluable
investment for the individual's future.

In the area of institutional development, our greatest challenges
include taking full advantage of technology and maintaining an

a
physical plant- Access to up-to-date information, lake, and

cCsgrooms is a critical component of strong teaching, research, and
extension programs, and this requires long-term investments.

Now I want to take advantage of the opportunity the subcommit-
tee has given me today and outline some specific issues related to
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act for consideration.

With respect to Title II, I congratulate you and your colleagues
in Congress for devising a remarkably successful program to
strenen library resources. The research libraries program, Title
U-C, has resulted in tremendous advancements here in the re-
search triangle, where NCRU, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, and Duke University now cooperate in collection de-
velopment and share bibliographic information electronically. Stu-
dents on all three campuses can access materials from what is, in
essence, a combined library, whose collection is second in size only
to Harvard University. This massive resource is also available to
students and faculty across the Nation and world. Further, the fact
that we can share our resources so efficiently has allowed us to sig-
nificantly reduce duplication in our collections and thus, use our
resources wisely.

I think you all know that electronics are almost inevitable. We
have assimilated and share research results around the country,
and indeed around the world. Things are going to change in the
next few decades. I would suggest that this has enabled us to take
a leadership role in this area, to experiment, share and by this
communication, to reduce our cost of providing really quality,
wider services to our students.

With respect to the student fmancial aid programs included in
Title IV, you will hear from a student and our professional staff

5
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this afternoon. In the meantime, let me stress once again how im-
portant Federal assistance is in making college a real opportunity
for many young North Carolinians.

Even though North Carolina State University is a bargain by
any measure, a large proportion of the population we serve is not
vM1-prepared to shoulder even this relatively modest financial
burden. More than one-third of our undergraduates rely on fman-
cial assistance. We are particillarly supportive of reauthorization
initiatives that simplify the application process, particularly for
low income students whose eligibility can be easily demonstrated
through less cumbersome and confusing means.

Further, we believe that financial aid directed toward minorities
is essential for the long-term economic and social well being of our
State and Nation.

I am always tempted in a cro,v,..1 like this to ask the question how
many of you received ass" itance of any form for your education. I
am always proud to raise my hand and say yes, I did. I hope that I
have done w,ll with it and become productive as a result of having
the opportunity.

Cooperative education programs are particularly important here
at NOSU, where the vast majority of studeas enroll in essentially
undergraduate professional programs. I believe it represents a true
success story, resulting in 90 percent participation in these pro-
grams.

I am pleased to endorse the recommendations of the Coalition for
Cooperative Education, including the suggestion that reorganiza-
tion funding levels be increased. Co-op provides a safety net for
middle and low income students, more than financial aid programs
can provide. Co-op effectively introduces minorities, women, and
the disabled into the work force, and Co-op improves our retention
rates and thus increases the efficiency of our institutions. In all,
Cooperative Education programs result in a significant return on
congressional investment, participating students pay $225 million
in taxes, or about 1,600 percent of Federal appropriations.

I strongly advise students to apply for Co-op programs. I see
nothing but positive results from them coming out of it. They tend
to become more self-sufficient young people. 'They mature in that
process and they oftentimes come back and either say what they
did in this Co-op is not what they would want to do and therefore,
they would redirect their education levels, or they would reinforce
their efforts and become oftentimes much more successful students.
It is not unusual to see grade point averages rise as a result of
that.

Finally, with respect to Title IX, Graduate Programs, I hope to
persuade you that Congress is a critical partner in encouraging stu-
dents to pursue postgraduate degrees. The Nation is facing a severe
shortage in the number of Ph.D.'s needed to staff universities and
research labs. One need only to compare the relative proportion of
scientists and engineers in the U.S., Japan and Europe to see that
we must do more to encourage young people to continue their
training at the graduate level. For graduate education, maintain-
ing quality and developing diversity within the population of grad-
uate students and future faculty are the special challenges facing
us.

n;
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Thus, we recommend that graduate fellowships support be based
on merit, not entitlement, and that the successful models reflected
in the Harris and Graduate Area of National Needs programs be
maintained. While the proposed reorganization of graduate pro-
grams will promote needed efficiencies, we hope that their current
thrust will not be lost. I am sure you are familiar with the study. It
paints a bleak picttare of the shortage of Ph.D.'s over the next 20
years. But here I am, hearing more and more of our colleagues in
the united social sciences express their concern of the shortage of
Ph.D.'s and continuing important work in the programs of our uni-
vemities.

Mr. Chairman, Congressmen, I am pleased to have had the occa-
sion to welcome you to North Carolina State University and share
with you my views on this very important piece of legislation.

[The prepared statement of Larry K. Monteith follows:1

1 7
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June 28, 1991
Raleigh, North Carolina

Chancellor Larry K. Monteith
North Carolina State University

Chairman Sawyer, distinguished members of the Subcommittee,
Congressman Price, Congressman Valentine, and colleagues, on behalfof North Carolina State University, I want to welcome theSubcommittee on Postsecondary Education and my colleagues to ourcampus this morning. We are honored to serve as your host today.

Thank you for providing this opportunity today to address thevery productive relationship between the federal government andhigher education and, in particular, the Higher Education Act. Asyou are well aware, American universities have three fundamentalpurposes in our society: teaching, that is, developing aproductive and well informed citizenry; research, producinginnovative ideas and applications; and extension, making researchresults and expertise available to the public.

I would be preaching to the choir if I elaborated on thesethree missions of universities and their importance tostrengthening the nation's economic strength, environmentalvitality, and social and cultural development. In achieving these
missions, higher education bas two natural partners: the businessand industry community, and government. Business and industry playan important role in defining teaching needs and in fundingresearch. Our students and faculty are actively engaged inteaching and research programs that provide immediate applications
in the private sector. (Incidentally, you may be interested toknow that North Carolina State University ranks fourth nationallyin the level of funding provided by private business and industry.;

But our partnership with Congress is probably characterizedless by immediate returns, au is the case with business and
industry, and more by long-term investments in both developing
opportunities for individual citizens and enhancing thecapabilities of institutions. I would like to suggest that highereducation's partnership with Congress is critical in helping usface significant challenges in the future. In terms of providing
opportunities for individuals, the greatest challenge continues tobe providing access and encouragement for low income students,
minorities, and graduate students. The Higher Education Act, which

will discuss in a moment, successfully addresses access throughfinancial support. Reuse Bill 349, which would restore tax
deductibility for various forms of financial assistance, is also
impOrtant for the message it gives to students: that education is
an invaluable investment in the individual's future.

S
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In the area of institutional development, our greatest
challenges include taking full advantage of technology and
maintaining an aging physical plant. Access to up-to-date
infcrmation, lab's, and classrooms is a critical component of
strong teeehing, research, and extension programs, which require
long-term .nvestrente.

Now I want to take advantage of the opportunity that the
Subcommittee hae given me today and outline some specific issues
related to the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act for
consideration. With respect to Title II, I congratulate you and
yeur colleagues in Congress for devising a remarkably successful
program to strengthen library resources. The research libraries
program (Title II-C) has resulted in tremendous advancements here
in the Research Triangle, where NCSu, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, and puke University now cooperate in
collection develcpment and share bibliograpnic information
electronically. Students on all three campeses can acceoe
materials frem what is, in essence, a combieed library whose
collection is second in size only to Harvard University's. This
roseive recource ie also aeailable to student.: ani facL:Ity rss
the nation and world. Furthet, tno fact th..:It we can sharr3 cur
resources 33 effic:ently has allcw! us to siuniicantly rt-Liace
duplication in cer celIectione and tnes use oar reecerces wisely.

With respect the student financial aid programe Included in
Title IV, you will hear from a student and our professional staff
this afternoon. In the meantime, let me stress once again, hew
important federal assistance is in making college a real
opportunity for many young North Carolinians. Even though North
Carolina State University is a bargain by any measure, a large
proportion of the pcpuletion we serve is not well prepared to
shoulder even this relatively modest financial burden. More than
one-third of our undergraduates rely on financial assistance. We
are particularly supportive of reauthorization initiatives that
simplify the application process, particularly for low ineome
students whose eligibility can easily be demonstrated through less
cumbersome and confusing means. Ferther, we believe that financial
aid directed toward minorities is esuential for the long-term,
economic and social well-being of oer state and nation.

Cooperative Education programs are particularly important here
at NCSU, where the vast majority of students enroll in professional
programs. Title V:TI represents a true success story, resulting in
a 90% inclease in perticipation in these programs. I am pleased to
endorse the reccmmendations of the Coalition for Cooperative
Education, including the suggestion that authorized funding levels
be increased. Coop provides a safety net for middle and low income
students who need more assistance than financial aid program can
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provide; Coop effectively intreduces mdnorities, women and the
disabled into the work force; and Coop improves our retention rates
and thus increases the efficiency of our institutions. In all,
Cooperative Education programs result in a significant return on
Congressional investment: participating students pay $225 ndllion
in taxes, or about 1600% of federal appropriations.

Finally, with respect to Title IX, Graduate Programs, I hope
to persuade you that Congress is a critical partner in encouraging
students to pursue postgraduate degrees. The nation is facing a
severe shortage in the number of PhDs needed to staff universities
and research labs; one need only to compare the relative proportion
of scientists and engineers in the U.S., Japan, and Europe to see
that we must do much more to encourage young people to continue
their training at the graduate level. For graduate education.
maintaining quality and developing diversity within the population
of graduate students (and future faculty) are the special
challenges facing us. Thus, we recommend that graduate fellowship
support be based on merit, not entitlement, and that the successful
models reflected in the Harris and Graduate Area of National Needs
(GANN) programs be maintained. While the proposed reorganization
of graduate programs will promote needed efficiencies, we hope that
their current emphasis on mdnorities and science will not be lost.

Mr. Chairman, Congressmen, I am pleased to have had the
occasion to welcome you to NOrth Carolina State University and to
share with you my views on this very important piece of
leg4.slation.
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you very much, Mr. Monteith, for the
constructive help.

Let me welcome our first panelists now: Mr. Robert Scott, presi-
dent of the North Carolina System of Community Colleges; Dr. Tr-
onza Richmond, Chancellor of North Carolina State University; Dr.
Bruce Howell, president of Wake Community College; Dr. Douglas
Hunt, Special Assistant to the Chancellor, University of North
Carolina.

Welcome, gentlemen. Your testimony in full will be part of the
record. Feel free to range widely or summarize as concisely as you
wish.

Mr. Scott, I turn it over to you.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. SCOTT, PRESIDENT, NORTH
CAROLINA SYSTEM OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Mr. Scow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Bob Scott, president
of North Carolina System of Community Colleges which is the
third largest community college system in the Nation.

Congressman Price, before proceeding, if I may, I would like to
thank you for arranging to have this hearing here in North Caroli-
na, and in particular, our district. I would also like to thank you
for introducing the Student Loan Affordaility Act and for your
leadership in making the National Science Foundation more re-
sponsive to the undergraduate needs of our students.

Your continuing interest in and support for the technical educa-
tion and literacy programs is greatly appreciated. I am aware of
your intent to introduce the Technical Literacy Act of 1991 in the
House, and I congratulate you.

My staff has reviewed a draft of the bill and sees the opportunity
that the bill would provide in advancing technology fields for com-
munity colleges.

Congressman Valentine, I also want to express my appreciation
for the fine work that you have done on behalf of our community
colleges, not only here in North Carolina, of course, but all over
the country, and the undergraduate science education as Chairman
of the House Subcommittee on Technology and Competitiveness.

Mr. Chairman, my testimony will highlight North Carolina com-
munity colleges' areas of concern with regard to the different titles
of the act. I also speak in support of the priorities adopted by the
American Association of Community Colleges and the Association
of Community College Trustees as essential to make the Higher
Education Act the cornerstone of a national strategy for human re-
source development.

National education priorities would be better served if Congress
would make the Pell Grant an entitlement designed to ensure that
the neediest students can complete at least one year of postsecond-
ayy study without loans and with a cost of living allowance suffi-
cient to meet today's college expenses.

I encourage you to increase the Pell Grant to $4,500 with a
$2,750 base living allowance for the initial year of reauthorization.

I think that the colleges share the concern of Congress for the
growing imbalance, and especially the mounting total of defaulting
loans. Pell grants and work study programs to finance students

21
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first 2 years of college, with loans reserved for upper division stu-dents, would benefit at-risk students. It would also benefit the col-leges, the Federal administzation of Title IV financial aid and thenational interest. Making loans to at-risk students just puts thosestudents farther at risk. Pall grant eligibility should also be main-tained for less than half-time students.
The most invent need in Title IV, apart from grant and loanrefi3rm, is the simplification of aid delivery. Countless potential stu-dents are turned away from college by the complicated forms andthe frustrating apphcation process.I recommend that the financial aid application forms be a singlepage and standard for all institutions and for processors. I also rec-onunend that single page analysis of methodology be adopted forour calculation of awarding of financial aid.Mr. Chairman, I must :Wm take this opportunity to express myvery serious concern about the number and extent of Federal regu-lations that are being imposed on the higher education communi-ties. We are simply being overregulated. The last Congress putthree more massive paperwork burdens on the colleges in the Stu-dent RiOt-to-Know and Campus Security Act and the Ability toBenefit T.W.tim Act. Our colleges simply do not have the resourcesor the manpower to compile and report the data that is required.With budget restraints, this problem is getting much worse.On the subject of ability to benefit, or An. as we call it, I sup-port the restoration of the options for measuring AM that were inforce before the 1990 budget agreement that imposed third partytesting on all institutions receiving .Title IV aid. These optionsshould be restricted on all degree-rating institutions, and Federalrequirements covering AM should apply only to students whereAM enrollment exceeds 10 percent of their regular student headcount. ATB testiug is best used as a diagnostic tool rather than anadmissions criteria.

Reform of the delivery of all financial aid is necessary in order to1.. uire accountability. Community colleges are the smallest sourceof loan defaults in terms of dollars as the largest Radon of postsec-ondary education in the Nation. However, as the largest sector ofpostsecondary education in the Nation, community cvlleges willsustain the greatest negative impact from other restrictive loan de-fault management regulations.
Mr. Chairman, I hope that Congress will consider legislating adefault management program that penalizes institutions with anexcessive loan volume and high default rates and reward those in-stitutions with few loans and low default rates.To give you an example, one of our colleges was credited with a50 percent loan default rate in 1988 because two of its four loanswere in default. However, 10 of our colleges had zero percent loandefault rate during the last 2 years. A reasonable floor for thenumber of Stafford loans at an institution should be establishedbefore requiring a default management plan.
Mr. Chairman, minority access is critically affected by the over-regulation I spoke of. Pell grant entitlement, grant loan imbalance,financial aid simplifumtion, and ability to benefit are all issues thatimpact minority recruitment and retention. I urge you to considerthis key point as reauthorization legislation goes forward.
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The establiahment of an Assistant Secretary for Community/
Technical and Junior Colleges at the Department of Education is a
high priority for all community colleges. Community colleges re re-

sent the largest sector of higher education in the country, enrolling
6 million students in credit and degree programs and another 4
million in non-credit continuing education programs.

Earlier I stated that North Carolina has the largest community
college system in the Nation. Last yaw, over 741,000 adult North
Carolinians were enrolled in one or more of our classes. That is 10

percent of the total population of this State enrolled in our commu-
nity colleges to date. There is a House and Senate bill that would
establish an Assistant Secretary to the Department of Education. I

express my appreciation to both Congressman Price and Congress-

man Mollohan for sponsoring that House bill.
The Veterans Outreach Program under Title IV of the Higher

Education Act has been an effective program for 27 of North Caro-

lina's 58 community colleges. However, under the Department of
Education's proposal for reorganization of the Higher Education

Act, this program would be eliminated. Mr. Chairman and Mem-
bers of the subcommittee, I strongly urge you to retain this pro-
gram. This is of particular urgency to our State. We have deployed
over 70,000 of our Nation's finest troops to the Persian Gull', one

out of every five who served in Desert Storm came from North
Carolina. Veteran's education is now and will continue to be impor-

tant to North Carolina and the Nation's community colleges.
Finally, I would recommend that Title I and Title XI be replaced

by a national network of employer/college partnerships for human
resources and economic development to provide relevant skill up-
grading for all workers throughout their careers to increase work
force literacy and to infuse instruction with more state-of-the-art

technology.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my oral testimony. A more de-

tailed one is incorporated in the record, and I do want to thank you
for inviting me to testify on this piece of legislation.

[The prepared statement of Robert W. Scott follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, I am Bob Scott, president of the North Carolina Community

College System. Our SB community colleges served more than 741,000 adults

in vocational, technical,
literacy, new an expanding industry, and college

transfer programs last year.

1 am also a meeber of the Board of Directors of the American Association

of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) and the Joint Commission on Federal

Relations of this association and the Association of Community College

Trustees (ACCI).

Congressman Price, before proceeding, 1 eould like to thank you for

arranging and hosting this field hearing in your district. 1 would also like

to thank you ior introducing the Student Loan
Affordability Act to restore

the income tax deductibility of student loans and scholarships and for your

leadership in making the National Science Foundation more responsive to

undergraduate needs. Your continuing interest in and support for technical

education and iiteracy prograas are appreciated. 1 as aware of your intent

to introduce the technical Literacy Act of 1991 in the Nouse, and I

congratulate you. My staff has reviewed a draft of the bill and sees the

opportunities the hill would provide in advancing technology fields for

community colleges.

Congressman Valentine, I also appreciate the fine work you do on behalf

of community colleges and undergraduate science
education as chairman of the

Nouse subcommittee on Technology and Coxpetitiveness.

My testimony will highlight North Carolina community colleges' areas of

concern with regard to the different titles of the act. 1 also speak in

support of the priorities
adopted by AACJC and ACCT as essential to make the

Nigher Education Act the cornerstone of a natinnal strategy for human

resource development. The focus of the forthcoming Higher Education Act

should be the issue of what the country needs most fro, higher education at

this critical moment of our history. In the view of the Campus policymakers

whom 1 eork and talk with, what the country needs most from colleges and from

their linkages with
lower schools is a world-class workforce.

National education priorities would be better served if Congress would

make the Pell Grant an entitlement designed to ensure that the neediest

students can complete at least OM year of postsecondary study without loans

and with a cost-of-living
allowance sufficient to meet today's college

expenses. I encourage you to increase
the Pell Grant to $4,500 with a $7,750

base living allowance for the initial year of the reauthorization.

Community colleges share the concern of Congress over the growing

grant-loan imbalance and especially the mounting total of defaulted loans.

Pell Grants and Work-Study Programs to finance students' first two years of

college, with loans reserved for upper division students, would benefit

at-risk students, colleges, the federal administration of Title IV financial

aid, and the national interest.
Making loans to at-risk students Just puts

these students further at-risk. Pell Grant eligibility should also be

maintained for less than half-time students.

2,5
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The most urgent tweed in title IV, apart from grant and loan reform, isthe simplification of aid delivery,
including need analysis, for bothstudents and institutions. Countless potential students are turned away fromcollege by the complicated forms and frustrating application process. It isclear that both the Department of !duration and the colleges are choking onexcessive processing and reporting burdens that increasingly defeat the

intent and success of the programs. These burdens are the largest cause ofprofessional turnover in the ranks of the community colleges' aidstaff. I recommend that financial aid application forms be a single page andstandard for all institutions and processors. I further recommend that asingle need aoalysis methodology be adopted for calculation of awerdingfinancial aid.

Mr. Chairmen, I must take this opportunity to express my very serious
concern about the number and extent of federal regulations that are bringimposed on the higher education community. We are being over regulated. Thelast Congress put three more massive paperwork burdens on colleges in the
Student Right-to-Know and raopus Security Act and the Ability-to-Benefit
Testing Requirements. Oe colleges do not have the resources or the manpowerto compile and report ' rata that is required.

On the subject of Ability-to-Benefit (ATO), I support the restoration ofthe options for measuring ATO that were in force before the 1990 BudgetAgreement that imposed third party testing on all institutions receivingTitle IV aid. These options should be restored for all degree-granting
institutions, and federal requirements covering ATO should apply only to
those schools where ATEI enrollment exceeds 10 percent of their regular
student headcount. A1B testing is best used as a diagnostic tool rather thanan admissions criteria.

Reform of the delivery of all financial aid is necessary in order torequire accountability and to ensure that loans, grants, and other Title IVprograms are being effectively administered.
Community colleges are themealiest source of loan defaults in terms of dollars among the major sectorsof postsecondary education; however, as the largest sector of postsecondaryeducation in the nation, community

colleges would sustain the greatestnegative impact from other restrictive loan default management regulations.Mr. Chairman, I hope Congress will consider legislating a default management
program that penalizes institutions with an excessive loan volume and highdefault rates and rewards institutions with few loans and low default rates.One of our colleges was credited with a 50 percent default rate in 1988because two of its four loans were in default. However, ten of our collegeshad a zero percent default rate during the last two years. A reasonablefloor fou the number of Stafford loans at an institution should beestablished before requiring a default management plan. We commend theDepartment of fdaication for discontinuing the practice of posting defaultedloans with the last college attended and is now identifying loans withcolleges where they originate.
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Mr. Chairman, minority access is tritically affected by the over

regulation I have spoken of. Pell Grant Entitlement, Grant toan imbalance,

financial aid simplification, and Ability-To-lienefit are all issues that

impart minority recruitment and retention. I urge you to consider this key

pond As reauthorization legislation gnes forward.

the establishnent of an Assistant Secretary for Community/Technical and

Junior intlegos at the Department of Education is a high priority for all

community culleges. Community colleges represent the largest sector of

higher eduration in the country, enrolling six million students in Credit and

degree programs and another four million )n noncredit continuing education

programa. The eepartment of Education has done little to employ

administrators and specialists with community college backgrounds. A key

role of the Assistant Secretary would he outreach to Other federal agencies,

to the corporate and employer community, and to other programs within the

Department of fduration that support education and training in order to

memimize rnordination and return on the taxpayers' investment. An

educational "pipelioe" that deliver% comprehensive human resource development

cannot be achieved without such coordination among federal programs and the

employer rommunity.

Mere Are before the House and the senate bills that would establish an

A%sistant secretary in the Department of iducation, and I express my

appreciation to Congressman Price and rongreman Valentine for cosponsoring

the House

the Veterans Outreach Program under 'title IV of the Higher Education Act

has been an effective program for 27 of North Carolina's 58 community

colleges; however, under the Department of fducation's proposal for

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, this program would be

vliminatcd. Mr. Chairman, and members of thP subcommittee, I urge you to

retain thi% program. (his is of partiaular urgency to our state which

deployed over 75,000 of our nation's finest troops to the Persian Gulf

War--one nut of every five who served in the conflict came from North

Carolina. Veterans education is now and will continue to be important to

North Carolina's and the nationli. community colleges. Typically and

hi,toreally, this nation's higher education institutions have been turned to

by Congres% and our vPteran., tor readjustment to civilian life following

majer world unl 1 i t s. Ihe Persian Coilf veterans deserve this same

relmatioeal opportunity tor tranOtioning to civilian life.

A national strategy tor human resource develoi t to be successful

laces, among other tasks, the daunting challenge ot revitalizing employment

and econemic opportunity in the nation's urban centers. Community colleges

and urban universito.s could be used to much greater advantage through the

formulation of an urban extension service modeled after the cooperative

extension 5eryice. Mr. Chairman, your bill HR 7531, is a positive step in

this direction; however, I would remind the Congress that community colleges

were full and equal partners in the development of the existing Title XI, and

they must he se considered in dny litle XI reforms. Senator Hatfield has

made this point clear in SI336. which is his Title XI reform bill.
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Specialists from the universities and community colleges could work hand
in hand with city governments in action oriented, problem solving approaches
to a variety of pressing urban needs under such a program. A new partnership
of federal and city agencies and urban colleges could target urban priorities
for worker training, literacy, infrastructure planning and renewal, and other
priorities to revitalize our urban centers and inner cities. Mr. Chairman
and members of the subcommittee, I emphasize that community colleges are
essential to this urban extension partnership.

I inally, I recommend that Title I and Title Xl should be replaced by a
national network of employer-college partnerships for human resource and
economic development to provide "'relevant skill upgrading for all workers
throughout their careers,4 to increase work force literacy, and to infuse
instruction with more state-of-the-art technology.

lh4nk you, Congressman Sawyer. Congressman Price, Congressman v,Aentine,
and other members of the subcommittee for inviting me to testify on the
reauthorization of this most important legislation.
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Chairman SAWYER.. Thank you very much, Mr. Scott.

Mr. Richmond?

STATEMENT OF TYRONZA IL RICHMOND, CHANCELLOR, NORTH

CAROLTWA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY

Mr. RICHMOND. Thank you. Chairman Sawyer, I certainly wouk3

like to personally add my welcome to that which you have already

received from Mr. Scott to the famed Research Triangle Park area

and to the great State of North Carolina.
It is good to have you from Ohio and Indiana. It is always a spe-

cial privilege to send greetings to our own distinguished Congress-

man, Congressman Price.
Let me say that I represent North Carolina Central University,

one of the fme public historically black colleges and universities of

this State. I am sure you are aware that North Carolina has more

public black colleges than any other State in the Nation, and also

one of the 11 historically black public and private colleges in the

State.
It has been my good fortune and privilege to participate in semi-

nars and one or two hearings regarding the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act. I must say that I am veiy pleased and im-

pressed with the rather broad consensus that has emerged in the

higher education community regarding the Higher Education Act.

To a large extent, what I will say here initially will be somewhat

redundant of what has already been said, but I think it is irnpor,

tent that we reinforce and reiterate some of the conference.
Specifically, with respect to Title IV, which I deem to be the

most important aspect of the entir, Higher Education Act, I would

hope that you would lend your support to increasing the Pell grant
maximum to at least that figure of $4,500, which has already been
alluded to, and also I would hope that you would establish some

type of indexing program for that maximum so that the variance of

t e grant would certainly keep pace with inflation.
Secondly, for a campus Ulm the one that I represent where some

80 to 85 percent of our students receive some type of Federa; aid, it

is simply imperative that Title IV be reconfigured to result in a

program which would provide the neediest college student with

more aid in the form of grants and remove them from the loan
portfolios. I know that you realize that the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program has long become, more or less, the subjects of the
Federal student assistance programs and out of iecessity, has

become a regular source of financial assistance for many poor and

economically disadvantaged students, those students who are
indeed addressed.

I would hope that on my campus we could return to the days of

10 years ago when only 30 percent of the students participated in

the Federal-based or supported loan programs, rather than the 75
percent who now participate.

With respect to Title IV, I would also plead with you to draft a
Higher Education Act that would mandate and insist on program
simplification. We must bring an end to the unreasonable, ccmfus-

ing and complex paperwork that now characterizes the Federal stu-
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dent aid system. We simply cannot afford the staff, time and re-sources that we are losing.
Last December, I did have the oppartunity to offer some com-ments during a congressional h on issues andmattors pertaining to historically black colleges and universities.Since that hearing last December, I have had occasion to read andre-read the comments offered by Representative Augustus F. Haw-kins. I guess that was on the eve of his retirement from the Houseof Representatives.
Congresman Hawkins made this statement, "a promly struc-tured reauthorized Higher Education Act will play a major role inexding the growth and ability of these institutions," referenceto MCU`s, "to sustain the fundamental principles ofaccess, equal-ity and opportunity in the higher education community."And I say to you today, as we prepaTe for a different Americaand a different world, we must increasingly view institutions likethe one I represent, like Shaw University, Bennett College andElizabeth City State University, as special and underutilizedsources for the critical human capital that this Nation will need ingrowing numbers in the cominig years-
You know as well as I that America's minority sub-groups will bethe 21st century's mainstream, and institutions like the one that Irepresent clearly play a critical role in the final access of the stu-dents.
If our Nation is to maintain and indeed improve on its competi-tive posture in a highly global arena in the remaining years of the1990's, it is critical that institutions like NCCU, North CarolinaA&T, Clark Atlanta, Florida A&M, and several other comprehen-sive HBCU's carefully move their institutions more fully into themainstream of academic scholarships, scientific research, are, grad-uate education at the highest degree level. As a Nation, we can illafford to broaden the role and capacity of selected Hi3CU's.In the few minutes remaining, let me just touch on two otherspecific things.
With respect to Title III, I am sure that you are aware that TitleIII of the act has been the lifeboat that has sustained and kept aca-demically vibrant most of the historically black colleges and uni-versities in this Nation.
I urge you to su rt a change in Title Ill, Fart B, that wouldincrease the floor, individual institutional grants from the cur-rent level of 050,000 to a level of $500,000. While such a changewould likely have no imct on my institution, it would haveequalized funding for smaller institutions that participate in thisaspect of the program.
Additionally, I seek your support for the addition of specific lan-guage in Title UI, Part B, Section 326 that would add five institu-tions that are critical for the continued training of black lawyersand Professionals in pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences. Theinstitutions proposed for addition are Florida A&M Univer-sity, North Carolina Central University, Southern University,Texas University, and Xavier University.
I would also add that support of this proposition would certainlyprovide some of the support needed to build the infrastructure forthe expanded role for IMU's. I am also pleased to note that there
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is consensus in the higher education community regarding this
proposition to provide this.

Let me move to nue U if I could. Specifically, it is our recom-
mendationmy recommendation that under Title II, Part E, Sec-
tion 233(a), it is recommended that the Secretary of Education be
authorized to make grants to, and contract with historically black
institutions of higher education and library organizations or agen-
cies that have nationally approved programs in library and infor-
mation science to assist them in the education and training of Afri-
can-Americans and other ethnic minorities, particularly in areas of
critical needs.

These proposed grants and contracts would be used by these in-
stitutions, library organizations or wncies to: waist in covering
the cost of courses of study or daff development; establish and
maintain fellowships or traineeships with stipends (including allow-
ances for travel, subsistence, and other expenses) for fellows who
demonstrate need and who are working toward a graduate degree,
and; to establish, develop or expand programs of library and infor-
mation science, including new techniques and information transfer
and communication technology.

Chancellor Monteith made reference to the extensive array of
networkselectronic networks. Most of the traditional black col-
leges and universities are not participating effectively in the State,
region, and at the national level because of the lack of adequate
training in planning and the use of equipment and new computer
software that makes this mode of resource sharing possible.

Black colleg:es and universities have not been able to keep pace
with the rapid technical changes in library science because funding
has not been provided for continuing education and improved
training in library science.

As you are aware, in past years Title II, Part B, training funds
have made itdid make it possible to have a credible number of
black and other minority students in selected library schools.

The two programs in this Nation that have traditionally educat-
ed the largest number of black librarians are located at 'Dark At-
lanta University and North Carolina Central University. Title
Part B fellowships have made a cant difference in the
number of black students enrolled in , two schools. In my full
testimony, I have provided you with a table that shows the enroll-
ment of students in Ithrary science at North Carolina Central Md.
vereity. I would hope that you would note that the percentage of
black students at the NMI; library school has dropped from
58 percent to 28 percent. Similar enrollment trends have likely oc-
curred at the library school at Clark Atlanta.

I think that it is quite apparent that it is the library and infor-
mation professionals who have the capacity to brim. : the
investiptions of the physicists, the biologists, and the , "
is the information professional who will make possible the Ph.D.
Prioireil2 in engineering at North Carolina AlltT or Florida A&M or
the Ph.D. programs at North Carolina Central in biop .

Only with enhanced library resources and informs manap-
ment personnel will our historically black colleges and universities
be able to assume a greater role in meeting our national manpower

31.
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needs by providing the educational foundation for our firture scien-
tists, managers, and other skilled leaders.

Let me end with a quote that was offered a few years ago by Dr.
Joyce Payne, the Dhector of the Office of the Advancement of
Public Black Colleges. Dr. Payne stated, "What is sorely needed in
the &tun is of and attention to the unequal represen-
tauon of maok among mikior room& institutions, Provid-
ers of graduate programs, innovators of new technologies, and pro-
ducers of talent in progressive fields of science and technology.
Linking black colleges and universities to the condition of economic
life, domestically and internationally, is not a moral issue, but an
issue of vision, of rational economic sense, and of enlightened self-
interest"

I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Tyronza R. Richmond followsl

34!
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Nr. Chairman and Isenberg of tbe Education and Labor
Committee:

We are pleased to welcome you to the tamed Research Triangle
Park area and the State of North Carolina. As always, it is
a special privilege to greet and welcome our own
distinguished Congressmen, Representative David Price and
Repremeetative Tim Valentine. Congressmen Price and
Valentine, we are grateful that through your efforts the
views of your Mahe-el constituents will be heard and will be
a part of the deliberations regarding the reauthorization of
the Nigher Education Act.

I thank you for this opportunity to share same brief comments
ou the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I do
represent North Carolina Central University this morning, one
of the 16 constituent institutions that comprise the multi-
campus University of North Carolina. In recent weeks in an
attempt to describe the exact location of my institution, I
have often said that NCCU is located in the city of Durham,
home of Duke University, the reigning NCAA men's basketball
champions. After getting the attention of my audience, I
then hasten to add that NCCU was the first Durham-based
institution to win an NcAA national championship in
basketball. If you are not aware, let me remind you chat
NCCU won in a record-setting fashion, the NCAA Division II
men's basketball championship in 1989, just two years ago.

North Carolina Central University is also one of the 5
historically black public universities in our University
system and one of the 11 historically black public and
private colleges in this state. It has been my fortune and
privilege to participate in several hearings, forums, and
seminars in recent months, and I must say that I have been
pleased and impressed with the rather broad consensus that
ham emerged in the higher education community regarding the
Higher Education Act. Although it is my intent to spend my
allocated time addressing several concerns that are more orless specific to historically black colleges and universities
and to my institution, I would be remiss if I did not add my
voice in strong support of several propositions that axe
currently being advanced by a very unified American higher
education community.

Although all aspects of the Higher Education Act are
significant for the welfare and future of our nation, no
section of the Act has the critical significance of Title rv.

Specifically, I would hope that you would lend your support
to increasing the Pell grant maximum to at least $4,506 and
tying subsequent increases in the Pell grant maximum to an
acceptable economic index. For a campus like the one I
represent, it is imperative that Title IV be recor"igured to
result in a program which would provide the neediest college
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students with more aid in the form of grants and remove them
from the loan portfolios. I am sure that you realize that
whether intentional or not, the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program (and not the Pell grant program), has became the
center piece of the federal student assistance program and
out of necessity has become a regular source of financial
assistance for many poor and ecoLzmically disadvantaged
students. I would hope that we could return to the days of
some ten years ago when only 30% of the students on my campus
were participating in the various federal loan programs
rather than the 70% who now do.

With respect to all of the aid programs covered under Title
IV, I plead with you to craft a Higher Education Act that
would mandate and insist on program simplification in Title
rv. We must bring an end to the unreasonable, confusing, and
complex paper work that now characterizes the federal student
aid system. We simply cannot afford to continue to lose the
valuable resources, both human and financial, because of the
inordinate complexity of the financial aid application,
verification, and award processes.

Last December, I did have the opportunity to offer some
comments during a Congressional hearing on issues and matters
pertaining to historically black colleges and universities.
since that hearing last December, I have occasion to read and
re-read the comments about the nation's historically black
colleges and universities made by Representative Augustus F.
Hawkins on the eve of his retirement from the House of
Representativen.

Congressman Hawkins stated that:

"A properly structured, reauthorized Higher Education Act
will play a major role in expanding the growth and
ability of these institutions to sustain the fundamental
principles of access, equality, and opportunity in the
higher education community."

As we prepare for a different America and a different world,
we must increasingly view institutions like NCCU, Shaw,
Bennett, and Elizabeth City State as special and under
utilized sources for the critical human capital that t!.a
nation will need in growing nuMberb in coming years.
America's minority subgroups will be the 2Ist century's
mainstream, and institutions like the one I represent are
today the institutions preferred by African-American
students, preferred because of the educational opportunities
that have characterized these institutions over the years.
This past August, the College Board issued a report which
identified the schools to which black high school graduates
directed their SAT scores; ten of the top fifteen, and the
first six on the list were historically black colleges and
universities. We were pleased that North Carolina Central

PAGE 2
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University was the nation's ninth most popular choice among
African American students.

If our nation is to maintain and indeed improve on its
competitive posture in a highly global arena in the remaining
years of the 1990s, it is critical that institutions like
NCCU, NC A 6 I", Clark Atlanta, Florida A I M and several
other comprehensive dBCUs carefully move their institutions
more fully into the mainstream of academic scholarship,
scientific research, and graduate education at the highest
degree level. As a nation, we can ill afford not to broaden
the role and capacity of selected HEICUs.

In the few minutes remaining, I hope that you would permit me
to outline a few aspects of that properly structured
reauthorized Higher Education Act that will facilitate this
role I view for NCCU and selected other majority black
institutions in coming years.

As you are aware, Title III of the Act has been the lifeboat
that has sustained and kept academically vibrant most of the
historically black colleges and universities in this nation.
I urge you to support a change in Title III, Part B that
would increase the floor on individual institutional grarts
from the current level of $350,000 to $500,000. While sucl, a

change would likely have no impact on my institution, it

would help equalize funding for smaller institutions that
participate in this aspect of the program.

Additionally, I seek your support for the addition of
specific language in Title III, Part B, Section 326 that

would add five institutions that are critical for the

continued training of black lawyers and professionals in

pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences. The specific
institutions proposed for addition are Florida A & M
University (Pharmacy), North Carolina Central University
(Lew), Southern University (Law), Texas Southern University
(Law and/or Pharmacy), and Xavier University (Pharmacy).
Support for this proposition would certainly provide some of
the support needed to build the infrastructure for the

expaaded role for selected HBCUs. I am pleased to note that
there is consensus in the higher education community
regarding this proposition.

While there are many infrastruture building strategies that
may be employed and could be discussed this morning, I would
likv to conclude by focusing on libraries and information
technology. Under Title II of the Act, I urge your 5uppolt
for a vigorous program to strengthen library and information
science programs in Historically Black Colleges and
Universities.

Specifically, under Title II, Part )3, Section 233 (a), it is
recommended that the Secretary of Education be authorized to
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make grants to, and contract with, historically black
institutions of higher education and library organizations or
agencies that have nationally approved programs in library
and information science to assist them in the education and
training of African Americans and other ethnic minorities,
particularly in areas of critical needs. These proposed
grants or contracts would be used by these institutions,
library organizations, or agencies to: (1) assist in covering
the cost of courses of study or staff development (including
short term or regular session institutes), (2) establish and
maintain fellowships or traineeships with stipends (including
allowances for travel, subsistence, and other expenses) for
fellows who demonstrate need and who are working toward a
graduate degree, and (3) to establish, develop, or expand
programs of library and information science, including new
techniques of information transfer and communication
technology. At least 75% of grants made under this
proposition should be for the purpose of establishing and
maintaining fellowships or traineeships.

Many of the traditionally black colleges and universities are
not participating effectively in state, regional, and
national electronic networks because of the lack of adequate
training in planning and the use of equipment and computer
softyare that make this mode of resource sharing possible.
Blak colleges and universities have not been able to keep
pace with the rapid technical changes in library science
because funding has not been provided for continuing
education and improved training in library science.

In past years, Title II, Part B training funds have made it
possible to have a creditable number of black and other
minority students in selected library schools. The two
programs that have traditionally educated the largest number
of black librarians are located at Clark Atlanta University
and North Carolina Central University. The Title II, Part B
fellowships have made a significant difference in the number
of black students enrolled in these two schools. Statistical
data from the School of Library and Information Sciences at
North Carolina Central University are presented in TABLE I to
demonstrate the impact that these fellowships have had on the
enrollment of black students at the library school at this
institution and the number of black graduates. The
percentage of black students at the NCCU library school has
dropped from 58% to 28% in 12 years. Similar enrollment
trends have likely occurred at the library school at Clark
Atlanta.

It is library and information professionals who have the
capacity to bring together the investigations of the
physicist, the biologist, and the chemist. It is the
information professional who will make possible the PhD
program in engineering at North Carolina A 6 T or Florida A
M, or the Phd program in Biophysics at NCCU.
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It is only with enhanced library resources and information
management personnel will oux historically black colleges and
universities be able to assume a greater role in meeting our
national manpower needs by providing tbe educational
foundation for our future scientists, managers, and other
skilled leaders.

A few years ago, Dr. N. Joyce Payne, Director of the Office
for the Advancement of Public Black Colleges stated:

"What is sorely needed in lbe future is recognition of and
attention to the unequii reuesentatIcin of black colleges
among major, research institutions, providers of graduate
programs. innovators of new technologitL, anrproducers
of talent ---5--Tairessive fields o SEience and

un eS
. tinkinq black colleges

EF--IEe condition a- economic lifiT
tec

and irnationaIIy, is not a moral issue,
ut an issue of vision, of rational economic sense. and
ET-eWliatEe4-se1f-interest7-----

I thank you.

TABLE I.

NC2TB CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LIBRARY AND
INFORMATION SCIENCES: NUMBER OF TITLE II-B FELLOWSHIPS;
PERCENTAGE OF BLACK ENROLLMENT; NUMBER OF BLACK GRADUATES

Year
Number of
fellowships

Percent of black
student enrollment

Number of black
MLS graduates

1978-79 5 58% 23
1979-80 2 55% 14
-00-81 2 49% 7
1981-82 3 49% 13
1982-83 2 45% 22
1983-84 2 48% 8
1984-85 3 51% 8
1985-86 2 49% 5
1986-87 1 37% 9
1987-88 1 31% 9
1988-89 o 28% 8

1989-90 o 28% a

Total 22 mean=40% 134
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you very much, Dr. Richmond, for an
outstanding statement

Now we go to Bruce Howell.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE I. HOWELL, PRESIDENT. WAKE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. Howma.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Price, for
allowing me to be here with you today. I guess I should just start
by saying amen to my predecessors and go from there.

My own perspective today will come from community colleges,
one of 58 in North Carolina. We have an interest that is on a day
LI day hula We have reviewed the financial aid situations.

Our average student is 31 years of age at our community college.
My concern is over admissions registration and dealing with the
frustrations of dwindling resources that are tying up voluminous
paperwork increases,

I am also concerned for our students who are served through
Title IV, our full-time students who are served by Title IV, and re-
sponsibility for administering these program&

We must place fewer obstacles in the path of both groups, mean-
ing administrators who are supposed to be working through and
seeing that these things are managed, and also students who are
faced with a cumulative increase in paperwork.

First, consider the strains placed on the students served through
Title N. At a time when college costs are increasing, many of
these students are being forced to borrow money to remain in col-
lege.

In 1975, 76 percent of all Federal aid was in the form of gifts,
including grants. By 1988, the share of Federal grants had dropped
to 30 percent. At the same time, we have seen our purchasing
power with the Pell grany diminish significantly.

The aveTage cost of going to school in a two year community col-
lege has risen $335 a year while the Pell grant awards have only
increased by $62. College costs have increased much faster than
Pell grants.

In short, we need the Pell grants maximum to be increased so
that low income students do not have to shortchange their future
by borrowing additional funds to pay even higher tuition rates.

We almdy know that our community college students will pay
higher tuition prices this fall. Right now we are just waiting for
the General Assembly to decide whether it will be 25 percent or 40
percent, and at this tune it is probably 40 percent.

Increasing the Pell grant maximum would also, no doubt, result
in a critical drop in defaults. This is a problem which affects many
colleges, perhaps Wake Tech to a lesser extent.

We have one of the lowest default rates in the community college
system, with a 2.1 percent default rate. That is smaller than many
other institutions.

Institutions with irresponsibly high default rates do not deserve
to continue to receive these resources. However, we need to hold
our students responsible and hold the institutions responsible. To
balance the scales, I suggest that Congress recognize Wake Tech
and other institutions that have a low rate of default as responsible
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by eliminating the accountability process burdens of being ap-
proved for

Again, we need fewer obstacles in our financial aid process, and
motmting paperwork is one of the greater hurdles. The paperwork
burden on our financial aid office must be reduced and simplified.
Currently, the financial aid office must obtain from each student a
number of certifications that have little to do with student's mone-
tary needs.

The amount of paperwork involved with these certifications is
enormous, and more and more we see the responsibilities of the fi-
nancial aid office moving toward handling paperwork and away
from evaluating the real needs of students as to what they are
seeking from an educational institution.

Both the financial aid office and the students view the applica-
tion process as unnecessarily complicated as well. The application
form used by students seeking Title IV monis; should be stream-
lined and simplified. For example, students find dependency status
requirements extremely confusing and as a result, they usually
have to request assistance in completing a very complicated form.

The Student Right to Know and Campus Security Act, to become
effective July I, also places a tremendous burden on community

carpdisaPpeale
As an example, how do you follow up on a student who

sim He cannot be tracked because he leaves no ad-
dress. The Right to Know provision requires that he be counted
negatively in the employment statistics. Another example is the
student who says I am studying computer science. He drops out
and he does not do the work in tlw computer field.

This student is also counted as a negative statistic and must be
counted as unemployed. Additionally, where are we to obtain the
funds to complete and publish these kinds of statistics? With the
budget cuts, we are having to absorb along with the increased
demand for our services, we have already surpassed the stretched
limits.

Campus security requirements should be significantly modified
for community college purposes. Community Caeges do not have
residence halls, and our crime-on-campus rates are negligible. The
procedures for maintaining and publishing such statistics will
create another financial hardship for our colleges.

I should also call attention to a potential obstacle that would
have a tremendously negative effect on this college, and that is the
move to oanvert from credit hours to clock h.ours. Should clock
hours become a basis for awarding financial aid, a number of our

such as our nursing program, would probably be disquali-
Ogrinstat our students would not have enough clock hours to be
converted from credit hours to clock hours, and therefore be dis-
qualified from financial aid. I don't think we want to see that
occur.

I further recommend that the Ability-to-Benefit Rule should not
affect collegiate institutions such as ours. Wake Tech, as a practice,
admits students who have high school diplomas or a GED. We feel
that the committee might use this educational standard as a mini-
mum qualification for aid in compliance with the Ability-to-Benefit
Rule. bi any event, minimum standards should be specifically
spelled out if the Ability-to-Benefit Rule is to be imposed.
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In addition, I endorse Chairman Ford's idea of funneling the Na-
tional Direct Student Loan program's revolving fund into the Sup-
plemental Educational Opportunity Grants Program. Such a meas-
ure would increase fluids for grantsagain lessening the need for
students to go heavily into debt just to stay in school.

I also suggest that funding be provided for child care for disad-
vantaged college students. Child care assistance was authorized
under Subpart 8, Section 420(b) but was never funded.

Such funding would allow any person to obtain education they
need in order to escape a life of poverty which carries over from
generation to generation.

Finally, to recognize the unique role that community colleges
play in our Nation, I strongly suggest that the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion create an Assistant Secretary for Community Colleges. It is es-
sential to have someone in the secretary's office who understands
the position of the community colleges in the educational scheme.

We live in an era of many challenges. Every day Wake Technical
Community College experiences the stress and strains of reduced
funding compounded by the ever increasing demand for services.

During the 1980's, the Federal share of available financial aid to
colleges nationwide decreased from 83 to 75 percent, while institu-
tional aid grew from 12 to 19 percent of the total, with State aid
increasing from five to six percent. At Wake Tech, our matching
college share fund increased in the last three years from 15 to 25
percent.

If our college is going to continue to assist low income, minorities
and others, to achieve their potential and enjoy the fruits of this
Nation, we must afford them the opportunity

In order to do this, we must mak.e education more accessible. As
we now see, the States are cutting back, the local areas are cutting
back. We therefore need a larger Federal role in helping the stu-
dents stay in school and get an education.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Bruce I. Howell follows:]
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Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for giving me this

opportunity to share my perspective on the Higher Education Act

reauthorization. my comments represent a viewpoint from the

local community college level, where we work day to day with

students seeking financial aid. Our challenge is to accomplish

our educational mission while dealing hith the frustrations of

dwindling resourcs and voluminous paperwork.

My concern is for the 385 Wake Tech students served through

Title IV and for the people responsible for administering these

programs. We must place fewer obstacles in the paths of both

these groups. Students need better access to grant monies and a

simplified process for obtaining financial aid. Administrators

need less paperwork and more time to focus on their basic

mission.

First, consider the strains placed on students served

through Title IV. At a time when college costs are increasing,

many of these students are being FORCED to borrow money in order

to remain in college. In 1975, 76 percent of all federal aid was

in the form of gifts, including grants, scholarships and other

educational benefits. Twenty-one (21) percent of all federal aid

was in the form of loans. By 1988, the share of federal gift aid

had dropped to 30 percent; and the loan share of the total had

increased from 21 to 66 percent.

We also have seen the purchasing power provided by the Pell

Grant diminish significantly. Between 1975-76 and 1988-89, the

1
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average annual increase in the maximum Pell Grant was $62,

compared to an average annual increase in the cost of attending a

public two-year college of $335. As you can see, Pell Grant

maximum awards have increased much more slowly than have college

attendance costs.

In short, we need the Pell Grant maximum to be increased so

that low-income students do not have to shortchange their futures

by borrowing additional funds to pay ever-higher tuition rotes.

We already knew that our community college students will pay

higher tuition rates this fall. We are waiting for the North

Carolina legislature to tell us the extent of the tuition

increase now (estimated at a 40 percent increase).

Increasing the Pell Grant maximum would also, no doubt,

result in a decrease in loan defaults--a problem wnich affects

Wake Technical Community College, however, less than many other

institutions, I might emphasize. Wake Tech's most current

default rate was 2.1 percent for Title IV loans, a rather man

percentay; compared with other institutions.

Institutions with irresponsibly high default rates do drain

our nation's resources, and they and their students should be

held accountable. To balance the scales, / suggest that Congress

recognize Wake Tech and other institutions that have a low rate

of default as responsible institutions by eliminating the

excessive accountability burdens imposed upon them.

2
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Again, we need fewer obstacles in our financial aid process,

and mounting paperwork is one of the greatest hurdles. The

paperwork burden on our financial aid office MUST be reduced and

simplified. Currently, the financial aid office must obtain from

each student a number of Certifications that have little to do

with the student's monetary needs. The amount of paperwork

involved with these certifications is enormous, and more and more

we see the responsibilities of the financial aid office moving

toward handling paperwork and away from evaluating the real needs

of students as they seek an education.

Both the financial aid office and the students view the

application process as unnecessarily complicated, as well. The

application form used by students seeking Title IV monies should

be streamlined and rimplified. For example, students find

dependency status requirements extremely confusing, and, as a

result, they usually have to request assistance in completing the

form.

The Student Right-to-Know and Campus Security Act--to become

effective July 1--also places a tremendous burden on community

colleges. As an example: How do you follow up a student who

simply disappears? He cannot be tracked because he leaves no

address. The Right-to-Know provision requires that he be counted

negatively in the employment statistics anyway. Another example

is the student who, say, studies computer programming. He drops

out, and he does not become employed in tne computer field. This

3
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student, too, becomes a negative statistic because he must be

listed as "unemployed* for reporting purposes. Additionally,

where are we to obtain the funds to compile and publish these

kinds of statistics? With the budget cuts we are having to

absorb along with the increasec demand for our services, we have

already surpassed the stretchable limits.

Campus Security requirements should be significantly

modified for community college purposes. Community colleges do

not have residence halls, and our crime-on-campus rates are

negligible. The procedures for maintaining and publishing such

statistics will create financial hardships for our college.

I would call your attention, also, to a potential obstacle

that would have a tremendously negative effect on this college:

the move to convert all credit hours to clock hours. Should

clock hours become a basis for awarding financial aide some of

our programs--while of high quality and approved by our national

accrediting agency--would fall slightly short of the proposed

clock-hour standard. Students in these programs thus would be

hurt because they would not qualify for such financial aid.

I further recommend that the Ability-to-Benefit Rule not

affect collegiate institutions such as ours, Wake Tech as a

practice admits students who have a high school diploma or GED.

We feel that the Committee might use this educational standard as

a minimum qualification for aid in compliance with the Ability-

to-Benefit Rule. In any event, minimum standards should be

4
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Specifically spelled out if the Ability-to-Benefit Rule is to be

imposed.

In addition, I endorse Chairman Ford's idea of funneling the

National Direct Student Loan program's revolving funds into the

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants program. Such a

measure would generate increased funds fo,: grants--again

lessening the need for students to go heavily into debt just to

stay in school.

I also suggest that funding be provided for child care for

disadvantaged college students. Child care assistance was

authorized under Subpart 8, Section 420B but was never funded.

Such funding would allow many persons to obtain the education

they need in order -o escape a life of poverty which carries over

from generat on to generation.

Finally, to recognize the unique role that community

colleges play throughout our nation, I strongly suggest that the

U.S. Office of Education create an assistant secretary for

community colleges. It is essential to have someone in the

Secretary's office who understands the position of community

colleges in the educational scheme.

We live in an era of many challenges. Every day Wake

Technical Community College experiences the stresses and strains

of reduced funding compounded by an ever-growing demand for our

services. During the 19E%, the federal share of available

financial aid to colleges natlonwIde decr?ased from 83 to 75

5
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percent, while institutional aid grew from 12 to 19 percent of

the total, with state aid increasing from 5 to 6 percent. At

Wake Tech, our matching share for College Work Study and SEOG

increased in the last three years from 15 to 25 percent.

If our college is going to continue to assist low-income

persons (minority and otherwise) achieve their potential and

enjoy the fruits of this nation, we must afford them the

opportunity. In order to do this, we must make education more

accessible. As we now see, the states are not able to provice

these needs. We therefore must look to the federal government to

provide these students an opportunity.

6
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Howell. Let me just mention,
or perhaps even to emphasize, the comments made about comple-
tion rate studies that Mr. Howell alluded to, that July 1 date that
is contemplated for completion of those studies is July 1, 1993, and
not this coming year.

In the meantime, the Department of Education is supposed to do
a study on whether or not all of this work is even feasible. That
study is due August let, and frankly, will take time, I suppose, for
those findings to be reflected in this reauthorization.

Now we have Mr. Hunt,

STATEMENT OF DOUGLASS HUNT, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE
CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. Hum. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, Con-
Price, Congressman Valentine, let ale say just two things

groTierread the transcript statement.
On behalf of higher education, Chancellor Hardin wanted noth-

ing more than to be here this morning, but as you know, he is on
the board of trustees and must be there for his regular scheduled
meeting.

Secondly, I would like to say that the State of North Carolina is
blessed with two men who are being here today, that they are in
Congress and bring such a high order of commitment and talent to
the work they do.

All of you have my gratitude for this opportunity to talk with
you briefly about issues involved in the reauthorization of our
Higher Education Act I thank you also for including in your wit-
ness list Eleanor Morris, the very able director of student financial
aid in my institution, and Matthew Heyd, a Morehead scholar at
Chapel Hill and president of our student body. I feel confident that
their testimony will prove valuable to you.

Because this afternoon Mrs. Morris will supply you with a point
of view which I support concerning student fimncial assistance, I
shall not be long or detain you this morning on those points, except
to say: that I urge upon you the need to deal with the problems of
simplifyinF the needs analysis, the aid application, and the compli-
ance requirements of the application, and the compliance require-
ments of the law so that families and students are not deterred
from going to college by the very system intended to help them;
that I urge you to address the inversion of the loan grant ratio in
student aid that has turned the system upside down in the last
decade; that I urge you to consider most carefully whether a
system of loans directly made by the government and administered
by these institutions of higher education, along with the lines re-
cently outlined to you in testimony on behalf of the National Asso-
ciation of State Universities and Land Grant 031leges, would not
more economicallyin every senseserve the national interest
than the present system; and that I urge the influence of this com-
mittee be exerted to restore the tax deductibility of interest on stu-
dent loans and to remove the tax on schoWships so that young
people who finish college and start their careers with the equiva-
lent of a home mortgage hanging over them will begin their life's
work on a fairer footing (H.R. 394, the good work of our Congress-
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man, David Price, in which Congressman Valentine and other
Members of the North Carolina delegation have joined, is a fme ve-
hicle to achieve these objectives).

In the remaining time allotted to me, I should like to draw atten-
tion to issues under this legislation bearing on the relation between
postsecondary institutions and public elementary and secondary
education.

It is commonplace, I suppose, that the ultimate reaches of higher
education depend upon an umbilical link to the beginnings of edu-
cation. Universities know that the training of the most sophisticat-
ed scholar or scientist begins when education begins.

My university feels in its depths the necessity of a responsibility
to the system of public elementary and secondary education. We
are working with the public schools of North Carolina to the end
that the beginnings of a student's education contributes as effec-
tively as we 411 wish to that student's performance at the utmost
levels of capability at the highest levels of sophisticated education
and training.

Two ideas for helping colleges and universities contribute to the
effectiveness of the public schools are worth your close attention.

First, the idea of establishing in each congressional district at
least one nr w model school to help in the restructuring of the
public zr.1-wols is a notion that appeals to me. Indeed, the dean of
our school of education tells me that our university has been hard
at work to create just such a school.

Second, I ask that you consider giving strong Federal support to
assist in what has been called "School Grant Universities." Bor-
rowing a phrase from that admirable education icon, the land
grant college, the idea would be to establiph in each State at least
one "School Grant University" with a mission not unlike that of a
land grant university. In an analog to land grant support of county
agriculture agents, such a school grant university would be charged
with helping to raise the level, performance and effectiveness of
local schools. For a decade, many institutions of higher education
have been at work in partnership with the public schools to
strengthen public education and the programs that prepare teach-
ers and educational leaders.

My university has been in the thick of this activity. The Ameri-
can Council of Education, the American Federation of Teachers,
the National Education Association, the Business Roundtable, and
the National Governor's Association have all strongly supported
this linkage of the universities and the public schools. Now more
than Federal blessing is needed. Federal sunort for a strong pro-
gram is needed. As the Morrill Act, throu6 the creation of the
land grant colleges, provided a way to stimulate learning in agri-
culture and the mechanic arta and train a whole sector of our citi-
zenry at the college level, so a school grant university piogram,
supporting and utilizing higher educational facilities already in
being, could enhance national investment in an educated citizenry
everywhere in the Nation.

5 I)
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rmally, I should like to add my general support for the position
taken on the many other issues in this masaive piece of legislation
by the American Council on Education and the National Associa-
tion of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges: together they
do the hard work of achieving consensus and speaking effectively
for the needs of higher education in serving the public interest.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Chancellor Hardin followw]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, Congressman
Price, and Congressman Valentine:

All of you have my gratitude for this opportunity

to talk with you briefly about issues involved in the

Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I thank you

also for including in your witness list Eleanor Morris, the

very able Director of Student Financial Aid in my

institution and Matthew Heyd, a Morehead Scholar at Chapel

Hill and President of our Student Body. I feel confident

that their testimony will prove valuable to you.

Because this afternoon Mrs. Morris will supply you

a point of view which I support concerning student financial

assistance, I shall not long detain you this morning on

those points--except to say:

--that I urge upon you the need to deal with the

problems of simplifying the needs analysis, the aid

application, and the compliance requirements of the

law so that families and students are not deterred

from going to college by the very system intended to

help them;

- -that I urge you to address the inversion of the loan-

grant ratio in student aid that has turned the system

upside down in the last decade;

- -that I urge you to consider most carefully whether a

system of loans directly made by the government and
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administered by institutions of higher education,

along the lines recently outlined to you in testimony

on behalf of the National Association of State

Universities and Land Grant Colleges, would not more

economically--in every sense--serve the national

interest than the present system; and,

--that I urge that the influence of this committee be

exerted to restore the tax deductibility of interest

on student loans and to remove the tax on

scholarships so that young people who finish

college and start their careers with the equivalent

of a home mortgage hanging over them will begin their

life's work on a fairer footing (H.R. 394, the good

work of our Congressman, David Price, in which

Congressman Valentine and other members of the North

Carolina delegation have joined, is a fine vehicle to

achieve those objectives).

In the remaining time allotted ma, I should like

to draw attention to issues under this legislation bearing

on the relation between postsecondary institutions anu

public elementary and secondary education.

It is a commonplace, I suppose, that the ultimate

reaches of higher education depend upon an umbilical link to

tha beginnings of education. Universities know that the

training of the most sophisticated scholar or scientist

begins when education begins. my university feels in its
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depths the necessity of a responsibility to the system of

public elementary and secondary education. We are working

with the public sch.Cols of North Carolina to the end that

the beginnings of a student's education contribute as

effectively as we all wish to that student's performance at

the utmost level.; of capability at the highest levels of

sophisticated education and training.

Two ideas for helping colleges and universities

contribute to the effectiveness of the public schools are

worth your close attention. First, the idea of establisning

in each congressional district at least one new model school

to help in the development and restructuring of the public

schools is a notion that appeals to me. Indeed, the Dean of

our School of Education tells me that our University has

been hard at work to create just such a school.

Second, I ask that you consider giving strong

federal support to a system of what has been called

"School Grant Universities". Borrowing a phrase from that

admirable educational icon, the land grant college, the idea

would be to establish in each state at least one "School

Grant University", with a mission not unlike that of a land

grant university. In an analog to land grant support of

county agriculture agents, such a school grant university

would be charged with helping to raise the level,

performance, and effectiveness of local schools. For a
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decade many institutions of higher education have been at

work In partnership with the yr schools to strengthen

public education ana-the proglass that prepare teachers and

educational leaders. My university has been in the thick of

this activity. The American Council on Education, the

American Federation of Teachers, the National Education

Association, the Business Roundtable, and the National

Governors Association have all etrongly supported this

linkage of the universities and the public schools. Now

more than Federal blessing is needed: Federal support for a

strong program is needed. As the Morrill Act, through the

creation of the land grant colleges, provided a way to

stimulate learning in agriculture and the mechanic arts and

train a whole sector of our citizenry at the college level,

so a school grant university program, supporting and

utilizing higher educational facilities already in being,

could enhance national investment in an educated citizenry

everywhere in the nation.

Finally, I should like to add my general support

for the positions taken on the many other issues in this

massive piece of legislation by the American Council on

Education and the National Association of State'Universities

and Land Grant Colleges: together they do the hard work of

achieving consensus and speaking effectively for the needs

of higher education in serving the public interest.
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Chairman SAM= Thank you very much, Mr. Hunt, for speak-
ing on behalf of Chancellor Hardin.

Just by way of observation, virtually all of you touched on
common dreams of form simplification frr purposes of access. An
enormously important question, and I just want to assure you that
those are concerns that etho literally across this country.

I am particularl, appreciative of the comment from Chancellor
Hardin about the importance of that link in terms of teacher prep-
aration, which is in my view one of the critical factors that exists
in the set of goals that the governors and President have offered
for this decade.

We are losing that cadre of leadership and great educators that
are leaving faster than we are able to replace them at this point,
unless we make critical reforms in that.

Let me turn to CAmgressman Price for additional question&
Mr. Paws. Thank you. As Mr. Sawyer indicated all of you

touched on the grant and loan pictures and the changes in that
over the last decade and the impact it is having on your institu-
tions.

Mr. Richmond, you especially feel that for disadvantaged stu-
dents, cha :a

aid from grants to loans, has been particularly det-
rimental. trnor Scott, of course, indicated that he felt that it
would be desirable to move toward greater use of grants and work
study programs in the early years of education, and switching more
to loans m later years.

I wondered if you could elaborate and maybe help us understand
a bit more the hardships this has imposed and how you think we
might re-deploy what admittedly has 'been the scarce resources in
this area.

Mr. Itictutotto. Let me first of all say that the prospect of being
involved tends to influence a student's selections of majors for
course of study. I think that aspect has certainly had a negative
impact on the preparation of teachers.

Mr. PRIM. Yes, and can you elaborate exactly what form that in-
fluence might take? What End of choices?

Mr. RUDDIOND. I think it is the young person com. ng into collwe
and looking at the prospects of employment after ...fe, and the
kind of debt that they would leave after college, that would tend
toI am a business professor by training, so they would tend to
gravitate towards an area that would probably provide them with a
more lucrative salary thus depriving us of some talent that may

teackialenotherwise go into .
Granted, a tching may not ever catch up with the sala-

ries of an accountant, but w you add the prospect of coming out
of even a public institution like ours, several thousand dollars in
debt, that would tend to, I think that would be a very lucrative en-
ticement.

Mr. PRIM. SO you think that our . . . ,.., with teacher recruit-
ment is the kiW of financial .... ,; ,trations that these students
have to entertain, even this debt load.

Mr. IttcvnioNo. ftwtly. And I think that u coutilid go en and
talk about .4 . t t : education. I think it is . :4. 1 kelY for a
student - - i w . : out of undergraduate school . a $14,000, $15,000
or $20,000 debt, that you cotdd contemplate further education, and

0 ir /
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that has a negative impact on the prospects of college teachers and
economics teachers.

Mr. Plum Rather, you seem to be suggesting that not only do we
need a more generous amount of pants, but also we ought to dis-
tribute these funds somewhat differently, concentrating the
early years on pants and work study. Can you elaborate on that?

Db. HOIVKLL. NVell, I speak from the economic standpoint and the
fllh af our student populations, probably a record from that, of the
postsecondary education, and one thing about the things that we
attempt to do, first off, is to encourage the enrollment and partici-
pation in the postsecondary education process. A lot of people
attend a four year institution because the costs are lower, but nev-
ertheless, the cost may be even in our system, greater than we can
afford.

Though not necessarily the tuition. We had a relatively low tui-
tion rate in North Carolina junior colleges, which is less than other
States in the Nation. The cost is not just tuition, it is the cost of
the supplies and materials, books, particularly in the allied health
professions.

So to encourage that enrollment and initial participation is
there, with confidence, and I can get it started, the Pell grant
should be heavier later on.

Again, our profile on students, the student is working full time
and going to college part-time, and all of those financial issues, the
emergence of child c.rq, the emergence of transportation, in addi-
tion to cost of supplies, material, etcetera, etcetera, uniforms for
nurses and those Mnds of things, all of those exaceroate the abili-
ties of the etructure for students.

To get them started in the process, we think that those events
show the need to let the students in the first year have grants.

Mr. Piucx. I think you raised a broader policy question, and Mr.
Hunt touched on this earlier, and as you know, this is being widely
discussed in administration circles and the higher education com-
munity right now. That is the proposal that guaranteed student
loans be replaced at least in part by direct loans. The administra-
tive officials floated that +Earlier and apparently got a great deal of
comment.

What would be, in your view, the advantages and disadvantages
of moving to that kind of system?

Mr. Hawaii. I think the case is well laid out by the testimony
before this subcommittee of June 12th, including questions and an-
swers that have been raised as well asand fairly reassuring an-
swers on how they could work.

If you remember student aid before 1972, you know that it was
really done the other way for many, many years and was quite ef-
fective. The problem is one which Mr& Morris can expound on this
afternoon.

The problem the institutions state is that they are being held ac-
countable for facing bad loans. They don't know where they are.
The kids are often very much confused by the number of sources of
their financial aid and the number of persons they are accounting
to that forms that fund.

So it does mem to ins that if the Federal Government can lower
accounts, the comparative cost would probably be something in the
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order of 11 cents on the dollar for direct government loans, and 25
cents on the dollar for one administered through the banking
system.

If we can diminish the overall cost of doing it, and economize in
the sense of having fewer people dealing with it, and close at home
watch over the student who has the loan on campus, it seems to me
that the whole system of student aid would be greatly simplified in
the fashion not unfamiliar until about 1972, and we can move
things along and improve things a lot.

Mr. Paicz. Dr. Howell, in your testimony, you go into some detail
about this question about credit horns versus clock hours.

Now, I will admit to you as a person who is not a Member of this
subcommittee, I am not very well versed in the problems that you
are talking about, but it sounds like vou place great stock in this
and have some powprful arguments aliout it.

Could you tell us concretely how this might work in your case
and why you :P wary of this kind of change?

Mr. Homo_ Well, currently a student who takes 12 credit hours
is considered a full-time student. You can take 12 credit hours and
not be rated in clock hours to qualify as a full-time student under
the new proposed regulations.

Therefore, you would have a good opportunity to disqualify a
number of people who really need it, and are full-time students,
that are caught not either in lab or not in lecture, but as many
hours as some bureaucratic apparatus would say you have got to be
in class to be considered a ftill-time student, and so it is, the chang-
ing of the system from credit hours to clock hours.

Mr. Plum. But there have been some problems though, that led
to that proposal. Can you tell us what those problems might be and
how they might be dealt with, short of cancelled changes at admin-
istrations like yours?

Mr. Howxu.. I think the problems may have come up in prepara-
tory schools, but I am not exactly sure, but I believe that is the
origin of it. But it is going to have an impact negatively on us.

Mr. PRICE. Particularly an impact on technical schools and com-
munity colleges.

Mr. Howmt,. Yes.
Mr. Plum. Why is that?
Mr. HowELL. Because if you were a full-time student and you are

not taking enough clock hours, then you do not qualify for a loan
even though you need one to stay in school.

You heard Governor Scott mention that most of our students are
working. Only approximately one-quarter of my student body
comes, in traditional ways, right out of high school basics.

Seventy-five percent are people who have either been displaced
from their jobs, people who are seeing that if I don't get additional
education, I am going to be displaced from my job.

The current devised campaign may be taking 12 credit hours
which qualifies them for assistance. 'We are talking about single
parents also in schools, whereas now if we turn to clock hours, we
are going to disqualify many of the people we are trying to xeep in
school to get back in the need of a job market or upgrade so they
can retain their jobs.

5!i
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I know tbia is a very, very serious threat If we truly believe in
keeping pewle off welfare, and I think this is an opportunity
where ;maple can currently come to college and continue to work
and still receive some assistance, but because you are only taking
12 hours, which qualifies you as a full-time student, you have then
been disqualified from col. - funds.

Mr. Pamt.. I know we need to get our next panel on, but I do
want to turn to one matter that Mancellor Monteith raised and I
wonder if you could elaborate on it, Mr. Hunt

It has to do with the library assistance and the kind of use that
Chapel Hill and N.C. State and Duke have made of this program.

Can you elaborate on how that program works, in particular how
this type of bill works for you in this area?

Mr. Hum. We provide reading in the sector of university life
and tremendous budget cuts, necessitated by the members of the
State of North Carolina.

We are only one of thirty or thirty-two States I guess, in similar
financial trouble this year, but let me say a word ur two right now
about how the program works in its financing.

I can sit at my desk and address the computer and find a
number in the catalogue at the library at N.C. State or Duke or
our own library, and then walk to the shelf, already having that
reference in my hand before I go down there.

The exchan,ge of information therefore, which really reinforces
some things, has been going on in these hlararies for maiw, many
years. The exchange of information is now possible quickly and
electronically.

We have service with Duke University since my time in school, a
very lonj time ago, the 1940's. We have had sharing libraries with
North Carolina Slate, which is easier since we are in the same
State system, for many, many years as well.

It was, in fact, a pooled resource of these three libraries that at-
tracted the National Humanities Center to the Research Triangle
over several other very strong candidates.

It wns accessible within a short distance, but now with electronic
access, it is very quick. The support from the Federal Government
in preserving the heritage of learning and scholarship and librar-
ies, we are in the process, as you know, of seeing libraries deterio-
rate because of the kind of paperwork we have been manufacturing
for several decades.

We have to find ways to attract from earlier data storage sys-
tems so we don't lose information that has been stored under an-
other system, another system we no longer manufacture.

There is a whole series of related programs and Federal support
for helping to find solutions to those pro lems so that we don't lose
the heritage and knowledge of the human race which is reposed in
10,raries. It is really one of the most important things that we can
do something about.

Mr. Plum Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman SAWYER. Let me just add a couple of additional things

through observations.
I particularly appreciate all you gentlemen have had to say. It

does not take on any roles or vehicle for mediation and is really a
waste of an awful lot of money and time. I couldn't add more to
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what you have proposed, and what Mr. Hunt said about the impor-
tance of libraries.

Just let me mention one point that was particularly dieturbing to
me, and that is the number of library systems in small communi-
ties acroas the country linked to our paper catalogues, and wind up
costing everyone else enormous amounts of money in preserving
systems, and cataloguing that is less helpful and vastly more ex-
penmve.

Mr. HUNT. You realize, of course, that we already have a very
large library on pai.er. We still have some of our catalogues and we
haven't had the money to enter them into the computer system,
and until we can make that tzansfer, we can't throw out the pa per.

Chairman SAWYER. That is the pivotal role of the Federal Gov-
ernment and in particular, leadership in helping this Nation from
the largest assistance to the smallest community, that we make it
through this very difficult and critical transition.

When you have a direct lead to the Perkins loans, which have
extremely low default rates and are extremely efficient in an ex-
traordinary way, I have to tell you though that there are a lot of
peo le who are terribly afraid when you start to talk about a Fed-
eralized loan system and that debate remains very much open
through the course of discouraging consideration.

In talking about that loan, set of loans, and a mix between
grants and loans, let me ask each of you to comment on an idea
that our chairman has suggested, and that is that we front load
grants to students early in their first couple of years of postsecond-
ary education in an attempt to make sure that those who are going
to stay have a basis on which to base that knowledge and that the
losses are no greater as a product of front loading you reduce as a
consequence, the default rate on those who then for their subse-
quent education are willing to invest in their own futures through
loans rather than taking that risk up front.

Could you comment on that, David, as an idea that has generat-
ed 1..emments of strong character on both sides, as you can imagine.
It seems on its face to define the basis of logic and yet there is a
kind of logic too, that goes right along with the notion of loan/
granting versions and trying to reduce the default rates without
losing any more money. Do any

Mr. RICHMOND. Well, let me res disagree with the chair-
man. I still see a major problem these students for wherever a
loan would be a part of ftancing plan, I still think that that very
poor student would be deterred from certain professional areas,
particularly teaching.

And this is because he would still have the prospect of maybe
less debt, but there is still debt in your future with the front-load-
ing proposition. Perhaps in certain disciplines, it may be appropri-
ate, perhaps at certain socioeconomic levels, it may be.

Chairman SAWYER. Other comments?
Mr. Hum. Mr. Howell advocated something very like that.
Mr. Howzia.. I would just like to speak from the community col-

lege level as a local institution. I think it is very, very stressful for
your older adult students to come back in.

If there is any way that we can take the stress level down and I
think by reducing the stress level, this would tend to do it. Let's
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get them off to a great start, and then, after a year or two, we
would be concerned with how we proceed with this person.

I think the key is to get them off to a successful start and not
letting them also have the TM' lure of how am I going to pay this
back along with my other family obligations and things of this
nature.

So I think that if we can get people off to a very, very successful
start, then we will make a dent.

Chairman SAWYSIL Thank you all very much. I am grateful for
your contributions this morning.

Let me call our second panel this morning. It is comprised of Mr.
John Henley, President of North Carolina Association of Independ-
ent Colleges and Universities; Dr. John F. Burnet*, Senior Vice
President, Public Affairs, Duke University; Dr. Prezell Robinson,
President of Saint Augustine's College; Dr. Clauston Jenkins, Presi-
dent of Saint Mary's College; Dr. Allen Page, Dean, Undergraduate
Education of Meredith College; Dr. Talbert Shaw, President of
Shaw University; Dr. James D. Hemby, Jr., President of Barton
College.

Welcome gentlemen.
The same procedure applies. Let me urge you that in the interest

of trying to sustain a fairly rigorous schedule that we have before
us through the remainder of the morning, that while we are not
keeping time, the closer you can keep to the allotted 5 minutes, the
closer we will be able to maintain our schedule.

Although I again want to emphasize that the full text of your
comments will become a part of the record, you should feel free to
summarize, expand upon or roam around your topic as you see fit.

Thank you and I turn to our first witness, President Henley.

STATEMENT OF JOHN HENLEY, PRESIDENT, NORTH CAROLINA
ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Mr. HIENLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the invitation to
speak today. We in North Carolina are very pleased to host your
subcommittee and right now, our own David Price, and certainly
Tim, who is here. We are sure glad to be working with your com-
mittee.

North Carolina has a higher education system that rivals any in
the Nation. Our 87 private, non-profit, two year and four year col-
leges with whom I work, the 58 community colleges, and 16 public
universities provide an outstanding program to educate citizens of
all ages and all interests.

Enrolled in 1990 are more than 302,000 students for each three
sections. The 37 independent colleges and universities in North
Carolina include 38 4-year institutions and four 2-year institutions.
There are six historically black institutions and five women's col-
leges. Fourteen institutions offer graduate and/or professional pro-=In 1990, independent institutions awarded one-third of the

or's degrees, although they had enrolled one-quarter of the
undergraduate college students in North Carolina. We also award-
ed 47 percent of the medical degrees and 62 percent of the law de-
grees.
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Large numbers of these students enrolled received financial as-
sistance. Many students need more money than the curi ant fund
provides. Others who need assistance are not eligible at all.

A number of them are concerned in independent colleges and
universities to make hinds available to students, and aile in
wa,ys that would leave students with a reasonable, manageable
debt burden.

Another major area of concern for us in North Carolina that is
affected by the availability of financial aid is the college loan rate.
Although the rate has been rising gradually over the past several
years, an in-sta*e college loan rate of only 88.2 percent provides a
serious challenge to our State. We cannot meet the challenge of in-
creasing the number of students going to college unless we provide

uate fmancial assistance far our students. Our institutions are
worfiing very hard to increase the amount of money they can make
available to the students. Institutions continually increase thole
dollars but the colleges and universities by themselves cannot meet
the growing financial need of the students.

I think our institution of research is getting, as far as financial
aid, approximately 80 percent in the last 6 or 8 years. Yet, the time
or the need for students is Increasing, the following Federal pro-

trrare not able to meet the n they met 10 years ago. In
9-980 North Carolina's independent institutions received $19.4

million in Pell grant funds, then called SEOG grants. In 1989-90,
these institutions received $18.5 millioneo you can see that 10
years later, institutions received fewer actual dollars to be divided
among more students. While those funds had decreased by almost
$1 million, our tuition has been driven upalmost two and one-half
times the amount it was 10 years ago. There had been some in-
creases in the SEOG program, and those have been much appreci-
ated, but they have not been adequate to keep up with the rising
cost or to make up for the losses of the Pell grants. We are very
glad to hear that the House Appropriations Committee recently in-
cluded an increase in the SEOG program of $50 million. This will
certainly help.

The costs to attend independent colleges and universities in
North Carolina are approximately 25 percent less than the nation-
al average. So, although our costs are very reasonable by compari-
son, the amount of assistance to students in percentage of tuition
covered and the relative income of those eligible for Title IV funds
has changed dramatically.

There are not enough funds to help all of the students who have
financial need. When we target monies to those with the greatest
need, we risk reducing or even cutting out completely those strug-
gling on a very moderate income. These are students who would
have received funds 10 years ago but cannot under the current lim-
ited funds and restrictions. The so-called middle income students
attending a college are caught in what we call a catch-22 situation.
They do not meet the eligibility requirements for grants, but do
meet the rules for subsidized loans. Unfortunately, these students
have generally lost eligibility even for the Stafford Loan program.
Students need access to funds at an entrance level that will not be
impossible for them to repay.

63
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Although the area of saving for education does not fall under the
of this hearing, it is an area of concern to all of us in

education. We need to encourage parents to save money for
their childrea's education. That is not an easy proposition when
there is so much demand on home incomes. We need to provide
IRA of funds for education, and the interest on loans used for
ed ought to be tax deductible. We provided that deduction
for the purchase of homes but not for the purchase of education, a

uct that will provide better educated, higher paid, and thus
tax-paying citizenry. Such a distinction is simply not logical.

e are grateful fur the =Port Congressman Price's bill, H.R.
394, provides. This bill would reinstate the tax exempt status for
scholarships and fellowships and can make a big difference in a
student's ability to attend college. We need your help and leader-
ship in making these changes.

Independent institutions do not have the benefit of the kind a
State subsidy that the public institutions have. Our institutions are
tuition driven. They have to have enough funds to support their op-
erations. Thirty-one of our 37 institutions have a balance under $18
million or less. More than one-half have a balance under $10 mil-
lion. Each is trying to build endowment to support institutional
and financial assistance, maintain and update older facilities, and
pay for the new programs and new technology required for comput-
er hardware and eoftware, science and other types of equipment,
and for the automation of libraries and other administrative func-
tions. Of course, institutions are also trying to address capital im-
provements that are necessary. In spite of these finances, independ-
ent institutions are doing their best to hold down their costs while
providing a quality higher education in a small campus setting.

Our institutions still need the resources of the Higher Education
Act to help make attending college a reality for the poor, moderate
and middle income families.

We need, as I mentioned earlier, increased availability of Pell
grants and loans. The maximum amount of the Pell grant needs to
be increased to make it tuition-sensitive.

We need a reasonable balance of grants and loans to provide
more funds for SEOG, Perkins Loans and Work Study.

We need to increase the limits on Perkins, Stafford, and PLUS
loans so that students who need thow, can approximate their need
more closely.

We need to establish creative loan payback options such as loan
foiglvenees for community service and related jobs.

y, Mr. Chairman, we need to keep in mind that seeking
simplicity in the aid process is laudable, seeking equity in this
process is imperative. We need to realize that we may not be able
to have both.

Thank you so much for the opportunity to speak today.
[The prepared statement of John Henley followsj
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Thank you. Mr. Chairman, for the invitation to speak today. We in North Carolina are very

pleased to host your committee and arc proud to have our own David Price and Tim

Valentine working with your committee for this hearing.

North Carolina has a higher education system that rivals any in the nation. Our 37 private

non-profit two- and four-year colleges with whom 1 work, the 58 community colleges, and

the 16 public universities provide outstanding programs to educate citizens of all ages and

interests. Enrollment for 1990-91 was more than 302,000 in IN-se three sectors.

The 37 independent colleges and universities in North Carolina include 33 four-year

institutions and four two-year institutions. There are six historically black institutions and

five women's colleges. Fourteen institutions offer graduate and/or professional programs.

ln 1990, independent institutions awarded one-third of the bachelors' degrees although they

enrolled one quarter of the undergraduate college students in North Carolina. We also

awarded 47% of the medical degrees and 62% of the law degrees.

Large numbers of those students enrolled receive financial assistance. Many students need

more matey than current funds provide. Others who need assistance are not eligible at all,

yet cannot see any way to pay the price of education. Our number one concern at

independent colleges and universities is that funds be available to students, and available in

ways that will leave students with a reasonable, manageable debt burden.

Another major area of concern for us in North Carolina that is affected by the availability of

financial aid is the college-going rate. Although that rate has beat rising gradually over the

1
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past several ye , an in-state college-going raw of only 3E.2% provides a serious challenge

to our state. We cannot meet the challenge of increasing the number of students going to

college unless we can provide adequate financial assistance for our students. Our institutions

are working very hard to increase the amount of money they can make available to students.

Institutions continue to increase those dollars, but the colleges and universities by themselves

cannot meet the growing financial need of students.

Yet, at a time when the need of students is increasing, the funds from federal programs are

not able to meet needs they met ten years ago. During 1979-80, North Carolina's

independent institutions received $19.4 million in Pell Grant funds, then called the BEOG

grants. In 19894990, these institutions received $18.5 minim so you see that ten years

later, institutions received fewer actual dollars to be divided among mote students. while

those funds have decreased by almost SI million, our tuition has been driven up almost 21/2

times the amowit it was ten years ago. There have been some increases in the SEOG

program, and those have been much appreciated. But they have not been adequate to keep

up with rising costs or to make up for the losses in Pell Grants. We were very glad to hear

that the House Appropriations Committee recently approved an increase in the SEOG

program of $50 million. Thai will certainly help.

The costs to attend independan colleges and universities in North Carolina are shout 25%

less than the Mimi average. So, although our costs are very reasonable by comparison,

the amount of assistance to students, the percentage of tuition covered, and the relative

income of those eligible for tide IV funds have changed dramatically. There are not enough

fimds to help ell die students who have financial need. When we target money to those with

the greatest need, we risk reducing or even cutting out completely those strugginil; on very

moderate iniAties. These are students who would have received funds 10 years ago but

2
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cannot under current hunted funds and tztrictions.

The so-called *middle income* students attending our colleges art caught in a Catch 22

situation. They do not meet the eligibility requirements for grants but do need reasonable

subsidized loans. Unfortunately, these students have generally lost eligibility even for the

Stafford loan program. Students need access to funds at an interest level that will not be

impossible for them to =pay. Nor do we want to thin these students into seeking the

highest paying jobs available simply so they can pay hick their loans at the expense of their

considering more public service-related or non-profit and probably lower paying types of

positions.

Although the area of saving for education does not fall under the purview of this hearing, it

is an area of concern to all of us in higher education. We need to encoutage parents ip Save

money for their children's education. That is not an easy proposition when there are so

many demands on incomes. We need to provide IRA types of funds for education, and the

interest on loans used for education ought to be las deductible. We provide that deduction

for the putchase of homes but not for the purchase of education, a product that will provide a

better educated, higher paid, and thus higher tasiaying citizenry. Such a distinction simply

is not logical.

We are grateful for and fully support Congressman Price's bill HR 394. This bill would

reinstate the tax exempt status for scholarships and fellowships and could make a big

difference in a student's ability to attend college. We need your help and your leadership to

make these changes.

Independent institutions do not have the benefit of the kind of state subsidy the public

3
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tostouttons flask!. Out oistnutoni ate tuition driven, they have to haio: the tooth to upport

their operations. 31 of our 37 institutions have endowments nf $18 million or less. More

than onwhalf have endowments under $10 million. Each is trying to bulld endowment to

support institutional financial assistance, maintain and update older facilities, and pay for the

new programs and new technology required for computer hardware and software, science and

other types of equipment and for the automation of libraries and other administrative

functions. Of course, institutions are also trying to address capital improvements that may be

necessary. In spite of these demands, independent institutions are doing their best to hold

down costs while providing quality higher education in a small campus g.

Our institutions and our students need the resources of the Higher Education Act to help

make attending college a reality for poor, moderate and middle-income famthes.

We need, as I mentioned earlier, mcreased availability of Pell grants and loans.

The maximum amount for Pell Grants needs to be increased and made tuition-sensitive.

We need a reasonable balance of grams and loans combined with more funds for

SEOG, Perkins Loans, and work study.

We need to increase the limits on Peticins, Stafford and PUS loans so that

students who need those can approximate their need more closely.

We need to establish creative loan payback options such as loan forgiveness for

community service and related jobs.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we need to keep in mind that seeking simplicity in the aid process is

laudable, but seeking equity in this process is imperative. We need to realize that we may

not be able to have both.

Thank ),ou.

4
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you very much, Mr, Henley. And now
Dr. Burness.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. BURNESS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
PUBLIC AFFAIRS, DUKE UNIVERSITY

Mr. BURNERS. Mr. Millman, thank you. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear before you today.

I would like to speak of two issues which relate to the question of
fmancial aid. According to the United States Department of Educa-
tion, between 1978 and 1988, the Federal Government dropped
from providing 47 percent down to 17 percent of its total Federal
financial aid pool in the form of direct grants to needy and middle
class students.

By 1988, 80 percent of Federal financial aid took the form of
loans. At Duke, and at many of our sister institutions, admissions
decisions are based on an assessment of a student's potential to
contribute to and benefit from the educational experience we offer,
regardless of that student's financial circumstances.

In order to maintain this "need blind" admission policy, we are
committed to investing considerable amounts of our own resources
to make it possible for able but needy students to attend our uni-
vezsity.

Whether this transfer of responsibility for assisting needy and
middle income students from Federal Government to parents and
institutions may be appropriate public policy is debatable, but its
impact on university finances is indisputable.

At private institutions, one obvious result is the rise in tuition
costs. According to Arthur Hauptman, a Washington-based econo-
mist who specializes in higher education fmance, roughly 25 per-
cent of the annual increases in tuition at private institutions
during the decade of the 1980's may be attributable to the institu-
tion's filling the fmancial aid gap created by the Federal Govern-
ment's policy decision to shift from grants to loan&

This 25 percent alone essentially represents the annual increases
in tuition above the consumer price index. At my own institution,
for example, from 1984 to 1990, Duke's commitment of its own re-
sources to the financial aid budget increased by 153 percent, from
$4.6 million annually to $11.7 million.

At Duke and many of America's private colleges and universities
annual increases in financial aid budgets to ensure its accessibility
have doubled the rate of annual increase of tuition&

The adverse affect of the shifting sands of Federal policy are
even greater in the area of graduate education. Fundamental
policy decision was made by the Federal Govermnent in ''.045 that
basic research would be conducted in Americii... .sity system
and would be intrinsically linked to graduate education.

The siting of the research enterprise in universities rather than
in government laboratories is a fundamental difference between
science and research in America and the rest of the world.

It is one reason why we are the most technologically advanced
Nation in the world, and it is why our universities constitute one of
the major positive contributors to America's trade balance.
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Increasingly, however, the strength of this university/rderz
ment partnership is threatened by absence of coherent
policies toward research, milking it increasingly difficult for facul-
ty, researchers and institutions to dcvelop consistent long term pro-

to support graduate education and in some cases, research
ftsneulr.This failure is a major contributor to problems in the areas
of science education.

My colleague, mathematician Phillip Griffiths, Provost at Duke,
who I regret is spending his last day at our institution as Provost
because he ass-mes the new role of the Director of Institute for Ad-
vanced Study at Princeton tomorrow, made the following observe
tions about science education at a conference at Duke earlier this
year for the State's colleges and universities which looked at the
interest of educating in science, and I have enclosed with my testi-
mony a copy of his full statement

"Between 1968 and 1988, the pro ..:tion of college freshmen
planning to =Or in science fell by percent. During the same
period, the number of American Ph.D.'s in many areas of science
and engineering fell by 50 percent. According to a recent National
Science Foundation study, less than one in three of those who
switched out of science and engineering said they found their
course work to be too difficult."

The reasons for leaving science, says Griffith, citing a survey of
student attitudes were largely motivational: "43 percent . .. found
other fields more interesting and 26 percent believed they would
have better job prospects elsewhere."

What can be done? Clearly, short-term band-aid approaches will
not address the fundamental issue. The long-term planning ap-
proach to encourage students to continue to study during their un-
dergraduate years and to pursue graduate education in science is
needed if we are to replenish our economy with trained American
scientists.

If the Federal Government does not take a consistent approach
to education funding, nor produce a reliable long-term plan or pro-
gram for it, then universities by themselves cannot rwliAlcally be
expected to produce consistent long-term educatibn programs to en-
courage students to pursue careers in science and research.

As Provost Griffith has noted, "The quality of our scientific
human resources depends on how effective we are in achieving
three objectives: educating the next generation of scientists; educat-
ing professionals in all fields that require scientific skills, and; de-
veloping sufficient scientific literacy in the general public. It is for
all these compelling reasons that the reform of science education is
perhaps our moist vital long-term interest."

A strong Federal commitment to affordable graduate education
can have tremendous impact on science education. Fortunately,
through programs in the National Science Foundation initiated in
the past few years with your support and that of other congression-
al leaders such as Congressman Valentine and Chairman George
Brown of the House Science and Technology Committee, increasing
Federal resources are being invested to strengthen science educa-
tion in our schools, primary and secondary and our undergraduate
colleges.
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But there needs to be a similar effort in financial aid at the grad-
uate level. To date, the Federal Government has yet to establish as

a priority a program of incentives to ensure that the Nation's mod
able and talented young students are encouraged to pursue ad-

vanced training.
I urge you and your colleagues to give this important issue your

attention as you consider how best to strEngthen the ability of our
colleges and universities to provide the trained scientific manpower
our Nation will need in a future in which social and economic
progress promises to be based largely on advances of science and
technology.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John Burness follows:]
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I understand that you will receive testimony later today from a panel involving my

Duke colleague Jim Belvin that will direct its focus to financial aid questions, but want to

make a brief comment in that rnponant area.

According to the Department of Education. between 1978 and 1988, the fedend

government dropped horn providing 47 percent to 17 pertxnt of the total federal financial aid

pool in the form of direct grams to needy and middle-class students. By 1988, 80 percent of

federal financial aid took the form of loans.

At Duke and many of our sister institutions, admissions &cajun, am based on an

Usessatni of a student's potential to contribute to and benefit from the educational experience

we offer reganileas of the student's financial circumstances. In order to maintain this "need-

blind" admissions policy, Duke is committed to investing its own resourees--usually front

endowment or other private support to make it possible for able but needy students to attend

our university. And as a result of the shift in federal policy from grant to loan we are

investing coro4erable sums of our own funds to ensure access under ourneed-blind

admissions process.
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Whether this transfa of respcmsibility for assisting needy and middle-class students

from the federal government to parents and innitutions may be appropriate public policy is

debatable; but its impact an tunveraities and university finance is indisputable. At private

institudons when sum support is lacking, this change his had especially important impacts.

One obvious result is the rin in tuition costa.

Acconting to Arthur Hauptman, an economist who specializes in higher education

finance, roughly 25 percent of die annual i/101185C in tuition at private univcsities during the

1980s may be attributable to the institutions' filling the financial aid gap emoted by the federal

government's stift from yarns so loans. That 25 pact= awe essentially Irprisienta the

mud increase in Lation above the consumer mica intim From 1994 to 1990, Dukes

commimenn to the financial aid budget increased by 153 pereen.. from $4.6 miAlion annually

to 911.7 million. At Duke and many of America's best private cullers end univenities,

aimual increases in fmancial aid budgets to ensure accessibility have doubled the nue of annual

increases in nations.*

The adverse effects of the shifting sands of federal policy we even grow' in die arna of

graduate education. A fundamental federal policy decision was made in 1945 that basic

man* would be conducted in America's =Wavily system and would be intrinsically linked

to graduate education. The siting of the mem* enterprise in univerthika fad= than in

government labornories is a fundemental difference between science in America snd die rest

From its founding. Duke has had a special commitment to educste die brighten youngpeople
of North Carolina_ rus past rat alone, through ow Begnmin N. Duke Scholarship program.
the university peovided mom than V.00,000 in direct grants to disadvninged students fiont the

Cerobnas to enable them to graduate Duke without any loan indebtedness.
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of the world, h 4 one reason why we am the most technologically advanced nation in dm

world, and it is why our universities consdnue one of the major positive contributors to

Anarsica's trade balsam increasingly. however, the strength of this university-govonment

partnership is being Cummned by the abeam of memo federal policies toward toward.

making it hicreasingly difficuk for faculty, rescarbos, end institutions to develop consistent

lout-arm pograns for greduans edUCitiall ord in some cams rower& And this failure is a

major contributor to problems in the ama of science educatiert

I would like to cite some data from a talk (a copy of which is appended to this

testimony) given by my colleague, matheinstician Phillip A. Griffiths, who, I regret. leaves his

position m Pmvost at Duke today to assume his new tole es director of the prestigious

Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey. A member of the Nation. ,,cademy

of Science who sows on the National Science Board, Dr. Griffiths made the following

observations about science education at a conference Duke sponsored mikr this year for the

sae colleges and universities on 'liducating for Science".

"Between 1968 and 1988, the proportion of college freshmen planning to maim in

'cam fell by 50 percent. . During the same poiod, the amber of American Ph.D.s in

many was of science Intl engineering fell by 50 poem . . . Accerding to a mom NSF

study, less than ow in dem of theme who swiwbod out of science and engineering said their

come work was too difficult." The reasons for leaVill$ 1612)Ce, mys Griffiths, citing a survey

of melon atitodes, mere largely motivational: "Forty-three poem . . . famd other fields

moo intereiting; and 26 percent believed they would have better job ;suspects elsewhere:

What car be dem? Marty, short-term band-aid appeoaches will not address the

fondamental ism. A lang-are i-plausing approach to amain* students to =mane steady

during their undergralusse yaws and so pursue grubs= education in science is moiled if vie
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ere to replenish our econmny wish treined American scientists. If the federal government does

not take a coolness approach so education funding, nor prothice a rellabk long-mon pint for

it, then universities by themsehms caonot ondissically be mewed to produce consistent long-

term educed= wogrems to mange snrkno P3 pursue owners in science and research.

As Provost (IsMEW mud, -The quality of our sciendfis human mew= . . depends

on how effective we am in achieving duce oldectives: 1) ofticath46 the non gm:radon of

scientists; 2) educating professionals in n11 fields that require aciendlic skills; and 3)

developing sufftcient scientific literacy in the general public. It is for all these compelling

MIA0114 that the reform of science educate is ;whys our most vital long-term inIESZSL"

A wong federal commitment to affordable graben Psitication om have nemen--us

impact on science education. Fonunorly, through programs in the National Science

Foundation initiated in the pass few years with your atppon aod that of other congressional

leaders such as Coogresonen Tun Vaksoine of North Carolina and George Browr of

California, increasing federal resources are being invested to strengthen science education in

ow schools and colleges. But them needs to be a similar effort at the graduate level snd to

date dm federal government has yet to esablish as a priority a program of incentives to ensure

that the nation's most able end taloned puns students am encouraged to pursue advanced

training. flags you and your colleagues to give this impostant issue your attention as you

consider how best to strenehen the ability of our colleges and universities to provide the

trained skientific manpoww our nation will need in a future in which social and economic

progress wilt be based largely on advances in science and technology.
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Educating for Science: A National, Regional, and Institutional
Imperative

Phillip A. Griffiths, Professor of Mathematics and Provost, Duke University

(Introductory talk given at the conference "Educating for Science," Duke
University, bturA 26, 19911

Among du major issues facing the country today, I would like to

single out four as being especially notewonhy; economic competitiveness;

the environment and agriculture; medicine and health care; and high

technology, in both defense and civilian Becton. The sciences are a major

and essential component of each of these areat>, and our ability to meet the

challenges in mch area depends directly on the quislity of our scientific

human msources. The quality of our scientific human resourtes, in turn,

depends on how effective we are ic achieving three objective& I) educating

*le next gtraeration of scientists; 2) educating professionals in all fields that

rtquirt scientific skfils, and 3) devebping sufficient scientific litemcy in the

general public.

It is for all these compelling reasoas that the reform of scimice

education is perhaps our most vital long-term natfonal interest. And because

of their significant role in addressing the four major areas I listed above, the

region of the Southeast and the stateof North Carolina must be especially

coucemed with the reform of science education.

The problems with science education and its reform are complex,

involving the scientific and education commtmkiee; federal state and local

government; industry and the private sector as a whole; and societal attitudes

and trends generally. For our purpases today, the problems are organized

into six areas. One of the goals of this conference is to bring expertise and

7 t;
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experience together in the form of panel discussions that will focus on each of

these these six areas in depth, to be followed at the end of the day by a plenary

session in which we can draw together and inter-relate the six amas. Our

discussions and conclusions today can then be developed into a conference

proceeding that will, we can hope, become a basis for further progress in the

reform of science education.

To frame the overall issue and to give his unique perspective, we are

very fortunate to have as a keynote speaker Dr. Luther William% Director of

Education and Human Resources at the National Science Foundation.

Before our break, I would like to make a few general observations

about the teaching of science at the collegiate levelthese are not particularly

original with me but are based on a broad scope of recent reports and

analyses of problems in science education. I will start with three fairly

straightforward observations:

1. in a recent report on student experiences with introductory college

science courses Sheila Tobias found that, "A very large number of American

high school graduates survive their less-than-pesfect precollege education

with their taste and even some talent for science int5ce1 This discovery

should make us take heart that their natural curiosity has not yet been

thrashed out of them by the time they reach college But we can't celebrate

prematurely, for my next point is that,

I Sheila Tobin. 'They're not Dumb. They're Different: A New "Tier of
Talent" for Science. Excapted in rh,,,,te poviAugust, 1990, from a booklet
published by Research Corporation, 1990. p. I.

2
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2. Betweon 1968 and 1988 the proportion of college freshmen planning

to nuijor in science fell by fifty per cent. This suggests that something has

changed in the last two decades in college students' basic attitudes toward

majoring in science, and toward learning science as preparation for various

profession&

3. During the same period, the number of American Ph.D.s in many

areas of science and engineering fell by filly per cent. For example,

,Americans now account for less than half of all students pumuing Ph.D.s in

mathematics.

The diagnosis of these three points would be greatly simplified if most

of those who switched out of science majors or carters did so because they

were ill-prepared when they got to college. We would then know that the

fall-off is due to poor pre-college preparation, and would try to remedy that.

But not all who switch out of science majors do so because they get bad

grades or feel out of their league. In fact, according to a recent NSF study,

less than one in three of those who switched out of science and engineering

said their course work was too difficult. Two other reasons were much mom

common: 43 per cent of those who switched out of science and engineering

did so because they found other fields more interesting; and 26 per cent

believed they would have better job prospects elsewhere.2 This suggests that

the primary cause of the fall-off is not skill related but motivational.

The scientific community, of which I am a member, is generally aware

of these trends, and in some quarters has even started trying to do something

2 Tobias, p. 15.

3
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about them. But the prevailing attitude within college and university science

faculties is that if there is a science education problem it is a problem created

ejscwhece: the result of poor science preparation in high school and

elementary school; or it is a reflection of poor teacher recruitinent and

training in the public schools; or it is the negative image of science portrayed

by popular culture, reinforcing the basic anti-intellectualism of mainstream

American society; or it is simply the effect of perceivedshrinking budgets to

support scientific research.

These are the favorite excuses of many who witness the hemormging

of science majors. There is some truth to all of them, but there is also a lack

of acceptance of real responsibility by many college and university scientists,

who feel that they themselves are the real victims in the situation. As Tobias

observes in the report on college science: "reformers are most comfortable

with problems that have their origins (and hence their solutions)

elsewhere."3

Against this tendency, I maintain that we as reformers must accept that

the crux of the problem in college-level science lies closer to home. We have

to reconceptualize our approaches to teaching science. The numbers I cited

above suggest that we have to answer what seems to many of us to be a

strange question: "Who will do science, and why?" We may think ..ve already

know the answers to this question. But if the old answers to tnis question are

not yielding the desired results, we must be willing to look for new answers.

A number of factors convinces me that broad cultural shifts are behind

what we are seeing in college science, and these shifts have made some aspects

of our approach to science education obsolete. A few decades ago the idea of

3 Tobias, p. 13
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struggling for several years after college and working hard to become a

scientist had a certain attraction, a flavor of glory rather akin to the appeal of

joining the MarinesRail we need is a few good men." The tben-cutrent

sink-or-swim approach to teaching science fueled and enhanced this analogy.

Hand in band with the Marine image went the social Darwinist notion that

scienditil KS born and not made. The weak of ipirit and mind wen, therefore

to be weeded orit rothlessly in the boot-camp re introductory college science

courses. Natural selection would take cue of the rest. Whatever we may

think of this idea, basing science education on it isn't working today.

Somewhere along the line the Maine analogy lost its allure for college

science students- A change in culture bas come about. The challenges of

trying to launch a career in science are no longer seen as rewarding or as

glorious.

If this is the caseif then has been a fundamental change in the culture

of young people and their attitudes toward science, it means that there must

be a corresponding change in the culture of science faculty and their attitude

toward teaching science. In the reinabling remarks I would therefore like to

discuss some ways in which we run make changes in the culture of teaching

that will help to address these shifts in student attitudes toward science.

1. We must fust of all escape from the =nudity that our main goal

in structuring introductory science courses is to "filter out" unqalified or

uncommitted students, "separate the men from the boys", or whatever. The

danger is that we are filtering out a great many qualified people who might

otherwise choose to become very capable scientists. The "weed out"

approach may have sufficed once upon a dme, when the faculty believed that

young scientists were those who intellectually and spiritually "had no choice"

and would put up with almost any hardship to reach the mountaintop.

S
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But the culture has changed, so that we no longer ennoble science in the

eyes of tele= students by dnunming into them the fad that science is

"hard". "Hard" used to mean "respedable," "challenging," and °worth it."

But as the student experiences in Tobias'research testify, *students perceive a

course to fx Unit when it is I) difficult to get a good grade; 2) time

consuming; and 3) boring, dull, or simply not fan."4

The data on college freshmen who switch outof science reveal drat

Wed young people see easier paths outside science where they perceive

greater glory and rewanis, at far less cost in hardshipand not merely

financial rewards but rewards in terms of greater sense of relevance, greater

self-esteem, and even greater freed= to create and innovatesomething we

scientists traditionally believe we have more of than anyone else.

The exodus of science students from science melds has crested what

Tobias calls the "second tiee--an echelon of students who cold do science

and even become scientism but who have chosen not to do so. Our problem

is to analyze what is causing the loss of these potesufal scientists, and think of

ways to capture and bold the interest of students in this i'second tier." And a

primary locus of such reform will necessarily be introductory college

science courses.

This is why the role and effectiveness of introductory science was the

subject of a recent workshop organizird by Sigma Xi. The workshop report

acknowledged the shifts in the culture of science students, and recommended

the re-structuring of introductory courses. The overall tecommendation is

that we take more of a human resoutces approach to the gessignsaint uf

4 Tobias. p. 20.
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young scientists through more flexible and dynamic science instniction that

meets changing student interests and rewards creativity.s

We can no longer expect the old methods of recruitment based on trial-

by-fin to net us the eligible and motivated yams scientism We cannot be

merely selective, but smut also work at developing selestins out of intelligent

young people who today find science careen much leas 'Burins than they

have in prior decades. We need to place water =Oasis on development of

the students we're getting, and len emphasis on selection n the Ammon key

to reproducing the brainpower in the sciences. We need to stast thinking in

terms of recnitiment, retention, and rewanis as opposed to expecting the next

generation of scientists to rise like 0118111 to the top, as we did, or n we Nok

we did.

It is therefore appropriate that one of our six panels today will be

devoted to this problem. The panel will explore the notion that rathec than

structuring introductosy science courses to "filter" students, we must

sedesign them to function as "pumps" fo: the secruitment of interested and

capable science students.

2. My second point is that the teething of science hes foe the most pan

rarely asked the "why" questions that underly all scientific concepts and

formulas, and provide the only framework within which they are intelligible.

Teaching methods, for both nuditional reasons and for economical reasons

have focused almost exclusively on the "how" quenionshow to undentand

5 atry-14,11 liadsrgssdasts Cameos ia kisses, Mathwastics, and
Easiamrias: As lavstameat la Num gescarees. Ragas, Wiscassia, Mae
21-24, 1990. Slims Xi Comminea pa Science, Mathematics and Easiaserias
Education, spomared by NW and the Mama reasidedien. RTP, North Carolina:
Sigma Xi, 19N.
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more and more of whom require science preparation for careers outside of

science per se.

On the face of it, the growth of the cam population over tin last

forty years, which has required larger introductory science courses, should

mean that we produce mon serious science majors. But we me actually

getting fewerour *capture rate" has declined. Consider the well-prepared

student who auended a high school where he or she was able to have close and

rewarding relationships with science teachers. When this student arrives in a

college introductory science course she will quite likely find herself in a class

of fifty or eighty or mom, all of whom must mam for and complete the same

te 1-problem midterm and final, only to be numerically tanked. It b no

secret within the profession that this teaching format can be dispiriting to

even the most committed science lairs as well.

Building motivation, then, is as important to our "capture rate" as

maintaining high standards and good preparation. We are missing the

opportunity to =auk and IOWA significant numbers of scientifically capable

students. And one of the solutions to this problem will be the improvement

of mentoring.

Some of the ways in which the mentoring environment could be

improved include, first and foremost, the shrinking of class sizes and the

elimination of large lectures in favor of smaller sections where the students

can work with one instructor closely all year. Second, competition for

grades must be reduced, and this will be greatly facilitated by smaller classes,

in which professors can use much molt individualized methods for judging a

student's mastery of concepts, partinslar strengths and weaknesses, and

effort.

9
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Fina liy, mentoring is compromised by the extensive use of graduate

teaching assistants who are often pedagogically untrained and who tend to

view teaching as a distraction. 'Mere is also a problem with TM from other

countries who do not speak English vezy well. The answer to these problems

is not to eliminate graduate TM altogether or prevent foreign graduate

students from teaching. The answer is realizing that comimmication skills

and pedagogical skills ale vital to teaching and mentming, and their

enhancement is no less important to our objective than excellent scientific

knowledge and skills.

If we are to recapture the "second tier" of science students who are

choosing not to do science, then mortaring will need to become a prominent

item on the figenda in almost every area of science education reform.

These then are just a few of the issues we shall discuss today. In

onclusion, I would Me to ask Dick White, Dean of Trinity College and Vice

Provost for Undergraduate Education, to make a few logistical remarks,

after which we will take a short break. I look forward to productivepanel

discussions followed by the culling and integrating of ideas that will emerge

during the plenary session.

Thank you.

1 0
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Chairman Sftw TEL Dr. Robinson.

STATEMENT OF PREZELL R. ROBINSON, PH.D., PRESIDENT, ST.
AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE

Mr. ROBINSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman I appreci-
ate this opportunity to appear before the subcommittee.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education, I am Prone 11 Robinson, President of Saint Augustine's
College in Raleigh, a member of the United Negro College Fund
better known as UNCF.

I appear today on behalf of these 41 member institutions and our
predominately African-American students who attend our private,
historirally black, primarily liberal arts institutions of higher edu-
cation.

At the request of Congressman Price, I will discuss with you
Title IV, Student Assistance under the Higher Education Act and
its importance, not only to the survival and enhancement of these
41 member institutions, but to the educational aspirations of all
those 50,000 students who attend UNCF colleges and universities.

U.N.C.F. member institutions are in a growth mode, with 31 of
our 41 member institutions showing enrollment increases of 2 per-
cent over Fall of 1989, and up to 16 percent aver the past 4 years.

Our member colleges enrolled 49,397 students in September 1990,
including students from 48 of the 50 States, and 1,504 students
from 30 foreign countries and 339 from U.S. possessions.

To give you a capsule view of Saint Augustine's College, we cur-
rently enroll 1,900 studentsthe highest enrollment we have at-
tained over the past 5 yearsincluding African-Americans, His-
panic Americans, majority and foreign students-1,051 were fresh-
men, 367 of whom were sophomores, 271 were juniors, and 196
were seniors. The difference was a mixture along the various num-
bers here. Among our students, 80 percere currently receive Feder-
al student assistance.

I think that is very significant, Mr. Chairman. That says some-
thing about the level of need that does indeed exist in many of
these 41 member institutions. Among our students, 80 percent, as I
said, currently receive Federal student assistance, broken out as
follows for the 1988-89 academic year.

I would just like to run this by you very briefly. For the Pell
grant program, the number of awards was, and this was at St. Au-
gustine's only, 1,239; the amount was $2 million plus; the average
award was $1,622.

S.E.O.G., the number of awards was 596; the total amount re-
ceived was $780,694; the average award war $1,310.

Under the college work study program, there were 453 awards;
the amount received was $564,726; the average award was $1,247.

Stafford loans, number of awards, 945; the amount was
$2,216,893; average award was $2,346.

Perkins loans, number of awards, 143; amount, $221,129; average
award, $2,036.

Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students, PLUS, and Supple-
mental Loans for Students, SLS, constitute a relatively insignifi-

,
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cant portion of Saint Augustine's students financial aid package
and portfolio.

Only 193 parents or independent students borrowed in the PLUS
program, and 11 students made SU loans in 1988-89.

As you can - I Pam even a cursory examination of the above
date, f3aint Augustine's College students are very dependent on
Title IV aid.

Similarly, an analysis of UNCF students as a group would reflect
that 91 percent of all students received some form of Federal aid in
1988-89 and most receive several forms of loans, grants or work as-
sistance.

Chairman SAWYER. Dr. Robinson, if I could interrupt for just a
moment, you weren't here when I discussed the procedures this
morning. Your testimony is extremely thorough and if we are
goirg to benefit from it at all, then we have to ask you to summa-
rise.

Mr. Mummy. I will be glad to do that
Chairman SAWYER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Romsox. Sure, no problem. We tried to document this very

well and we do have, as you said, copies available.
Chairman SAWYER. IA3t me emphaeim that the entire text of

your statement will become part of the permanent record of this
hming and will be shared with the other Members of the commit-
tee.

Mr. RosiNson. I was going to ask that that be done and you have
just reassured me. Thank you.

Chairman Sitwvica. It will be done.
k ROBINSON. Thank you very much.
The dramo.tic expansion of students borrowing parallels the in-

creased availability of student loans, spurred in part by the Middle
Income Student Assistance Act of 1978, the 1976 amendments to
the Higher Education Act increasing this speoial allowance paid to
lenders, and the growth in 'the number of State-tiased guarantors

guarantees for student loans following the demise of the
insured student loan program.

I wo d like to move over very quickly to a few observations con-
ceriring recommendations, Mr. Chairman, that we have that in my
opinion deserve very serious consideration.

One of these recommendations we would make is that the Pell
pant program should become a true entitlement prcgrm with a
34,400 maximum award beginning in fiscal year 1994. e budget-
ary impact of this proposal might be phased in by applying the en-
titlement to freshman students only in the first year, and then
adding a class of students each year thereafter.

Secondly, simplify the Federal student aid anlication process.
For those of us who have to wrestle with that FWeral aid applica-
tion, it is a nightmare, and I won't go into the details here, but it
can be simplified and I would not only urge, I would strongly sug-
gest that serious consideration be given to simplifying that applica-
tion.Thirdly

Chairman SAWYER. Makes the IRS look like a model of clarity,
doesn't it?

Mi. Roamsori. 1 concur.

S 7
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Thirdly, reduce paperwork burdens in the financial aid program.
I don't have to get into that. It is so obvious that the amount of
paperwork involved in processing loan applications is, as you know,
we would have never won the Clulf War if we fusl been the
same sort of bureaucratic red tape like is involved in . a
simple application.

Number four, eliminate the income contingent loan, ICL, pro-
. This program represents a serious pitfall for low income stu-

b because it appears attractive, yet it is likely to trap students
with lesser earnings growth in serious long-term debt.

For example, a student who borrowed $18,000 under the ICL pro-
gram would be required to repay over $48,000 in principal and ac-
cumulated interest using the programs' assumptions as to income
and pro*ted minimum payment

Five, merge the ICL concept into a totally campus-based Perkins
Loan Program.

Six, eliminate the exclusive and arbitrary use of student loan de-
fault rates to exclude institutions from participating in Title IV
programs. UNCF certainly understands the Department's desire to
reduce student loan defaults. We share that cfmcern. However, the
criteria used to target institutions for special attention or exclusion
from the program must be sensitive to the mission and purpose of
an institution, as well as the institution's role in creating and solv-
ing the loan default program.

Mr. Chairman, Americathis is according to one-third
of the ation's reportAmerica is moving backward, not forward
in its efforts to achieve the full participation of minority citizens in
the life and prosperity of the Nation.

In education, employment, income, health, longevity and other
basic majors of individual and social well-being, gaps persist and in
some cases, are widening between members of minority groups and

ritv population.
y, I would conclude by simply making a request that

UNCP's analysis of the Department of Education's fiscal year 1992
budget be included in the record right after this written testimony.
It explains and elaborates on many of the points I have made here
this morninf, as well as indicating UNCF's views and sums up the
administration's Higher Education Act reauthorization recommen-
dation.

It may be of some assistance to the committee.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you so very much for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Prezell Robinson follows:]

I e
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MR. CHAIRMAN. MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PCSTSEOONDARY
EDUCATION, I AM PREZELL R. ROBINSON, PRES:DENT OF St. AuGuSTIUE'S
COLLEGE IN RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA, A MEMBER INSTITUTICN of THE
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND (LINCF). I APPEAR TODAY ON BEHALF GF
MYSELF AND THE 41 MEMBER UNCF INSTITUTIONS, OCR PREDCMINANTL
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS WHO ATTEND OUR PRI-7ATE, HISTORICALL;
BLAC(, PRIMARILY LIBERAL ARTS INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EOCCATIi,N.
AT THE REQUEST OF CONGRESSMAN PRICE, I WILL DISCUSS WITH 7r)U T7TIE

STUDENT ASS:STANCE UNDER THE H1.11:ER E3UCA77:N A:7 AN: :73
:AFORTANCE -- NOT ONLY TO THE SURVIVAL AND ENHANCEMENT rNE3: 11
INSTITUTIONS, BUT TO THE EDUCATIONAL ASP:RAT:on OF ALY.CST
STUDENTS WHO ATTEND UNCF COLLEGES AND UN1VERSITIES.

UNCF MEMBER INSTITUTIONS ARE IN A GROWTH MODE, WITH 31 CF :VP
4: MEMBER INSTITUTIONS SHOWING ENROLLMENT INCREASES OF 2 PERCENT
OVER FALL 1989 AND UP 16 PERCENT OVER THE PAST FOUR YEARS. CUR
MEMBER COLLEGES ENROLLED 49,397 STUDENT:: IN SEPTEMBER 1990,
INCLUDING STUDENTS FROM 48 OF THE FIFTY STATES, AND 1,504 STUCENTS
FROM 30 FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND 339 FROM U.S. PcSSESSIONS.

TO GIVE YOU A CAPSULE VIEW OF St. AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE. WE
CURRENTLY ENROLL 1,880 STUDENTS -- THE HIGHEST ENROLLMENT WO HAVE
ATTAINED OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS -- INCLUDING AFRICAN AMEPICAN
HISPANIC AMERICAN, WHITE AND FOREIGN STUDENTS -- CF WHCM ZTZ
FRESHMAN, 767 CF WHOM WERE SOPROMOR:S, 271 %ERE NS A:.2 I?,
WERE SENIORS. AMONG OUR STUDENTS, 30 PERCENT '.7,:PRENTLY
FEDERAL STtDENT ASSISTANCE, BROKEN CUT AS FOLLOWC F:R -HE
ACADEMIC YEAR:

PROMO No.0tAwards AMOcNT Avg,A-.4_10

PELL GRANTS 1,239 $2.0100402 $1,622

SEOG 596 $ 780,694 $1,31c

CWS 453 $ 564,726 $1,247

STAFFORD LOANS 945 $2,216,893 $2,346

PERKINS LOANS 143 $ 291,129 $2,076

PARENT LOANS FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS (PLUS) AND SUPPLEMENTAL
LOANS FOR STUDENTS (SLS) CONSTITUTE A RELATIVELY INSIGNIFICANT
PORTION OF St. AUGUSTINE'S STUDENT FINANCIAL AID PACKAGING
PORTFOLIO. ONLY 193 PARENTS OR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS BORROWED IN
THE PLUS PROGRAM AND ONLY 11 STUDENTS MADE SLS LOANS IN 1988-39.

AS YOU CAN TELL FROM EVEN A CURSORY EXAMINATION OF THE ABOVE
DATA, ST. AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE VERY DEPENDENT ON TITLE
IV AID. SIMILARLY, AN ANALYSIS OF UNCF STUDENTS AS A GROUP WOULD
REFLECT THAT 91 PERCENT OF ALL STUDENTS RECEIVED SOME FORM OF
FEDERAL AID (IN 1988-89), AND MOST RECEIVED SEVERAL FORMS OF LOAN,
GRANT OR WORK ASSISTANCE.
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THIS IS DUE IN LARGE MEASURE TO THE FACT THAT CUR STUDENTS
COME FROM FAMILIES WITH INCOMES TWO-THIRDS Laira THAN STUDENTS AT
OTHER PRIVATE COLLEGES. THEY DON'T JUST SHOW "NEED" RELATIVE TO
THE CCST CF EDUCATION -- THEY ARE POOR! A COMPARISON OF DATA FROM
THE FALL 1989 AND 1990 COOPERATIVE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAM
(CIRP) ANNUAL FRESHMAN SURVEY IS REVEALING AND WILL ILLUSTRATE MY
P:INT AND THE BASIS FOR UNCF RECOMMENDATIONS CN THE L2AN - f3RAN7:
SA:ANC: THE MEDIAN ESTIMATFD -AM:Li :NC,ME .;"7l7ELN75

A:TENDING PRIVATE BLACK COLLEGES TN THE FALL CF 1/19 hAS
AS CONTRASTED TO $49,729 FOR STUDENTS ATTENDING PRIVATE
NONSECTARIAN COLLEGES. IN THE FALL OF 1990, THE COMPARISON WAS
$29,598 AND 551,037. ALARMINGLY, WHILE COLLEGE COSTS HAVE R:SEN
FASTER THAN THE RATE OF INFLATION OVER THE LAST DECADE, IT WOULD
APPEAR THAT THE FAMILY INCOME GAP, AS KEVIN PHILLIPS HAS POINTED
CUT IN itiE_Y!ZI.177;CE_Cr R:CB ANQ 700R wfAI,TH_Aqa_MULJMiaIgA:1

RrAGAN AMRMAIN -- IS WIDENING! THE CHART
BELOW, BASED ON THE 195? AND 11'11 FRESHMAN CIRP DATA :s

FYAT::D PARENTAL INCDME5 CF ENTE7,1N,7 177.F.EN
A7 4717-:Al H:S=P:7AL2Y BLAC '2.71.1.:",32.: AND

r:N1':2P:31T:Er: AND AT PRI':ATE NCN7E,27AIAN
AND

Fall 11E39 Fall 111r;

Private Private Private Private
Black Nonsect. 813ck Nnnt,c:t.

F4trated Parental
Income Range (CY OCrrerT )

:Ir)cf000 and abcve 3.4 17.5 1.1 19-1

-- P74,999 27.:.! 32,1 13.6 12.2

-- 4',,,999 15.2 14.4 1.7-4

,600 -- 34,999 I:.5 13.'i 17.Q IL.

15,003 -- 24,939 17.8 1.1 13.3 1C,1

below $15,Q0b 24.2 1.3 26.0 1.4

SCr:PCE: pat.A:n.3.1_orps_fpr_FILt_19.._TA,
AlexdnJer W. Astin, Willian S. Yarn and ElIyne R. Herr,

ACE %.'CLA Ccoperati7e Institutional Resear:h Pr.:grin, p.44.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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THIS INCOME GAP IS EXACERBATED IN TWO WA:Lc THAT UNCF HOPES THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE WILL CONSIDER IN THE FORTHC:MING REAUTHoRIOATI=
OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT.

FIRST, OVER THE MOST RECENT DECADE. THE SHIFT IN THE
PROPORTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROVIDED IN THE FORM .:F"
:-CANS AS OPPOSED TO GRANTS SHIFTED DRAMATInLII. THAT 1H:7T :N
TY2F. CF AID PROVIDED TO NEEZY, LOW-INC:ME :,:-:7E7;T!7
TO THOSE OF US WHOSE INSTITUTIONS SERVE LARGE NUMBERS CF LCW
MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS AND wno WANT TO AVOID PLAC:NG THEM DEEPL:
IN DEBT AS SEEK TO ACQUIRE THE MEANS TO BETTER THEMSELVES AND THEIR
FAMILIES. THE SHIFT FROM GRANTS TO LOANS, wHICH BEGAN IN 1976 IS
EISTURBING. FROM 1970-71 TO 1975-76, GRANT AID INCREASED FROM 6u
EERCENT TO SO PERCENT OF ALL AID AWARDED, WHILE LOAN AID DECLINED
FROM 29 PERCENT TO 17 PERCENT. IN THE MID-1979s THAT TREND
REVERSED ITSELF, WHEN THE RISE IN GRANT AID PEAKED IN 1976 AND THEN
BEGAN A PRECIPITOUS DECLINE TO 48.9 PERCENT IN 1988, WHERE IT RAS
REMAINED FAIRLY CONSTANT. LOAN AID NOW TOTALS 49.7 PERCENT OF THE
TOTAL AND THE REMAINING 2.6 PERCENT IS COLLEGE WORK STUDY. THE
DECLINE IN AVAILABLE GRANT AID -- 8 PERCENT OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS
WERE GsL BORROWERS IN 1979-30 COMPARED TO ALMOST 53 PERCENT ARE
STAFFORD BORROWERS IN 1337-33 -- HAS M:CHZD A
S=DENT BORROWING!

THE DRAMATIC EXPANS::,N 2F S=ENT
INCREASED AVAILABILITY CF S=ENT LZANS, f,7!:RRED 7.:J ?ART
MIDDLE INCOME STUDENT ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1973, THE 15 7,i AMENCMEN77
TO THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT INCREASING THE SPECIAL ALL0WANCE PA:2
TO LENDERS, AND THE GROWTH IN THE NUMBER OF STATE-BASED GUARANTCPs
PROVIDING GUARANTEES FOR STUDENT LOANS FOLLOWING THE DEMISE OF THE
(FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOAN (rIsL) PROGRAM. SPIRALING COLLEGE
r STS COUPLED WITH INCREASED LOAN AVAILABILITY Hits CREATED A
L.ENERATION OF COLLEGE STUDENTS/GRADUATES WHO ARE LITTLE MORE THAN
INDENTURED SERVANTS! THE OUTSTANDING GSL LOAN VOLUME ROSE FROM
$9.9 BILLION IN 1976 TO 621.3 BILLION IN 1980, THEN TO $67.6
BILL/ON IN 1986 AND EXCEEDED $80 BILLION IN 1988. WHILE I BELIEVE
WE CANNOT raramm THE IMPORTANCE OF STUDENTS REPAYING THEIR LOANS,
FAR TOO MUCH ATTENTION IS PAID TO 'LOAN DEFAULT RATES,' AND
EXCESSIVE BLAKE IS PLACED ON COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES THAT ARE
SIMPLY TRYING TO EDUCATE STUDENTS, AND NOT ENOUGH TIME oR ATTENTION
IS SPENT ADDRESSING THE FEDERAL POLICIES WHICH DRIVE THE
UNFORTUNATE RESULTS OF RELYING ON LOANS INSTEAD OF GRANTS AS THE
FOUNDATION OF A STUDENT'S FINANCIAL AID PACKAGE.

SECOND, UNCF BELIEVES THAT ATTEMPTS BY THE DEPARTMENT oF
EDUCATION TO "RE-TARGET" THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM ON LOW INCOME
STUDENTS ACTUALLY FORCES INSTITUTIONS LIKE XAVIER UNIVERSITY AND

V OUR SISTER UNf7F COLLEGES AND UNIvERSITIES TO "ROB PETER TO PAY
1 PAUL. LET ME EXPLAIN.

9 2
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SIXTY-FIVE PERCERT OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS RECEIVED PELL GRANTS
IN 1988-89, ACCOUNTING FOR 27,505 STUDENTS WITH AN AVERAGE AWARD
OF $2,645. ONE-THIRD OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS RECEIVE SEOG AWARDS,
AVERAGING $995. THESE TWO GRANT PROGRAMS PROVIDED $58 MILLION TO
UNCF STUDENTS OUT OF THE $186 MILLION IN FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE
RECEIVED BY UNCF STUDENTS /N 1988-89.

IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THE INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF ALL PELL
GRANT RECIPIENTS (SEE CHART BELOW) IN ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE
PROPOSED BUSH ADMINISTRATION PLAN TO CREATE A SUPER PELL GRANT BY

RE-TARGETING AID ON THE LOWEST INCOME RECIPIENTS AND THE IMPACT OF
INCREASED BORROWING ON LOWER INCOME STUDENTS. SINCE DEFAULTS ARE
HIGHEST AMONG "NON-PERSISTERS," GRANTS ARE A PREFERRED OPTION FOR
LOWER INCOME, MORE ACADEMICALLY AT-RISK STUDENTS, ESPECIALLY IN THE

FIRST TWO YEARS OF STUDY TOWARD THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE.

Estmeted Olstrtbut,om of Ai: Reit rarsl Rettp,OnIS

0'1,4,4m bY 1,veme for 1092',1;

PrZt.
Adjusted Cools AeTypient X of

0 110,700 1.T55,337 54 S3,446.348,544

41'7,7,01 115,100 354,388 '2 775,331,7'2

$15,?0, 120,CDO 3'9,82A 1. 522.265.590

12":,1°1 125,11'1 Z35,070 8 270,3/6.648

SiS,00, $307C0 '43,CZ7 5 175,534,23.6

430,00i 1.0...bl
.8. i 447

L9141

_A

1CO 1.'00.111.161

% of Wrrorim

TC'rat

67 $2,191

13 2,!76

3

3 so

10 1,x9

YET, A CASUAL REVIEW OF THE RECENT EXPERIENCE OF UNCF
STUDENTS, ESPECIALLY WHEN COUPLED WITH THE FY 1972 BUDGET PROPOSALS
TO RESTRICT GRANTS TO POOR STUDENTS AND INCREASE THE AVAILABILITY
OF LOANS, DEMONSTRATES THAT CURRENT LOAN DEFAULT TRENDS ARE LIKELY
TO SE EXACERBATED. ALTHOUGH ABOUT TWO-THIRDS OF ALL UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS RECEIVED PELL GRANTS AT UNCF MEMBER COLLEGES DURING 1988-
89, THE AMOUNT OF AID DERIVED FROM THIS SOURCE ACCOUNTED FOR ONLY
25 PERCENT OF ALL STUDENT FINANCIAL AID. IN CONTRAST, VARIOUS LOAN
PROGRAMS ACCOUNTED FOR NEARLY 40 PERCENT OF STUDENT AID DOLLARS IN
1988-89. THREE-QUARTERS OF THESE LOAN DOLLARS CAME FROM THE
STAFFORD LOAN PROGRAM.

SOURCE:Pell Grant Section ot the Department of Education FY 1992
Justification of Appropriations for the Committees on
Appropriations, r'gher Education, Volume II (February 1991), p.L-
28.

I/ Total program costs reflects program funds paid directly to
studer:s and excludes administrative costs allowances paid to the
insti ations at a rate of $5 per recipient, which in 1992-93 are
estimated to total $15,087,000.
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THE POTENTIAL NEGATIE IMPACT :11. THE FY :19Z BUDGET FE::
PROPOSAL IS BEST UNDERSTOOD BY COMPARING THE MEDIAN ;:s7:mA777,

FAMILY INCOME OF STUDENTS ATTENDING ALL BLACY ptt:A7F_ O'LLD.37:
THE FALL OF 1989 AND 1990 TO THOSE .C.F oTHER PR:vATE NoN-.,LDTAP:AN
COLLEGES. IN THE FALL OF 1989. AS THE CHART RACE : mAirl
THE MEDIAN ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME CF FRESHMAN sr:DENTI:
PRIVATE BLACK COLLEGES WAS S31,4b6 CDMPARED :4#.-Cq
ATTENDING PRIVATE NONSECTAR:AN THE

COM2AR:SoN WAs 7: I-1 ':-. ,

PERSPECTIvE, THE ADMINISTRATICN's BUUGET
RATHER THAN ADDRESSES THE LOAN GRANT IMBALANo';: s:T"A7-:1 ?EC', c.
IT TAKES MONEY AWAY FROM THE "NEAR PooR" TT GIvE IT 7Y THE
POOR." THIS WILL UNDOUBTEDLY FORCE TFcSE .57"OENTS FRuM
FAMILIES TO BORROW TO MAKE UP FOR :::MINIHED PE:: :RANT
WHILE WE WOULD WELCOME THE 51,700 PELL MAMVM -- A LCNG
INCREASE TO ADDRESS THE ER0s:ON TN THE PURCHASING PowEa oF THE 7o..:
GRANT S:NCE 1980 -- THE PRoPOsED SHI:T IN EMPHASIs wILL
SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE TO THE HIGHER FM:CAT:ON ASPIRATIoND oF 1=7
STUDENTS FROM FAMILIES WITH INCOMES :n THE S1.,-$:5.100 RANGE.

WE BELIEVE A MUCH MORE THouGHTFuL FRopcsAL, BUT ';NE
REQUIRES ADDITIONAL REFINEMENTS, IS THE POLICY INITIAr:77, ADVANILEI
BY REPRESENTATIVE BIZ: FORD OF MI:HI:AN,
EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE AND ICS :N
'EDUCATION AND SENATOR PAUL EIvON IF
STRONG:I CITCSE A HARD AND FACET PU TFAT
THE FIPST TWO YEARS CF B.AcoALAupEATE :TUDy,
EXCLUSIVELY IN THE LAST TWO YEARS AE 7, 2ELID'E
ADVANTAGEOUS AND APPROPRIATE FOR OUR STUDENT:: TC LMRHAs:::7* ,1;,A"7
AID IN THE FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS, AND To ?EvER:E ThAC
EMPHASIS IN THE LATTER TWO YEARS OF BACOALA7'REATE DESRFE sT:*oy.

THIS APPROACH, WE BELIEVE gmugc_EL; COLLEGE AC:ESs LaP
SUCCESS; REDUCES OR ELIMINATES THE NEED FoR ACADEMICALLY "AT-P:OX"
STUDENTS TO BoRROW UNTIL THEY HAVE DEMONSTRATED THEIR ACAOEU
POTENTIAL; AND COULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE THE OVERALL :NOE:TIE:INES:
OF LOWER INCOME STUDENTS.

THE COST OF 'PAYING NOW OR PAYING LATER.' GIVEN THE HISTORICAL
SHIFT OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID SPENDING FROM GRANTS TO LOANS -- FPCM
80 GRANTS (hND 20 PERCENT LOANS) IN 1976 TO 49 pERCENT GRANTS 'AND
A SIMILAR AMOUNT IN LOAN AID) IN 1990 -- IS EASILY SEEN WITHIN 74E
UNCF FAMILY. THE STAFFORD LOAN (FORMERLY GUARANTEED STUDENT L.:ANS)
IS NOW THE LARGEST SINGLE SOURCE OF SUPPORT FOR UNDF STUDENTS,
PROVIDING SOME 551 MILLION OR 30 PERCENT OF ALL AID AWARDED :N
1988-89 ACCORDING TO UNCF'S 1990 ,TATIgTICAL REPORT.

9 4
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THE AVERAGE LOAN AMOUNT WAS $2,367 FOR EACH UNC7
BORROWER AND SLIGHTLY MORE THAN ONE-HALF OF ALL UNCF STY:DENT:3 DID
BORROW: PROJECTED OVER A FOUR-YEAR ACADEMIC CAREER, THE TOTAL
INDEBTEDNESS WOULD EQUAL ALMOST $10,000. DURING THE PERICD
1982-1988, THE NUMBER OF UNCF STUDENTS WHO BORROWED IN THE STAFFORD
LOAN PROGRAM NEARLY Nunn FRCM 11,000 IN 1982-83 70 ALMOST
22.000 IN 1988-89. INCREASINGLY, UNOF STUDENTS ARE JOIN-1G THE
GROWING NUMBER OF INDENTURED S'ANT N THE STA77ORD LOAN
AND BEV:MING 2RISCNERE TC Tn T.DuIATI:N WHI:H
TO FREE THEM An SLA7ES TO THE CONCOMITANT INDEBTEDNESS THAT TRAPS
STUDENTS THAT COMPLETE COLLEGE. SLA7ES TO HIGHER PAYING :ces ANC
TRAPPED BY CHOICES VMPOSED ON THEM BY RISING STUDENT DEBT LE'IELS
AND RISING COLLEGE COSTS.

FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO DO NOT COMPLETE COLLEGE -- AND MANY
DROP OUT AFTER ONLY ONE-YEAR OR ARE DETERMINED TO BE ACADEMICALLY
INELIGIBIE AFTER TWO YEARS -- THE FINANCIAL BURDEN OF REPUYENT,
WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A COLLEGE DEGREE OR OTHER CREDENTIAL IS
OVERWHELMING. HBCU GRADUATES EARN 86 PERCENT MORE THAN AFRIOAN
AMERICANS WITHOUT A COLLEGE DEGREE:

UNCF STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE CREATION CF A TRUE PELL ORANT
ENTITLEMENT AS THE ONLY MEANS FOR REDREEJ:NG 72: IMEALA:rc:
LOAN AND CRANTs FUNDS FRovITET 37 cONcRE2.3 7c 7.:_:?:.:A77
BARRIER TO HIGHER EDuCATI:N ZRES-.ED 37 THE JG

EDUCATION AND LIMITED FAMIL7 7:1ANCIAL INC:ME.

THERE IS NO MORE IMPORTANT ISSUE FACING THIS SUBCOMMITTEE A:47.
THE 102ND CONGRESS THAN WHETHER OR NOT IT WILL, IN FACT, LI.:E UP
TO ITS TWENTY-FIVE YEAR OLD PLEDGE " Every child must be encour39ed
to get as much education as he has the ability to take....We want
this not only for his sake -- but for the nation:a sake. Nothing
matters more to the future of our country: not military
preparedness - for armed might is worthless if we lack the
brainpower to build a world of peace: not our productive economy -
for we cannot sustain growth without trained manpower; not our
democratic system of government - for freedom is fragile if
citizens are ignorant." /

1990 STATISTICAL REKR7, HUGH R. FORDYCE AND ALAN R.
KIRSCHNER, UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE rum), INC. (JANUARY 1991) p. 13.

/ SPECIAL MESSAGE TO CONGRESS: "TOWARD FULL EDUCATIONPL
OPPORTUNIT/," January 12, 1965, Eaug_iligua_s_EmiLyiEgirsz-,...
Lyndon B. Johnson, BOOK I, p. 23.

IliEST COPY AVAIL LE
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ONE FINAL POINT DESERVES MEWTIONING. THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION HAS FOCUSED ITS ENTIRE STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT PREVENTION
EFFORT ON COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES AND PRIVATE CAREER SCHOOLS WITH
HIGH DEFAULT RATES. BECAUSE BLACK COLLEGES, COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND
URBAN PUBLIC FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS TEND TO COST LESS AND ENROLL
THE MCST SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF LOW INCOME STUDENTS: (INCLUDING
BLACK AMERICANS). STUDENT LOAM DEFAULT PREVENTION SEEMS TO BE
TARGETED TOWARD POOR, MINORITY STUDENTS. nTAR EXAMPLE, THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT ENCOURAGES INSTITUTIONS D ZOUCATIDNAL
OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW INCOME STUDENTS, ESPECIALLY MINORITIES. THIS
MEANS TAKING SOME RISKS WITH SOME ITeDEWS WHO MAY ENTER AN
INSTITUTION WITH ACADEMIC DEFICIENCIES. BECAUSE STUDENT AID IS NOW
PRIMARILY LOAN AID RATHER THAN GRANT AID, THE CONSEQUENCE OF
STUDENT FAILURE IN AN UNDERTAKING THE GOVERNMENT HAS ENCOURAGED IS
A HIGH DEFAULT RATE! THE INSTITUTION IS THEN THE VICTIM OF THE
GOVERNMENT'S "ACCESS" POLICY. FURTHER, WHEN DEFAULT RATES ARE
INACCURATE AND INCOMPLETE, BUT PUBLISHED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION ANYWAY, LASTING DAMAGE IS DONE TO THE I41TITUTION IN THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY.

ALL OF THESE FACTORS, LEAD UNCF MEMBER INSTITUTIONS TO
Ai:OOMMEND THE FOLLOWIN.7 WITH REGARD TO TITLE IV, STUDENT AID:

* MAKE THE PELL GRANT PRCGRAM A TRUE ENTITLEMENT WITH A
$4,400 MAXIMUM AWARD BEGINNING IN FY 1994. THE
IMPACT OF THIS PROPCSAL MIZHT BE ?HAZE: IN 3? A2v!:::NG
THE ENTITLEMENT TO :RESHMEN STUDENTS IN;.4 :N TNE 7:RsT
YEAR, THEN ADDING A CLASS OF STUDENTS EACH iEAR
THEREAFTER.

SIMPLIFY THZ FEDERAL STUDENT AID APPLICATION PROCESS.
TWO THINGS COULD BE DONE IMMEDIATELY TO MAKE IT EASIER
FOR LOW INCOME STUDENTS TO APPLY FOR AND RECEIVE TITLE
I" ASSISTANCE, WHILE PRESERVING THE INTEGRITY OF THE AID
PROGRAMS: (1) PROVIDE A REVISED STMPLIFIED FEDERAL FORM
FOR FAMILIES WITH INCOMES BELOW $15,000, WITH SIX OR
SEVEN DATA ELEMENTS, AND REQUIRS APPLICANTS TO SUBMIT
THETA' IRS 1040 OR 1040A FORM OR OTHER EVIDENCE THAT THEY
RECEIW. AFDC OR FOOD STAMPS, LIVE IN FEDERALLY-SUBSIDIZED
HOUSING, ETC. (THOSE STUDENTS WITH INCOMES BELOW $10,000
SHOULD RECEIVE TM MAXIMUM AWARD); AND (2) REQUIRE
STUDENTS APPLYING FOR AID FOR THEIR SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR OR
SENIOR YEAR (WHO PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED TITLE TV AID AS
FRESHMEN) TO SUPPLY UPDATED INFORMATION ONLY AND THE HOST
RECENT 2ARENTAL/STUDENT TAX RETURN INSTEAD OF A WdOLE NEW
APPLICATION.
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REDUCE PAPERWORK BURDENS IN THE FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS,
ESPECIALLY FOR INSTITUTIONS WITH SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF
AID RECIPIENTS IN THEIR STUDENT POPULATION (I.E. 50$ OR
GREATER), BY ELIMINATING THE VALIDATION REQUIREMENT FOR
THOSE SCHOOLS WITH A THREE-YEAR UNBLEMISHED RECORD OF
PERFORMANCE AND NO AUDIT EXCEPTIONS.

maammal:THE mommaminwaxmLoAm (ICL) PROGRAM. THIS
MKNEURI REPSEIENTS A SERIOUS PITFALL FOR LZW INCOME
STUDENTS BECAUSE IT APPEARS ATTRACTIVE YET IS LIKELY TO
TRAP STUDENTS WITH LESSER EARNINGS GROWTH IN SERIOUS
LONG-TERM DEBT. FOR EXANPLE: A STUDENT WHO BORROWED
$13,000 (um= TEE ICL PROCatAM) wow= sE REQUIRED TO
REPAY OVER JUL= IN PRINCIPAL AND ACCUNOIATED INTEREST
(USING THE PROGRAM'S ASSUMPTIONS AS TO INCOME AND
PROJECTED KIN1MON PAYMENTS) IF HE OR SHE BEGAN AN
EXIIIMMENT CAREER WITH A SALARY OF $10,800.00, OR WOULD
BE REQUIRED TO REPAY $25,700 IN PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST
OVER TEN YEAMS IF THE STARTING SALARY WAS $23,100. IN
CONTRAST, THAT SAW mute= WOULD PAY BACK ABOUT $18,925
OVER TIN YEARS IN THE STAFFORD LOAN PROGRAM.

MERGE THE ICL CONCEPT INTO A TOTALLYCAMPUS-BASED PERKINS
LOAN PROGRAM. FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS (FCC) FOR
THE PERKINS PROGRAM WOULD CEASE AT THE END OF FY 1994 AND
CAMPUSES WOULD ADMINISTER THE PROGRAM SOLELY BASED IN
EFFECTIVELY COLLECTING FROM STUDENTS WHO HAVE BORROb-Ja
FROM THE PROGRAM. INSTITUTIONS MIGHT SE PERMITTED, AT
THEIR DISCRETION, TO ALLOW UP TO TEN PERCENT OF THEIR
PERKINS LMANS TO BE SUBJECT TO INCOME CONTINGENT
REPAYMENT. THE FY 1990 FCC WAS $135,129,000 AND WAS
ALLOCATED TO 1,559 INSTITUTIONS, INCLUDING ONLY 15 UNCF
INSTITUTIONS. TWENTY-SIX OTHER UNCF INSTITUTIONS DO
PARTICIPATE IN THE PEREINS PROGRAM. TUSEEGEE UNiVERSITY
AND XAVIER UNIVERSITY, AS WELL AS MOREHOUSE COLLEGE
RECEIVE THE BULK OF THE $1.3 mnram IN FCC MADE
AVAILABLE TO UNCF MEMBER COLLEGES THROUGH THE FY 1990
APPROPRIATION. THE =AL OUTSTANDING LOAN BALANCE IS
$4.9 BILLION.

ELIMINATE THE EXCLUSIVE AND ARBITRARY USE OF STUDENT LOAN
mama, RAT= TO EXCLUDE rasTrTurrom FROM PARTICIPATION
IN TITLE rv PROGRAMS. UNCF CERTAINLY UNDERSTANCS THE
DEPARTMENT'S DESIRE TO REDUCE STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS. WE
SHARE THAT CONCERN. HOWEVER, THE CRITERIA USED TO TARGET
INSTITUTIONS FoR SPECIAL ATTENTION OR EXCLUSION FROM THE
PROGRAM MUST BE SENSITIVE TO THE MISsION AND PURPOSE OF
AN INSTITUTION, AS WELL AS THE INSTITUTION'S ROLE IN
CREATING AND SOLVING THE LOAN DEFAULT PROBLEM.

91
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I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST THAT UNCF'S ANALYSIS OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION'S FY 1992 BUDGET BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD RIGHT AFTER
MY WRITTEN TESTIMONY. IT EXPLAINS AND ELABORATES ON MANY OF THE
POINTS I HAVE MADE HERE THIS MORNING, AS nu AS INDICATING UNCF'S
VIEWS ON SOME OF THE A. INISTRATION'S HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
REAUTHORIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IT MAY BE OF SOME ASSISTANCE
TO THE COMMITTEE.

THAT CONCLUDES MY FORMAL TESTIMONY. I WOULD BE PLEASED TO
ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.

400,PRent$0

I s
46-422 0 - 92 - 4



Unit;c1 Negro College Fund, Inc
xmalasu OF TME FY :992 DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION BUDGET

on Fabruary 4, 1991 the Departmant of Education released its
portion of tha Presidant*s FY 1992 Budget. En proposing this
budget, the Bosh Administration has again fallen far abort of its
attompt to help Presidant Rush realize his goal of tha coming the
"Education President." It is important to understand tbat in
proposing this FT 1992 Education Midget, the Department has
revealed am autliss of the relax= and recommendations it intends
to maks to the Congress In tbe upcaming reautborization of the
nigher Education Act. Therefore, in reviewing the postsscondarY
portion or tne budget. which ie attanhad, it is critical to
undarrnand that almost all of these budgetary recommendation. are
Elad to legislative onanges and that thoos changes will not be
acted upon, if at all, until early 1992. In addition, without
appropriations many cannot be ioplemente4 until tn. FY 1993
budgetfacTrapriations cycle sr the ear"en:

In preparing tnis analysis, IMICT Washington staff have
utilizad soma of the data gatnared in UNCT's mpoo $tatisticql
Rags=

(coot, and 141
haltraldttatieritedpecifinformationfroliten UnCT 'Mbar
institutions which ars reprassntative Of tbe 41 masher colleges .
we hops that by using the information rrom the sample institutions
you will be able to get a clearer idaa of how these proposals may
impact atur:anta at your callow., or you may simply wish to use our
method of analysis to guide the--41eve3opmene of your awn
institutional analysis. We arbitrarily &elected Bennett College,
Clark Atlanta University, Marabous. College. Tlorida Manorial
College, Knoxville College, Rust College, Talladaqa College,
Tuskages University and Xavier Dtivarsity aa points of coaparison.
wa asked oath institution to provide a uniform set of data, if
possible, as follows:

stodants enrolled receiving student aids

studants anrolled receiving Pell Grants, SEDG. Collage Work
Study, and Parkins Loaner

numbers of students end amount of Pall Grant dollar' who
-c=e 'rvt. ;ammo family inccos excised& 515,000;

manor studants reosiving SECGs and amount of dollars
recived in Al 1.990-91s

numbar of students engaged in CW3 and amount of work stUdy
aid awarded in AY 1490-91$ and

is the institution eligible for and receiving a Perkins Loan
FCC allocation, it yes, haw many Parkins loans were sada last year
frOM tbe awarded dollars?
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Hera ars the highlights of the FY 1992 Budget released by the
Department of Education on Tuesday. February 4, 1992:

1. Re-target the Fell Grant program through changes in Was
taxation rates an diacretionary income that will result in reduced
grants for students from families with incase, above $10,000 in
order to pay for a $1,300 increase in the maximum grant from tbs
current $2,400 to $3,700 (the over-all Pell Grant 'ppm:sciatica
would rise $401 million from $5,274 to $5,775 billion). The Pell
ainimum would be raised to $600, liminating a substantial number
of small Pell Grant recipients. Approximately 400,000 Pell grantS
going to "near poor" tudents will be re-directed to lower incass
students.

2. Reductions in fanding for all of the campus-based programs
to help pay for the higher Pell maxima award, i.e. supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant* (SZOO) would 00 =ducal fr001 $520
million to $347 million, College Work Study (CIS) would be reduced
from $595 to $397 million, and tha capital contribution for the
Perkins Loan program would not be continued (funding is requested
only far loan cancellations). The "institutional matching"
requirement for CMS and SECO would be raised form 15 to 50percent.
There is no FY 1992 funding request far the State Student Incentive
Grant (SOTO) program.

3. Recommendation for tbs creation of a Presidential
Achievement Scholarship funded at $170 million for Pell Grant
recipients who finish in the tap ten percent of their high school
clase (or "score high on nationally standardised tests") and who
maintain a 11 average in college. Although it is not a direct
offset, it is apparent that the $170 a:Lillian would be available to
regular Pall recipients were it not setasida for merit Pell
recipients, i.e. more than 150,000 Xelger Pell awards will be made
as a result of this new merit initiative if it ware enacted into
law:

4. The Department's request far the Guaranteed Stmdent Loan
program reflects expected declines in TAO= rates and subsequent
savings in the interest subsidy paid to lenders while Jae student
is in school. The Department does project a $300 million increase
in loan default costs over FT 1991 from $2.4 to $2.7 billion.
Several default prevention initiatives are intended to help reduce
defaults and federal default costa: (a) eliminate eligibility for
courses under 600 clock hours; (b) require lenders to perform
credit ,:becas on student applicants 21 years or older; Id) a:Mend
delayed disbursement to sixty days from the fitet day of classes
for students at schools with default rates exceeding thirty (30)
per cent: (d) require lender* to provide graduated repayment
options to borrimerst and (s) authorise goarantY agencies to
garnish the defaulter's wages, repeal the statute of limitations
for the collection of defaulted lease, and require student
bows:mete to provide certain loaatian inforaation, e.g. driveros
license number.

lu
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Legislatively, the Department is also recommending increases;
in the annual Stafford Loan limits -- from 52,625 to $3,500 for
first-year undergraduates, froa $4-$5,000 for third, fourth and
fifth year nndergraduates and increasing Supplemental Loans for
Students (SLS) loan limits for undergraduates from $4-516,000 and

for graduate students from 64-510,000. The Stafford Loan limits
for graduate students and the loan limit for first year students
in the SES program would not change.

S. Establish a series of new requirements for student
eligibility and institutional participation intendeo to restore
integrity to the Title IV programa, including: (a) students must
be ranked iA the top 901 of their class te maintain eligibility for

Title Tv aid; (b) authorize a new independent student definition
requiring a student to be 26 years of age or demonstrate enough
income flow to demonstrate self-eutficiency: (c) all Title IV
institutional participants mast have a pro rata tuition refund
policy: (d) the pa:ment of comeissions, boeuses or otber incentives
based solely on enrollmenl, or stst,td_Itgisrma to persons
engaged in recruitment or admissions activity would be prohibited:
and (a) the 00RA 1990 provisions eliminating students fres schools
with high default rates in GSL (30%) would be extended to all Title
rv programs.

6. Create a single needs analysis system for all Title iv
programs and a minimum student contribution expectation that would
vary according to family inclose would be Authorised in the Higher
Education Act. The details as to how a "single needs analysis
system" can be implemented without making Pell an entitlement are
not yet available.

7. The TRIO (Special Program for Disadvantaged Students)
request represents a $51.5 million increase above FY 1991, from
$743.6 to $395.1 million. Program consolidation is again requested
(Upward Bound, Talent Search and Educational Opportunity Canters
along with the Title XI College and University Outreach programs
would be combined) and a new McNair Graduate Outreach program is
recommended. The new McNair Graduate Education Outreach program
would combine the Title IX, Part P. Minority Participation in
Graduate Education program and the existing McNair Poet-
Baccalaureate Achievement Program.

In separate Legislation, th President has requested that the
entire TRIO program be included in the $15 billion package to be
returned to the states in the form of a *block grant.' The
proposal, which was not well-received on Capitol Mill, also
includes the HUD Community Development Block Grant (CEIG), 201ff'$
Low-income Nome Znergy Ass:iota:ace Program =MEW and SSW. The
new block grant tab* controlled by the Governors incorporates
numerous direct grant progress to the cities and in tba case of
TRIO, to institutions of h Our education, thus by-passing current
grant recipients and substituting the States.
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11. The request for Parts A and 8 of the Title III program is
identical to the FY 1991 amount. The Part B Historically Black
Colleges and Universities Act ($67 million), the section 326
historically black graduate and professional scbools ($11.7
million) and the regular Part A program ($67 million) would receive
the same amount of funding under the President's proposal as last
year. The President's budget does rens', his requeet for a
"setaside* for NBC's in the Endowment/Challenge Grant program,
although no budget request for funding the "setaside" is reflected
in thie budoet and he is seeking only $7.5 million in Title III
funds for the current Part C Oftdoliment program -- a reduction of
$10 million. The only other legislative change recommended for
Title III is to eliminate tbe community college and minority
college setasides in Part A.

Although Howard University does not participate in Title
III, the President did request a $5 million reduction in federal
support for Howard -- seeking $190.9 in FY 1992 instead of the
$195.2 million provided by congress in FY 1991. The reduction is
associated with a one-tine request for contraction funding.

- V. .1 t -

Several themes appear to run through the various proposals
advanced as the Department of Education's FY 1992 budget. First,
it appears focused on spending a reduced amount of money on
education at the federal level -- despite the PreeL',,.t's stated
claim and desire to be the "Education President." Given Se
inflation, status quo funding and modest dollar increases actually
represent reductions in Federal support. To say it differently,
this could be characterired as OMB's budget, rather than the
Education' Department", budget. Time will tall whether or not
Secrstary-designate hlexander can seize the mantle of leadership
and move forward aggressively to fight education's battles both
internally and externally. The Secretary is scheduled to testify
on March 5th before the Senate Subcommittee on Education Arts, and
Humanities on his Highee Education Act recommendations. He will
have the opportunity to spell out the details and put his on "nark"
on the Bush Administration's Higher Education Ant proposals.
Second, the budget is largely a "status quo" budget. Recognizing
the need to balance their "reform" ideas with a dose of political
sanity, the TY 1992 budget proposals maintain all of the major
programs and fund them at respectable levels. The budget does not
obliterate, even though it does reduce fuading for several malor
programs, e.g. SEM and CWS. Although it does recommend some
'tinkering at the edges' of several programs, e.g. the proposed
"re-targeting" of the Pell Grant on the neediest students (veryun-
Republican) coupled with a Pell Grant maximum increase, and
significant GSL loan limit increases for all except first-time SLS
undergraduate borrowers and all graduate student borrosers in GSL
most of the Title TV programs are kept in tact and not materially
changed. Interestingly, the new direct lending program floated in

12
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rag New York Timee on January 7 and ztlit_tra_u_neme_122eima and Tin

Washington Ppst the following day is both dismissed as too costly
and resurrected as something still under consideration.

Equally *portant, the budget does not attack any of the Congress'

sacred cows and thus ran the risk of offending key Congressional

leaders who are preparing optimiatioaLly for reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act. At a time when key congressional actors
speak openly of expanding student grants for middle income
students, making the Poll Grant an entitlement as a maams of

reducing loan defaults, and "front-loading* grant aid, __/ nany of

the president's legislative recommendations ars likely to

experience rough sledding during the upcoming reauthorization

process. Nevertheless, this budget will not be DOA, like many of

its Reagan Administration counterparts in the 1980e.

The Pell Grant increase -- raising the maximum to $3,700 for
the poorest students -- will be warmly received and is likely to
open the door for a dramatic increase in the Pell maximum during
the reauthorization debate. Likely to bn rejected, however, will
be the elimination of those families with $10,000-525,000 incomes,
whose siblings receive vary small Pell Grants te attend four-year
public and private institutions. It is the middle income families -

- 515-535,000 that Chairman Bill Ford and Senator Claiborne Pell
are specifically interested in helping in the upcoming
reauthorization by assuring their eligibility for a Pell Grant of
$500 or more -- that will ba aggrieved by the Bush Administration
proposal. The politics of the inclusion or exclusion of more
niddle income students are critical to the survival and expansion
of the Pall Grant program (from Ford's perspective and that of
others familiar with the politics of the program).

This is quite understandable, when viewed from a white, middle
class, male income perspective --

white male bread-winner median inflation-adjusted income

fall 22 percent between 1976 and 1904,

Is whits and blue collar worker's real average weekly wages -

- calculated in constant 1977 dollars -- fell from 5191.41 per week
in 1972 to $171.07 per week in 1980,

the median real earnings of man between the ages Of 25 to
34, measured in constant 2985 dollars, were $10.17 an hour in 1973,

$9.70 an hour in 1980 and $8.85 an hour in 1987; while for mer of

all ages the figures were $9.90 in 1973, 59.37 in 1900 and $0.62

in 1907, or

__/ *Hill Chairman Wants to Reshape Student Aid,*
1120-ft-Minam-22at, Kenneth J. cooper, February 4,1991, A-9.
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as Frank Levy recently observed, "..back in the early 1970s, ths
average guy with a high school diploma was making $24,000 in
today's dollars. Today a similar guy is making about $18,000."__/

1-921-EratiLignatiaa-EaUtialLALEld-likat=EgiazAtiatiiiigre-MAUShatig5lik0n
it is ths quintessential blue collar Worker, "aim Six-pack*

who is married, lives in auburban Detroit or Chicago who is

threatened by today's recessionist econony and the possibility of

losing his job. Hs is very concerned about the fact that he seems
not to 'qualify for any help in sending his son or daughter to
college. He blames his plight on the government for designing
complex forma he cannot fill out and if he does, he doesn't gat
any help for his dependent son/daughter anyway. Evanson, critical
is the fact that ha blame black, latino and other minority groups
for his plight when he finds out that they gUalify for aid because
they ars "minorities" or because they ars low income. Viewed
cynically, the Bush Administration proposal to "re-target" Pell
Grants on the neediest students fits perfectly with the 'Willis
Horton politics' successfully practiced by President Bush in ths
1988 presidential campaign and likely to be repeated in 1992. __/
In fact, Tha Washinaton Post speculated in an article on February
Sth by Walter Pincus about the growth in certain offices and
funding requests for certain programs being directly connected to
the 1992 presidential campaign. "The sood and direction of a
president and his government, characterized by which office gets
more money and whose programs are cut, ars frequently found in
small print deep in the budget."__/ Although increased
expenditures have been proposed for domestic policy formulation,
very few dollars found there way into domestic programs for

spending. Head Start, which received a $100 million increase -- $86

million of which is consumed by inflation -- was the only big

winner.

However, if mrdim middle income blacks and whites ars denied
student aid (ln favor of larger grants for this poor), and they
blame the Democratically-controlled Congress. they may flock to the
Republit:an party just in time for the 1992 elections!

The politics of Rich and Poor, Kevin Phillips, pp.17-19, sea
also "The Next Priorit:.," laa_ May 1989 p. 28.

__/ " Quotas: Tempting Issu for the GOP in '92", ihm_Haani=01
Fon, Thomas B. Edsall, January 15, 1991, A-1,A-4.

"Fine Print Signals Course Bush Government Will Take Into

Elaction £eaGon, a Washinaton Not, February 5, 1991, A-6.
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51,81.ant_iisori._12(graiats.;_.The_araintil_SciralLL.I.qailli_Stattata

Perhaps even more puzzling than the Department's failure to
forge a bolder stroke in the loan va. grant debate is the Budget's
failure to deal more forthrightly with student loan defaults. The
dramatic growth in student loan default costs, over the past five
fiscal years in particular, has attracted enormous rhetoric from
the Reagan-Bush Administrations, but little in concrete terms to
stem the tide of defaulted loans.

The FY 1992 budget is no exception since it simultaneously suggests
several piecemeal proposals oriented toward restraining the growth
of defaults, e.g. a 600 clock hour minimum fur program eligibility,
elimination of eligibility Cor correspondence and all foreign
schools, a credit check requirement for all student borrowers 21
years or older, and extension of the delayed disbursement in OBRA
1990, while raising the GSL loan limits which permit students to
borrow ever-increasing amounts of money and thereby triggering
larger loan defaults. Table I chronicles the dynamic growth in
federal loan default payments over the past c cade, while Table 11
Illustrates the rise in student loans and 1, .n defaults.

The recent C30 study, atudentL Aja and the Cost et
postsecondarv Education confirms again the importance of the type
of aid provided and how it influences both access and choice of
postsecondary inntitution. Using 1987 !CPUS (National Postsecondary
student Aid Stud ) data, MO found that ths proportion of students
receiving grant incras.d as the student's family income damned
and as the cost of attendance increased. This close relationship
between family income and receipt of grants, than to the receipt
of any other type of aid, further underscores the importance of
grants to facilitating access and the achievement of the Federal
equal opportmnity goal. Equally interesting was the fact that:

"Receipt of loans contrasted with receipt of grants in
several ways. Overall, a smaller proportion of students
got loan (31 percent) that grants (48 percent), although
some students received both. nereover, a smaller portion
of students received loans that grants aLezegy_aatags=

(tyPG of
institution) except for proprietary students whose family
income was over $17,000. In addition, students were
relatively more likely to receive loans as cost of
attendance increased that as family income declined.
This pattern suggests that loans were relatively more
important in expanding choice anong institutions tnan in
ensuring access to postsecondary education. (empliasis

__/ stuclent Aid and ihe cciat_of Postaeconderv Education, Jay
Nos11, Congressional Budget Office, U. S. Congress (January 1991),
pp.37-38.
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These findings are likely to add more fuel to the existing
firestorm urging a more balanced approached to federal student aid
packaging and the need to restore the lost purchasing power of tbePell Grant by significantly increasing the maximum award and
creating a Pell entitlement. OBOs findings ars particularly
compelling when viewed in light of the fact that about 57 percent
',tall full-time, dependent undergraduates received aid in the Fall
of 1986 -- 41 percent got Federal aid, 21 percent received State
aid, and 26 percent received institutional support. The average
award for these students was $3,600 -- ranging from an average of
$7,600 to the lowest incom student at the highest cost institution
to an average of $1,000 to the relatively few highest income
students attending the lowest cost schools.

Rather than recognizing the relationship between family
income, the need to award grants to low income students to achieve
"access," the FY 1992 Budget appears to recognize it only in part,
then to exacerbate the tendency ot low income students to default
by permitting them to borrow more in order to facilitate "choice."

seriously harmed by the Administration's twin proposals -- to
restrict Pell access fur families with incomes from $10 -$25.090
while increasing the ease with which these same students can borrow
-- are many UNCY college students. Some skinificant numbers maybenefit from the increased Pell Grant maximum, but others will
certainly suffer if students shove the $10,000 family income level
ars screened out ot Pell eligibility by higher taxation rates ondiscretionary income. Squally confusing is why -- given the
proclivity of low income, educationally at-risk students to dropout or fail in college -- the Administration would continue to
insist on using a loan-based aid package to finance "access" forlow and middle income students.

At the saes time. we are assessing the impact of the proposed
shift or "re-targeting" of Pell Grant fund's from plor students to
verv_Iloor students, we should also review the concomitant impact
of ..mrsbasunimgg_fancling end the lacriguessLaintaLinassauirmunt.Additionally, Robert Pear in a February 10 Hig_ierg_Tinge article
says $498 million in SEOG funds will be transferred to the Statesas part of the block grant.__/ In many instances, the only real
source of institutional matehimg funds at uscr colleges would be
the college Fund's allocation to each institution under the formula
(which is frequently used tor scholarships to needy students).
Nationally, there will he $173.2 'zillion fewer SEOG dollars, but
the number of awards would increase from 835 in FT 1990 to 899 in
FY 2991 due to the increased "matching" requirement.

"Washington's Plan To Funnel city kid Through The state'
Enrages the Mayors," pey York. Times, Robert Pear, E-1. It appears
that the reference to SEOG in the pew york Timeg articl. should
have been to BBIG.
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Assuming, however, a 33 percent reduction in the SEOG
allocation to each institution and an average award of $995, the
ten UNCr institutions listed in the chart on page 13 would receive
$2,727,298.69 fewer dollars and collectively maks 1770 tomer SEOG
awards (if they do not provide the increased institutional Notch.°
(*me Table IIP). This calculation would, of couree, change
dramatically if we assumed each school could meet the increased SO
percent eatching requirement.

It is important to note that despite changes made in the 1986
Amendments to the Higher Education Act requiring the 8SOGs be
awarded to students demonstrating °exceptional need° and that
preference in awarding these funds gu to Pell Grant recipients --
the percentage of SEOG funds awarded to dependent students in the
$30.000-PluscategorY remained constant (at 19 percent) for the two
year period following enactment of the new requirements (Sae Table
V). "In 1988-89, almost 54 percent of Pell Grant recipients had
incomes below $9,000, yet only 18 percent of SEOG recipients had
incomes below $12,000.°__/

The cost of 'paying now or paying later,' given the historical
shift of federal grant spending to loans for low income students,
is easily seen within the UNCr family. The Stafford Loan (formerly
Guaranteed Student Loans) is now the largest single source of
support for WIC! students, providing some $51 million or 30percent
of all aid awarded in 1908-09 according to the 1990 Ausigtical
eggerl. The average loan amount was $2,367 for each UNCIP Student
borrower and slightly *ore than one-half of all UNC? students did
borrow! Projected over a four-year academic career. the total
Indebtedness would equal almost $10,000.__/ For those students
who do not complete collele, and many drep out after only ono-year
or ars determined to be academically ineligible after two years -
- the financial burden of repayment, without the benefit of a
college degree or other credential is overwhelming.

sixty-tive percent of all UNCIP students received Pell Grants
in 1988-89, accounting for 27,505 students with an average sward
of :1,645. One-third of all UUCP students receive SEOG awards,
averaging $995. Theme two grant progress provided $58 million to
MCP students out of the $186 million in Federal student assistance
received by MOM' students in 1988-09.

__/ Sme Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant section of the
Department of Education FT 1992 Justification of Appropriations for
committees on Appropriations, Higher Education, Vol. II (February
1991), p. L-11.

1990 EtatiaticaLikeert, Hugh R. Fordyce and Alan R.
Kri'schner, United Negro College Fund, Inc. (January 1991) at 23.

1 n
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It is interesting to note the income distribution uf all Pall
Grant recipients (See Chart Below) in assessing the impact of the
proposed Bush Administration plan to create a Super Pell Grant by
re-targeting aid on the lowest income recipients and the impact of
increased borrowing on lower imams students. Since defaults are
highest aleong "non-pareisters," grante aro a preferred option for
lower income, more academically at-risk students, especially in the
first two years of study toward the baccalaureate degree.
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Yet, a casual review of the recent experience of =CT
students. especially when coupled with the TY 1992 budget proiosals
to restrict grants to poor students and increase the availability
of loans, demonstrates that current loan default trends are likely
to be exacerbated. Although about tvo -thirds of all undergraduate
students received Pall Grants at CNC? member colleges during 1988 -
89, the amount or aid derived from this source accounted for only
25 percent of all student financial aid. In contrast, various loan
programs accounted for nearly 40 percent of student aid dollars in
1988-89. Three -quarters of these loan dollars came from the
Stafford loan program.

The potential negative impact of the FY 1992 Budget Pell Grant
proposal is best understood by comparing the median estimated
family income.of students attending all black private colleges in
the Fall of 1989 and 1990 to those of other private non-sectarian
colleges. In the Fall of 1989, as the chart below maker clear, the
median estimated family income of freshman students attending
private black colleges was $31,466 compared to $49,729 for students
attending private nonsectarian colleges, while in the Fall of 1990,
the comparison was $29,598 to $51,037.

I/ Total program costs reflects program tends paid directly ta
students and excludes administrative costs allowances paid to the
institutions at a rats of $5 per recipient, which in 1992-93 are
estimated to total $15,087,000.

1 s



while 24 percent cf private black collage students in 1959.
came from families with incomes below $15,000, 15 percent came from
families with incomes in the 815,000-524,999 range. In 1990, the
comparison was 28 percent of all private black college students
came from families in the below 815,000 range, while 18 percent
were in the 415,000 to $24,999 range. The Cooperative
Institutional Rsaearch Program (CIRP) freshman data makes it clear
that accepting the Department's Pell Grant proposal would be like
"robbing Peter to pay Paul" for =CP member institutions. The data
to clear -- while more than three times as many students in private
black colleges come from families where the income is less than
$15,000, thase colleges also serve a very significant number of
students in the 515,000-$25,000 range as well. Shifting student
grants from the near poor to the very poor is like cutting Off your
nose to apite your face.

ESTIMATED PARENTAL INEDNEs OF ENTERING FRESHMAN

Fall
Estimated Parental
Income Level

1989 Fall 1990

$100,000-Above 2 3.9

550.000-99,999 21 18.6

$5,000-49,919 16 15.5

525,000-34,999 18 17.9

515,000-24,999 10 10.0

Below $15,000 24 26.0 --/

It is clear that the situation, in terms of family income is
getting worse not better for the students served by UNCF
institutions. It is no wonder, as Kevin Phillips, author of =apalltimag_jusaLjuditua vicath_ancLuisEisainaisaaxatcln
LMSZAISSaa_AltermALU, found the enormous concentration of wealth
in the United States in the 1900e -- most of it in the hands of the
top 1 percent of Americans --

/MX AMERICAN FRESHN:MA NATIONAL NORMS FOR FALL 1990,
Alexadar W. Asrtin, William S. Korn, and Ellyn. R. Berm, ACE/UCLA
Cooperative Institutional Research Program, p.44 (December 1990)
and THE AMERICAN FRESHMAN: NATIONAL NOM FOR FALL 1989, Alexander
W. ANtin, William S. 3Com, and Ellyn:: R. Berm, ACE/UCLA Cooperative
Institutional Research Program, p.44 (December 1989).

1 !J
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"The party of the little mon and of progressive tax rates

agreed to reduce top individual tax rates for millionaires

from 70 percent to 28 percent while establishing a WA=
special marginal "bubble* rate of between 28 percent and 33

percent for the one-fifth of American households and single

tampayers with incomes in the $45,000 to $150,000 range. In

accepting these reforms Democrats not only voted for top rates

contrary to their political traditions but lost the right to

criticize tax esiicy as a source of both towering deficits end

a concentration of wealth in which the top 1 percent of

AllaricaaS after-tax share of U.S. income rose from 7 percent

to a projected 11 percent in 1990. *

The increasing concentration
of wealth in the hands of a taw

wealthy Americans due tn lower tax rates on the wealthy mandated

by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 -- who have a sabstantiatly reduced

obligation to pay taxes to support Pell Grants and other human

service programs such as Read Start and Compensatory Education for

Low Income Students -- deprives the Federal government of needed

tax r:sources to support these federal programs. A collateral

effect of the collapsing of the midAle class is to compel low and

middle income students to compete for a slice of the limited

federal student aid pie, and for whites and minorities to fight

among themselves, rather than to focus on the bigger picture, i.e.

insufficient appropriations to fund grant programs.

Insufficient federal resources forces the Federal government

to borrow to support itself, limiting further its capacity to

provide funding for discretionary domestic programs. Next year,

according to projections, interest on the national debt will the

lamest single category of expenditure in the Federal Budget ($1

out of every $s the Federal government spends will go for interest

on the national eebt, or 40% of all personal incvms tax

receipte:)._/

-

Mors recent enrrlliart data from selected UNCF institutions

underscores the impz,rtonce of oleatining both a higher Pe11 Grant

maximum for All eligible students and a Pell entitlement:

"The Deficit Dilemmas -- shortfalls Ars Taxing the Ability of

Government to Be Innovative,* The Washinoton Post, Steven Mufson,

February 3, 1991, H-1,

1 10
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STUDENT AID, BY PROGRAM 1989-90

CIE Egtraina
BENNETT COLLEGE 442,391 99,895 127,043 59,478*CLARX ATLANTA U. 1,896,146 457,252 363,943 0FLORIDA MEMORIAL 2,617,515 214,488 300,094 0KNOXVILLE COLLEGE 2,0W,000 250,000 180,000 0MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 1,275,166 396,137 574,405 37,183RUST COLLEGE 1,200,000 411,000 447,000 32,000*TALLADEGA COLLEGE 7V2,040 286,439 146,610 0TUSKEGEE UNIVEASITY 2,621,692 1,029,300 909,985 681,930VOORHEES COLLEGE 86/.767 404,926 246,489 117,789XAVIER UNIVERSITY 2,518,057 521,158 874,951 65,685
NOTE: The asterisk (*) notes schools which recycled previouslyloaned Perkins (NOSI) fulde. but did not receive a Perkinsallocation from the Federal Capital Contribution appropriated byCongress. Elimination of the FCC, as proposed in the FY 1992budget would not result in a loss of funds to those schools bearingan asterisk.

Using tha mast recent percentages from the CUP study ofentering Freshman in 1990. we have estimated the impact of the RushAdministration's proposal on these ten UNCF institutions. Whilethere is no way to be certain that these averages actually arepresent on these individual campuses, they serve as a fairbarometer for thews and other UNCF campuses. Mors amactcomputations can be obtained by simply breaking out the Pellrecipients on your campus by family income. Under the FY 1992budget, almost all Pell recipients from families with incases *boys910,000 will have their grants reduced or eliminated and studentsfrom a family with a family income between $10415,000 will receivesmaller awards. Altbaugh the minimum grant will be higher, thisis being accomplished by simply eliminating the smaller awards:
The analysis demonstrates the shift of Pell Grant funds fromthe $15,000-525,000 category to the $0-910,000 is more dramatic atUNCF institutions because they enroll mare "poor* as opposed to*needy* students. Department of Educution projections show anational ehift of $578 million from RONE (515-$25,000) students toyerv_moor (50-510,000) students. The impact at UNCP institutionsis greater both because we have a larger number of very poorstudents, and significant numbers of poor students. That isevident from the CTRP composite couparison of private )(ICUs andNon-sectarian four-year privates. There is, however, asurreptitious factor here that has gong largely unnoticed, but wahave verified through

convereatiOns with departmental and OMBpersonnel.
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A significant portion of the "savings" assumed in the Pell
Grant program -- which have been used to finance the Shift in
funding And the increase in the maximum grant from $2400 to $37C1 -
- is the elimination of the bottom tan percent of eagB
institutiorOILANall Grant_recinients. This tan percent reduction
at every institution is arbitrary since it in imposed irrespective
of the grades accumulated by the affected students, since aid
denial is relatiate to the academic achievement of other Pall
recipients at the particular institutions. Students with low B or
high C averages could be excluded at an institution with 90 percent
of their Poll recipients receiving As and 11+21

As UNCF presidents look toward reauthorization, each must be
mindful, as well, of any attempt to increase middle income access
without guaranteeing aid for low income students. A Pell Grant
entitlement is therefore essential to both assuring access end then
preserving choice for ell students, eepecially those who may be the
last to decide to at..ind college.

Most UNCF presidents whose institutions were adversely
affected in the early 1920s will easily recall that the
implementation of the middle Income Student Assistance Act (MISSA)
brought many middle income students under the Pall Grant tent At
tbe expanse of later applying, late enrolling minority and low
income students who often reluctantly and belatedly decide to
attend college.

The NPSAS data again reinforces the widely held perception
that middle income students do fair fairly well in their receipt
of federal student aid and that some re-targeting, especially in
the Pell Grant and SEOG programs is needed. DePauw University, for
example, awarded SEOG funds to a student with $47,000 in family
income according to its most recent FISAP report. This "shift" in
aid away from the eggx to those who show mag has been documented
by Tom Mortenson./ NPSAS shows that "full tine, dependant
students from families earning from $17,000 to $50,000 got the
largest aggregate amount of federal aidn (see Table III). Viewed
from the perspective of type of institution, students attending
four-year private institutions received the bulk of federal student
aid, followed by those students attending four-year public,
proprietary, and two-year community and junior colleges.

__/ 'The Reallocation of Financial Aid From Poor to Middle Income
and Affluent Students 1978-1990," Thomas G. Mortenson, ACT Student
Financial Aid Research Report Series 90-2 (May 1990). See also
"Student Aid -- Is it Working Like It Is Supposed To?," =AM
Magazine Carol Francis, July/August 1990 and Table VI.

112
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int= process of securing our legislative priorities fcm the
nation's private historically black colleges and universities, we
must also secure America's future -- we cannot survive as the
largest debtor nation in the world.

Let us examine carefully the future we face and the one we
prepare for the graduates of the 41 member institutions of the
United Negro College Fund. =CT mast become the principal advocate
for the Pell Grant entitlement =incept. uscr students have the
most to gain because "access will be enhanced and loan burdens
will he reduced. Additionally, African American and otherminority
students at all institutions of higher education, will benefit from
a higher Pell Grant award and the "guaranteed" nature of the
commitment to equal access to higher education.

success in the legislative process will not come easily.
There is division in the ranks of the higher education community,
i.e. privates vs. publics, NA/CU ve. the proprietaries, etc.
and even division within the black college ranks on a variety of
issues. Mass "problems° must be overcome, and they con be
overcome, it we coalesce behind a comnon goal -- enacting a Pell
Grant entitlement. Whatever our differences, they pale in
comparison to our similarities and ahared agenda. Presently, we
are oar own worst enemy because the divisiveness prevents us fro=
building= effective political coalition to forge the adoption of
our agenda, even though "education" is at a high point on the
nttional agenda and we have a President who calls hineelf "The
Elucation President" and is committed to UNCF institutions.

This reauthorization of the Higher Education Act could be the
most critical in our Nation's history, yet it muld be remembered
as only a Was= opportunity. The hunan resources demands of our
Nation are immense when compared to both the workforce demands of
the Year 2000 and beyond, as well as our technological and clerical
needs in order to remain internationally competitive. Educatimand
training may also be the only way we can avoid =acerbating the
currant/increasing tension between the "heves" and tha "have-nots"
in American Society.__/

The Sure= of labor Statistics projects that by 1993,
America's economy will require 500,000 additional engineers,
700,000 medical workers, 100,000 teachers, 2.5 million managers,
2.2 million sales workers, 2.5 million craft and construction
workers, 647,000 mechanics, repairmrsand installers, and wroth=
three million high and low-skilled aervico workers. The

, Pat Choate and J.K.

Ajilltn,.A"tkor,A strrkal,tinnz Anthony Patrick
Carnevale, American Society for Training and Education, L. 1955,
pp.141-164 and
=Snob William S. Johnston and Arnold E. Packer, The Made=
Institute (June 1917), pp. 73-95. ~la=
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TABLE III .

ESTIMATED TOTAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE PER FULL,
TIME-EQUIVALENT UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT. BY
TYPE OF POSTSECONDARY INSTTTUTION AND FAMILY
INCOME. FALL 1955 (la dollen)

Try' of
Inststuroyi

0.-7-1Wellaiffilaill0.000-
11,030 17.000 30,000 30,000

Mars
30400

Total

Private Four-Year 12.357 11.927 10,814 9.577 7,798
Proprietary 11.259 3.530 3.240 2,502 1.709
Public Four-Year 10,219 9,483 8,501 7,893 7.323
Public Two-Year 5.128 5.009 4,339 3.957 3,543

Adjusted Total

Private Four-Year 11.058 10.389 9,418 8,407 7.290
Proprietary 2,959 2,322 1.856 1.207 857
Public Four-Yaw 9,405 8,771 7,977 7,488 7,157
Public Two-Year 4,915 4.728 4.203 1852 3.822
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United Negro College Fund, Inc

:Able V.

411131
4990 SEX
ALLOCATICN REDUCTICN

SEDUCED =AL
DIVIDED DV 445

SEMI AWA.
1992

=NETT 99595.00 56029.45 67.255979 65
=ARK ATLANTA 457252.00 306359.64 307.69933 NA
FLCATZA Ninon:AA 214499.03 14370,..1: 144.42914 206
019131CVTLLZ 230000.00 le/SS:M.:4 1614.3417 562
9011"CM5Z COLLECT 395137.00 255411.7? 255.74551 251
MA COLLECT 411000.30 275370.00 275.75376 409

TALIAZEGA 08643940 191914.13 192.87552 222

71159ZUZ 1024300.00 659632.33 693.09648 503

:00RAZIES 404925.03 071300-2 272.56372 233

411X:E3 521158.:Z 349175.56 350.93050
459

.0)70.394,00 2.1363
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:able V.Depart=ant at Edutat%on FY :997

Higner iduration Budget 2usti!..tatlon

Distribution of Supplemental Iddcat19041 09,09munls7 grans.
beLiwtte Institutten 1012.1

Zublis

Average Total Crones Pernentsge

-2Lra Ass.:21.tuu
Percentage

TOD-Tear 1419 554,021 13E 130.700 t9i

Four-Tear 610 111.111 11 21A..212 11
Subtors1 209,SIS so 504.955 57

WUXI
Tvo-Yoar SL3 7,997 2 14.724 2

Four-Year 071 111..112 21 111.111 21
Subtotal 174,516 41 205,273 30

prort,start 629 __I _11..121 _11

Total 622 422.470 100 6711.147 100

Distribution of Supplesental Educational Opportunity Grunts

Total Crsoce
t10000

Peecentaao

_at-Ialal- ASS121665.1

Percentage
of Total

Dependents
0 $ 5,059 534,961 SS 59.152 SS

56.000 . $11499 63.1111 10 56.150 10

512.000 . 517,099 46.0112 11 67.354 10

516.000 - 323.594 45.676 11 01.544 9

524.000 - 529.999 55,716 5 47,571 7

$30.000s _ILAIR 12 _nail 11
Subtotal 260.011 62 166.705 54

Indopendous 112.111 -al 1111.21.4, ...ift

Total 622.470 100 671.547 100

Leas.thas-full-ttme 23.764 6 52.213

NOTE: Detail mar not add to totals du to rounding.
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TABLE 71. -iterate ot Pell Grant Prograu
son Stenos in DistrIbution of %nos by Type of

:nstitution
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Chairman &mime. I thank you very much and that report will
become a part of the record.

Thank you.
Mr. Jenkins.

STATEMENT OF CLAUS1ON JENKINS, PRESIDENT, SAINT MARY'S
COLLEGE

Mr. Joesms. Thank you, Oiairman Sawyer, Congressman Price.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear today to testify on the
Higher Education Act reautIsmization.

tion. Saint Mary's which will celebrate her 150th birthday
I speak from the of the president of a unique institu-

in 1992, is a small women's institution that combines the last 2
years of high school with the fist 2 years of college.

Ninety-eight percent of our graduates go au to a four year insti-
tution. We off^r only a basic liberal arta curriculum that prepares
our students :in transfer. We are anociated with the Episcopal
Church, jup cke Saint Augustine's is.

Let me note for the record that the 400 students at my institu-
tion receive less than $100,000 a year in Federal student aid from
all sources, and for this reason, I want to focus on broad policy
issues rather than on specific aid provisions in the act.

First, I want to stress that sensible education practice suggests
that aid for the needy college students take the form of grants
rather than loans. I think this reinforces some other testimony you
have heard todey. It simply does not make sense to burden with
loans a poor student who most likely lacks much family or commu-
nity support for pursuing a college education in the first place.
Such a burden can be an impediment for the conscientious poor
studentthat is just the kind of student we are trying to encour-
age to be in this prram. While my own institution's best interest
would probably be served better by increasing aid for middle
income students, Ithink in all honesty I would have to say that
this Nation's interest would be best served by increasing grants to
our most needy students. I don't think there is any question about
that.

There need to be grants rather than loans.
Secondly, all students receiving Federal student aid should be re-

quired to maintain a cumulative grade t average of C or 2.0.
While some of my colleagues may be .4. , at this recommenda-
tion, I think it is time we applied some common sense to student

Nothing you can do in the reauthorization would have a more
beneficial impact on student performance than to send a clear
signal that aid requires diligent application on the part of the stu-
dents and to those who claim that many students who receive aid
are not prepared to perform at a C level.

I would suggest that such students attend another institution
until such time as they are prepared. Remedial work at college is
my expensive and it represents a mis-direction of our resources.
In fact, I can think of no better way for higher education to assist
our secondary schools in doing a better job than to send a message
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to the high school students that they will not be accepted into col-
lege unless they are prepared.

I believe in the students. I have enough faith in our young people
in America, and I believe they will _ . to the challenge.

As you would expect from the . t of a womea's college,
want to spend the rest of my time aldressing issues relating to the
education of wcaren. Within two miles of where we sit today, there
are three women's colleges that together enroll more women than
the largest women's college in this country, Smith College.

These three institutionsMeredith College, rt here, Peace
College who is represented with an individual .Wre, and Saint
Mary's, my institutionoffer programs that range from high
school programs to the MBA, all for women. We represent a unique
resource in the research triangle area. And women's colleges repre-
sent unique resources for our Nation.

From Carol Gilligan at Harvard to Deborah Tanner at George-
town, we have many scholars who have shown that women learn
differently from men. We have much evidence that shows that
women learn better at women's colleges. In the words of James L
Fisher, who studied the matter, "we were finally bound to conclude
that based on any research available, women's colleges are better
for women, not just some women, but women in general."

I think it is time that the legitimate role of women's colleges be
recognized in law. In the current act under Title III, there is a pro-
vision of Federal contrthutions to the endowments of certain types
of institutions. I would urge you to consider incl women's col-
leges among those institutions and make them e :41. for such ad-
ditions to endowments simply by virtue of being a women's institu-
tion.

In 1965, there were 281 women's colleges in this country. By
1991, that number hae dwindled to around 90 institutions. With
your help, we can make sure that Federal policy recognizes
women's colleges as an important part of the educational diversity
of this Nation. In doing so, you have an mmtunity to make good
policy and at the same time support wuM education for women.
What could be better for the firture of our Nation than to ensure
tl.lat women who have sometim.es been neglected in the past be
gveemn. every opportunity to obtain the education that is best for

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Clauston Jenkins followsl
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STATEMENT OF

PRESIDENT CLAUSTON JENKINS

OF SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE IN RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

TO THE

HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Thank you for the opportunity of appearing today to testify on the Higher

Education Act reauthorization. I speak today from the perspective of the

president of a unique institution. Saint Mary's College, which will

celebrate her 150th birthday in 1992, is a small women's institution that

combines the lam two years of high school with the first . years of

college. Ninety-eight percent of our graduates go on to a four year

institution. We only offer a basic liberal arts curriculum that prepares our

students to transfer. We are associated with the Episcopal Church. Let me

note for the record that the 400 students at my institution receive less than

$100,000 a year in Federal stndent aid from all sources, and for this reason

I want to focus on broad policy issues rather than specific aid provisions in

the Act.

Fust, I want to stress that sensible educational practice suggests that aid for

the needy college student take the form of grants rather than loans. It does

tux make sense to burden with loans a poor student who mast likely lacks

much family or commtmity support for pursuing a college education. Such

a burden can be an imperTimmn for the conscientious poor studentjust the

ldnd we want to montage. While my own institution's interests would be

better served by more aid for middle class students, this nation's interest

will be best served by increasing grants for our most needy students.
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Second, all students receiving Federal student aid should be required to

maintain a cumulative grade point average of `1C" or 2.0. While some of

my colleagues may be aghast at this recommendation, I think it is time we

apply some common sense to student aid. Nothing you can do in thz

reauthorization would have a more beneficial impact on student

performance than to send a clear signal that aid requires diligent application

on the part of the students. To those who claim that many students who

receive aid are not prepared to perform at the "C" level, I would suggest

that such students attend another institution until such time as they are

prepared. Remedial work at college is very expensive and it represents a

misdirection of resources. I can think of no better way for higher

education to reidorce the efforts of our secondary schools to do a better

job than to send a message to the students that they will not be admitted to

college unless they are prepared.

Now, as you would expect from the president of a women's college, I want

to spend the rest of my time addressing issues related to the education of

women. Within two miles of where we sit today there are three women's

colleges that together enroll more women than the largest women's college,

Smith. These three institutionsMeredith College, Peace College and Saint

Mary's Collegeoffer programs that range from high school to the MBA.

We represent a unique resource for the Triangle. And women's colleges

represent a unique resource for our nation.

ROM Carol Gilligan at Harvard to Deborah Tannen at Georgetown we have

many scholars who have shown that women team differently from men.

We have much evidence that shows that women learn better at women's
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colleges. In the words of James L. nsher, "We were finally bound to

conclude that based on any research available, women's colleges are better

fos womennot just some women bui women in general. " [Baltimore

Evening Sun, 9/131901 It is time that the legitimate role of women's

colleges be recognized in law.

In the cunent Act there is a provision for Federal contributions to the

endowments of certain types of institutions. I would urge you to include

women's colleges among those institutions and to make them eligible for

such additions to college endowments simply by virtue of being women's

colleges.

In 1965 there were 281 women's colleges in the United States. By 1991

that number has dwindled to around 90 institutions. With your help we can

make sure that Fedeng policy recognizes women's colleges as an important

part of the educational diversity of this nation. In doing so you have an

opportunity to make good policy and at the same time support sound

education for women. What could be better for the future of oux nation

than to ensure that women, who have sometimes been neglected in the past,

be given every opportunity to obtain the education that is best for them.

June 28, 1991
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you very much, Dr. Jenkins.
Dr. Page?

STATEMENT OF ALLEN PAGE, DEAN, UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATION, MEREDITH COLLEGE

Mr. PAGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your invitation to testi-
fy today. We in the fourth district here in North Carolina are very
pleased to host the hearing today and are pleased to have Con-
gressman Price and, earlier, Congressman Valentine working with
you, and pleased they are working with your committee as they
have worked so productively with us for the general cause of edu-
cation.

I represent Meredith CArllege, the largest college for women in
the Southeastern United States. Meredith is this year celebrating
its centennial of the granting of its charter by the State of North
Carolina. I am also the product of three educational institutions of
North CarolinaMars Hill College, Wake Forest University, and
Duke University.

Education is an area that we must fmd a way to support fman-
cially. It is an investment in our future. In an increasingly complex
world, an education which will provide meaningful perspective,
raise questions of values, and provide skills to earn a living is abso-
lutely essential.

The soaring cost of education makes it mandatory that we target
the type of issues that have been the focus of your committee.
Present economic realities and limited resources, fmancial aid in
many schools have generated an increased burden for those of
modest, moderate income, even as we have made every effort to
target those with greatest needs.

It is increasingly less predictable that students will come directly
from high school to collw with parental support. Rapidly chang-
ing social and economic bztors made it impossible for many stu-
dents to expect parental support, and we must not allow these stu-
dents to slip through the cracks and drop out of sight.

At Merth, we have a large number of students who are older
than the typical college age student. Currently, we have approxi-
mately 20 percent of our students who are older than 23, or ap
proximately 14 percent of our full-time student equivalent.

Many of these students are working. Many are single parents.
Many are second career people, training to enter the job market
after rearing children. They need financial supwrt.

Even though moot of the attention of this hearing has been fo-
cused on financial assistance, it is appropriate that the Higher
Education Act does not focus only on student financial assistant
programs. It provides for other areas which are crucial in the de-
velopment of sound educational programs. I would like to highlight
two of these areas. First, academic library and information technol-
ogy enhancement. With technical advances, there is the pressing
question of how students benefit. Not only is the purchase of new
equipment necessary, the training of support staff is essential. Title
II of the Higher Education Act is vital to curricular and instruc-
tional development in our colleges.
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Comments were made in the earlier panel that have already
highlighted the necessity of updating technical services for our li-
braries as a protection against erosion of our resources of knowl-

and storehouses of knowledge.
, I would like to highlight international education pro-

gram& In our world, a global prospective is needed in order to deal
with a pluralistic society. A multi-cultural awareness is necessary
if our students are W be able to compete and live productively in
the world of the 21st century.

The Higher Education Act is important to the future of educa-
tion throughout our Nation. Mindful of the complexities that are
involved in writing legislation of this magnitude, I commend and
encourage you as members of this committee to push forward in
your efforts to revitalize, to reauthorize and eventually to pass a

Education Act
you.

[The prepared statement of Allen Page follow&)
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your invitation to speak today.

We in the Fourth Congresssional District of North Carolina era

proud to host your committee and are pleased to have Congressman

Price and Congresssman Valentine working with you, 83 they have

worked to positively with us, for the cause of education.

I represent Meredith College, the largest college for women

in the southeastern United States. I am also the product of

three educational institutions of North Carolina--Mars Hill

College, Wake Forest University, and Duke University.

Education is one of those areas that we must find a way to

support financially. It is an investment in our future. In an

increasingly complex world, an education which will provide a

meaningful perspective, raise questions cf values, and provide

skills to earn a living is absolutely essential.

The soaring cost of education makes it manditory that we

target the type of issues which have been the focus of this

committee.

Shrinking amounts of financial aid in many schools thoth in

terms of amounts and percentages) has generated an increased

burden on those of modest, moderate incomes, even as we have made

every effort to target those with the greatest needs.
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It is increasingly less predictable that students will come

directly from high school to college with parental support.

Rapidly changing social and economic factors make it impossible

for many students to expect parental support and we must not

allow these stadents to slip through the cracks and drop out of

ai3ht.

At Meredith we have a large number of students who are older

that the typical college-aged student. Currently we have

apvoximately 20% of our students who are older than twenty-

three, or approximately 14% of our full-time student equivalent.

Many of these students ate working; many are single parents; many

are second career peopole training to enter the Job market after

rearing children. They need f:nancial support.

Appropriately the Hilher Education Act does focus only en

student fiancial assistance programs.
It provides support for

other areas vhich are crucial in the development of sound

educational programs. I w,n1:d li%e to high-li,3ht two such areas.

First, Academic Library and Information Technology Enhancement.

With technolog.:-.:al
Idulnc_>ments t:sere is the prescin..? Ilestion of:

how students can benef:t, Not only in t!ie purtha:e of ne4

equipment necessary; t!..e t:i.ninI of support sts!f is essentlal,

Title I= of the Act ;.1 v;t31 to te curricula: and instroctiona:

development of our oolIeles.

Second, International Educatinn Programs. In our world a

global perspective is needed In order to deal vith a pluralistic

society. A multi-cultural awareness is necessary If our students
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are to be able to compete and to live productively in the world

of the twenty-first century.

The Higher Education Act is important to the future of

education in our nation. Mindfu: of the mu:titude of comp:exit:es

that is involve2 i3 lelis:azion of this magnitude, :

commend 3r.d ..ru 4: memtero of the commit*:le

forward :n your efforts to rev.to:ize, to reauthorize, 3nd -/es

--to pass a new Higher Education Act.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Respectfully submitted,

Allen F. Page,
Doan of Undergraduate Inr.;r.ic-7i.,7

and Rellstrar
Meredith College,
Raleigh, North Carolina
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you very much, Dr. Page.
Dr. Shaw?

STATEMENT OF TALBERT 0. SHAW, PRESIDENT, SHAW
UNIVERSITY

Mr. ftAw. Mr. Chairman, distinguished Membeis of the Subcom-
mittee on Postseconday Education, I salute you for this opportunity
to testify in support of the reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act. It is highly commendable that you have captured this signifi-
cant moment in the history of higher education in these United
States, and have ventured to leave behind you the safe sanctuary
on Capitol Hill, thus giving us this rare opportunity to participate
in efforts to reshape and chart the course of higher education lead-
ing into the 21st century.

Chairman SAWYRE. Dr. Shaw, there is nothing safe about Capitol
Hill.

Mr. Slaw. My remarks, Mr. Chairman are to be characterized
by three things. First of all, its brevity, thanks to the heavy hand
of Congressman Price, and characterized also by the absence of sta-
tistics, not only because Israelis say statistics is the art of lying
with precision, 13ut because of the time constraint I have.

the emerging consensus ng specific recommendations on as-
Thirdly, having listenedre tieorrevious presenters and having seen

pects of the Higher Education Act, I am confident that my observa-
tions are not expressions of eccentricity, but they represent a re-
freshing consistency in the support of the Higher Education Act.

I am Talbert Shaw, the twelfth president of Shaw University sit-
uated here in Raleigh, North Carolina. Founded in 1865 by the
Reverend Henry Tupper, an American Baptist Missionary and
prmntly affiliated with the General Baptist State Convention of
North Camlina, Shaw University is a fully accredited liberal arts
institution which presently offers its over 1,800 students degree
majors in international education, business, telecommunications,
physical education, the humanities, computer science, teacher edu-
cation, the natural and social sciences.

For 126 years, literally thousands of Americans, particularly mi-
norities, have been given an opportunity by this historic institution
to prepare themselves to contribute to the development of this
great Nation.

And indeed, today they serve this country in ever?, facet of its
lic life. I dare to say that without Shaw University and other
rically black institutions, most of the minorities in this coun-

try would never have access to educational opportunities, a fright-
ening thought, to say the least.

Without historically black colleges and universities, the loss to
America, educationally, economically, militarily and culturally
would be incalculable. The of racial exclusiveness have rel-
egated significant numbers of .rity Americans to the periphery
of mainstream America, evidenced in disproportionate unemploy-
ment, and its socioeconomic correlatespoverty, low income, dys-
functional families, and social dislocations.

And the ever rising cost of education essentially eliminates them
from the possibility of a college education. Over 90 percent of these

48-412 0 - 92 - 5
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students must receive financial assistance to attend coil Family
incomes for large pezeentages of them are below or tly above

the poverty line. Yet thousancii are intellectually - and will-

ing to pursue educational options, and once given the opportunity,
they enthusiastically embrace it

I appear before you today to support reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act because its original establishment was the
second most significant step by America to enfranchiss minority
Americtms and equip them to build America.

The first giant step in this enterprire was the establishment of
black colleges in the second half of the 19th century. Today, over
40 percent of black students in America enroll in the 117 historical-

ly black colleges and universities, and these institutions confer 50
percent of all baccalaureate degrees received by Black Americans.

Their moderate tuition costs and high productivity rate make
them the best education bargains in America. Yet, low earning
ability makes over 90 percent of these students unable to attend
college without finandal aid.

Accordingly, in order to preserve and increase the capacity of
these institutions, to assist America equip its citizens to serve both
individual and national interests, the Federal Government must
make significant financial support of education a national priority.
There is no more promising investment than in human resources,
and education is a chief instrument of this enterprise.

Although I support renewal of the entire Higher Education Act,

in the interest of time, I shall nominate Title HI and IV for some

In Tits1 1E19 I I r, tithere are components with provisions particularlyspecific no.

relevant and crucial to the survival of historically black colleges.

These provisions include (a) the strengthening of institution pro-
graiTr, 0:1) the strengthening of historicallyblack colleges and uni-
versity programs; and the endowment ch llenge grant
With reference to Part B of Title III which deals with traralak
College and University Act, I recommend the following:

Number one, increase Part B floor from $350,000 to $500,000 in
order to provide a minimum level of funding for the smallest
HBCU's which are elieble to participate.

Next, increase the ftinding level of Title III, Part B (institutional
aid, the Black College Act) to $100 million to allow for adequate
funding in the wake of increasing inflation.

Enact the Bush administration proposal to establish a bet-abide
of $10 million for HBCU's in Part C, and that is the challenge en-
dowment grant program, with a Part C authorization of $75 million
for fiscal year 1993. Endowment building for HBCU's represents
the most dependable way to establish fissal stability in these insti-

tutions.
The following represents my recommendations regarding Title

W, Student Aid Programs. One, make the Pell groat program a
true entitlement with a minimum award of $4,000 beginning in
1994.

Two, shift the pattern of student financial aid from loan to
grants. This is a refrain that you have been hearing and you can
say it easily. Socioeconomic realities discourage deserving students
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from involving themselves in loan obligations, both in terms of ret-
rospect and prospect.

Next, adjust the Pell grant awards annually based on the con-
sumer price index.

Then simplify the Federal student aid application process. The
present process is cumbersome and tedious and tends to discourage
those who are clearly in need of financial aid.

Change the formula to extend eligibility to families with annual
incomes of up to $43,000. This, I know, is quite a departure from
what habi been recommended now, but we are up here talking
about realities here.

Current eligibility effectively limits ass:dance to families with
incomes below $35,000. Provide more flexib; a repayment options to
reduce the adverse impact of borrowing on those students most at
risk.

These recommendations are not exhausting, but rather the
focus on crucial aspects of student financial aid, which if
would significantly improve student access to academic opportuni-
ties and ensure their retention toward graduation.

A refreshing phenomenon is adorning the academic landscape in
America, and that is the increasing numbers of black students en-
rolling in colleges. It is a phenomenon of great promise for individ-
ual Americans as well as for America, whose economic leadership
is threatened by the emergence of technological sophistication in
other industrialized nations.

These students represent significant percentages of our work
force leading into the 21st century. Only economic myopia would
subscribe to a posture of retreat from support of the frigher Educa-
tion Act which provides a combination of real access and choice to
low and middle income students in question of educational opportu-
nities.

Finally, lest my testimony be dubbed parochial and ethnocentric,
let me hasten to add that my advocacy here for Federal support of
higher education covers the educational spectrum of our great
country.

The chain is no stronger than its weakest link. Thus, my expec-
tations are comprehensive in scope.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear before
this distinguished committee, and may your deliberations be in-
formed by the wisdom of Benjamin FrmWin, the only thing more
expensive than education is ignorance.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Talbert 0. Shaw follows:)

13.1
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TESTIMONY OF DR. TALBERT 0. SHAW, PRESIDENT

SHAW UNIVERSITY

Before

THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

June 28, 1991

MR. CHAIRMAN, DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THIS SIGNIFICANT

COMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, I SALUTE YOU FOR THIS

OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY IN SUPPORT OF THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT. IT IS HIGHLY COMMENDABLE THAT YOU HAVE

CAPTURED THIS SIGNIFICANT MOMENT IN THE HISTORY OF HIGHER EDUCATION

IN THESE UNITED STATES, AND HAVE VENTURED TO LEAVE BEHIND YOU THE

SAFE SANCTUARY ON CAPITOL HILL, THUS GIVING US THIS RARE

OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN EFFORTS TO RESHAPE AND CHART THE

COURSE OF HIGHER EDUCATION LEADING INTO THE 218T CENTURY.

I AM TALBERT O. SHAW, THE TWELFTH PRESIDENT OF SHAW UNIVERSITY

SITUATED HERE IN RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA. FOUNDED IN 1865 BY THE

REVEREND HENRY TUPPER, AN AMERICAN BAPTIST MISSIONARY, AND

PRESENTLY AFFILIATED WITH THE GENERAL BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION OF

NORTH CAROLINA, SHAW UNIVERSITY IS A FULLY ACCREDITED LIBERAL ARTS

INSTITUTION WHICH PRESENTLY OFFERS, ITS OVER 1800 STUDENTS, DEGREE

MAJORS IN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, BUSINESS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION, THE HUMANITIES, COMPUTER INFORMATION SCIENCE,

TEACHER EDUCATION, THE NATURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES.

13$
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FOR 126 YEARS, LITERALLY THOUSANDS OF AMERICANS, PARTICULARLY

MINORITIES, NAVE BEEN GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY BY THIS HISTORIC

INSTITUTION TO PREPARE THEMSELVES TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT

OF THIS GREAT NATION. AND, INDEED, TODAY THEY SERVE THIS COUNTRY

IN EVERY FACET OP ITS PUBLIC LIFE. I DARE TO RAY TEAT WITEOUT SEAN

UNIVERSITY AND OTHER HISTORICALLY BLACK EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS,

MOST OF THE MINORITIES IN THIS COUNTRY WOULD MIR HAVE ACCESS TO

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES, A FRIGHTENING MUM, TO SATTER LEAST.

WITHOUT HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, THE LOSS TO

AMERICA, EDUCATIONALLY, ECONOMICALLY, MILITARILY, AND CULTURALLY

WOULD BE INCALCULABLE.

THE VESTIGES OF RACIAL EXCLUSIVENESS HAVE RELEGATED

SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF MINORITY AMERICANS TO THE PERIPHERY OF

MAINSTREAM AMERICA EVIDENCED IN DISPROPORTIONATE UNEMPLOYMENT, AND

ITS SOCIO-ECONOMIC CORRELATES--POVERTY, LOW INCOME, DYSFUNCTIONAL

FAMILIES, AND SOCIAL DISLOCATIONS. AND, THE EVER-RISING COST OF

EDUCATION ESSENTIALLY ELIMINATES TEEM nom THE POSSIBILITY OF A

COLLEGE EDUCATION. OVER 90 PERCENT OF THESE STUDENTS MUST RECEIVE

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO ATTEND COLLEGE. FAMILY INCOMES FOR LARGE

PERCENTAGES OF TEEM ARE BELOW OR SLIGHTLY ABOVE THE POVERTY LINE.

YET, THOUSANDS ARE INTELLECTUALLY CAPABLE AND WILLING TO PURSTIE

EDUCATIONAL OPTIONS, AND ONCE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY, THEY

ENTHUSIASTICALLY EMBRACE IT.

I APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO SUPPORT REAUTHORIZATION OF THE

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, BECAUSE ITS ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT WAS THE

2
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SECOND MOST SIGNIFICANT STEP BY AMERICA TO ENFRANCHISE MINORITY

AMERICANS AND EQWIP THEM TO HELP BUILD AMERICA. THE FIRST GIANT

STEP IN THIS ENTERPRISE WAS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF BLACK COLLEGES IN

THE SECOND HALF OF THE I9TH CENTURY. TODAY, OVER 40 PERCENT OF

BLACK bTUDENTS IN AMERICA ENROLL IN THE 117 HISTORICALLY BLACK

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, ANC THESE INSTITUTIONS CONFER SO PERCENI

OF ALL BACCALAUREATE DEGREES RECEIVED BY BLACK AMERICANS. THEIR

MODERATE TUITION COSTS AND HIGH PRODUCTIVITY RATE MAKE THEM THE

BEST EDUCATIONAL BARGAINS IN AMERICA. YET, LOW EARNING ABILITY

MAKES OVER 90 PERCENT OF THESE UNABLE TO ATTEND COLLEGE WITHOUT

FINANCIAL AID.

ACCORDINGLY, IN ORDER TO PRESERVE AND INCREASE THE CAPACITY OF

THESE INSTITUTIONS TO ASSIST AMERICA EQUIP Its CITIZENS TO SERVE

BOTH INDIVIDUALAND NATIONAL INTERESTS, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST

MAKE SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF EDUCATION A NATIONAL

PRIORITY. THERE IS NO MORE PROMISING INVESTMENT THAN IN HUMAN

RESOURCES, AND EDUCATION IS THE CHIEF INSTRUMENT OF THIS

ENTERPRISE.

ALTHOUGH I SUPPORT RENEWAL OF THE ENTIRE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT,

IN THE INTEREST OF TIME, I SHALL NOMINATE TITLES III AND IV FOR

SOME SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS. IN TITLE III, THERE ARE COMPONENTS WITH

PROVISIONS PARTICULARLY RELEVANT AND CRUCIAL TO THE SURVIVAL OF

HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES. THESE PROVISIONS INCLUDE (A) THE

STRENGTHENING OF INSTITUTIONS PROGRAMS; (B) THE STRENGTHENING OF

HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES PROGRAM; AND THE

137
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ENDOWMENT CHALLENGE GRANT PROGRAM. WITH REFERENCE TO PART B OF

TITLE Ill, WHICH DEALS WITH THE BLACK COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ACT,

I RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING;

INCREASE PART B FLOOR FROM $350,000 TO $500,000 IN ORDER TO

PROVIDE A MINIMUM LEVEL OF FUNDING FOR THE SMALLEST 11BCUs WHICH ARE

ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE;

INCREASE THE FUNDING LEVEL OF TITLE III PART B (INSTITUTIONAL

AID, THE BLACK COLLEGE ACT) TO $100 MILLIOr TO ALLOW FOR ADEQUATE

FUNDING IN THE WAKE OF INCREASING INFIATIGN;

ENACT THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A "SET-A-

SIDE" OF $10 MILLION FOR HBCUs IN PART C, CHALLENGE (ENDOWMENT)

GRANT PROGRAM, WITH A PART C AUTHORIZATION OF $75 MILLION FOR FY

1993. ENDOWMENT-BUILD1N0 FOR 111=5 REPRESENTS THE MOST DEPENDABLE

WAY TO ESTABLISH FISCAL STABILITY IN THESE INSTITUTIONS,

THE FOLLOWING REPRESENTS MY RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING TITLE

IV, STUDENT PROGRAMS:

MAKE THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM A TRUE ENTITLEMENT WITH A MAXIMUM

AWARD OF $4,000 BEGINNING IN FY 1994.

stilrv THE PATTERN OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FROM LOANS TO

GRANTS. SoCIo-ECONOMIC REALITIES DISCOURAGE DESERVING STUDENTS

FROM INVOLVING THEMSELVES IN LOAN OBLIGATIONS BOTH IN TERMS OF

RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT;

ADJUST PELL GRANT AWARDS ANNUALLY BASED ON CONSUMER PRICE

INDEX;

SIMPLIFY THE FEDERAL STUDENT AID APPLICATION PROCESS. THE

4
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PRESENT PROCESS IS CUMBERSOME AND TEDIOUS, AND TENDS TO DISCOURAGE

THOSE WHO ARE CLEARLY IN NEED OF FINANCIAL AID;

CHANGE TOE FORMULA TO EXTEND ELIGIBILITY TO FAMILIES WITH

ANNUAL INCOMES UP TO $43,000. CURRENT ELIGIBILITY EFFECTIVELY

LIMITS ASSISTANCE TO FAMILIES WITH INCOMES BELOW $35,000;

PROVIDE MORE FLEXIBLE REPAYMENT OPTIONS TO REDUCE THE ADVERSE

IMPACT OF BORROWING ON THOSE STUDENTS MOST AT RISK.

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS ARE NOT EXHAUSTIVE; RATHER, THEY FOCUS

ON CRUCIAL ASPECTS OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID, WHICH, IF ENACTED,

WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE STUDENT ACCESS TO ACADEMIC

OPPORTUNITIES AND ENSURE THEIR RETENTTLAI TOWARD GRADUATION.

A REFRESHING POENOMENON IS AK:ORNING THE ACADEMIC LANDSCAPE IN

AMERICA, AND THAT IS THE INCREASING NUMBER OF BLACK STUDENTS

ENROLLING IN COLLEGES. IT IS A PHENOMENON WITH GREAT PROMISE FOR

INDIVIDUAL AMERICANS AS WELL AS FOR AMERICA, WHOSE ECONOAUC

LEADERSHIP IS THREATENED BY THE EMERGENCE OF TECHNOLOGICAL

SOPHISmiCATION IN OTHER INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS. THESE STUDENTS

RneRESENT SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGES OF OUR WORK FORCE LEADING INTO

THE 2I9T CENTURY. ONLY ECONOMIC MYOPIA WOULD SUBSCRIBE TO A

POSTURE OF RETREAT FROM SUPPORT OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT WHICH

PROVIDES A COMBINATION OP REAL ACCESS AND CRON/ TO LOW AND MIDDLE

INCOME STUDENTS IN QUEST OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES.

FINALLY, LEST MY TESTIMONY BE DUBBED PAROCHIAL AND

ETHNOCENTRIC, LET ME EASTEN TO ADD THAT MY ADVOCACY HERE FOR

FEDERAL SUPPORT OF HIGHER EDUCATION COVERS THE EDUCATIONAL SPECTRUM

5



OF OUR GREAT COUNTRY. THE CHAIN IS NO STRONGER THAN ITS WEAKEST

LINK. THUS, MY EXPECTATIONS ARE COMPREHENSIVE IN SCOPE.

I THANK YOU , MR. CHAIRMAN, FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR

BEFORE THIS DISTINGUISHEI) COMMITTEE, AND MAY YOUR DELIBERATIONS BE

INFORMED BY THE WISDOM OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: 'THE ONLY THING MORE

EXPENSIVE THAN EDUCATION IS IGNORANCE."
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Chairman SAWYM Thank you very much, Dr. Shaw.
Dr. Hemby?

STATEMENT OF JAMES & HEIM, JR., PRESIDENT, BARTON
COLLEGE

Mr. HEMBY. Thank you, Chairman Saw, Congressman Price.
We appreciate your coming to North Carolina to hear our testimo-
nies regarding the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

There is something somewhere in scripture that has to do with
the first being last and the last being first, but I will surely try to
avoid saying anything about that in view of the fact that I have
limited time, as Dr. Maw has already alluded to.

Chairman Slavin& I think that horse is already out of the barn.
Mr. Homy. I cannot honestly improve upon the earlier testimo-

ny to your full committee by the American Council of Education,
the National Association of Wependent Colleges and Universities,
and other national organizations, and my immediate predecessors
on this panel today.

The real needs on each of our campuses continue to be student
assistance. Hence, I will only emphasize a few points from the ear-
lier testimonies.

First, all student assistance I believe must be tied to the con-
sumer price index.

Second, tuition sensitive allocations must take top priority in the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

Third, further reduction of the expected family contribution
needs to occur in the Middle Income Student Assistance Act.

Fourth, the Pell grant maximum should bo increased to $4,500
and adjusted annually thereafter.

Now, having said that, in the face of these requirements, we rec-
ognize your mandate to either reduce funding in other areas or
raise taxes. Hence, permit me to offer one person's view of a few
suggestions far reduction and additions.

Requiring recipients, as has already been stated, of Federal
grants to maintain a minimum GPA of 2.0 would clearly remove
some students from the rolls and thus save funds for increasing as-
sistance in other areas.

An even stricter but surely less politically palatable measure re-
quiring students completing programs to repay the full amount of
their grant or a pro rata &ftis would add still more assistance for
the serious students.

The elimination and/or reduction of all or portions of certain en-
titlement programs in the Higher Education Act would provide ad-
ditional funding for the more essential needs. For example, and I
recognize Chairman Sawyer, that these are not popular sugges-
tions, I hope you will hear me out to the endeliminate Title I.
Individual colleges and universities should engineer such partner-
ships as needed in specific locations. Monies saved might be better
expended in assisting these non-traditional students with their edu-
cational expenses.

I can say this without the fear of recrimination at this point be-
cause we have just implemented at Barton College the first week-
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end college in Eastern North Carolina, which enrolls a sizable
number of students of a non-traditional nature.

Two, delete Part C of Title IlL 0311eges and universities should

d1=1,43,in
my view, upon their own resources for endowments.

eliminate le V, institutions should address these needs
internally and for obvious reasons pertaining to their raison &etre.

Four, eliminate Title VIII. Agaip, co eges and universities
should develop such progrk ma in conjunction with the private and
public sectors on their owr.

Five, delete Part C, Title X: community service projects play an
increasingly more important role on college campuses, but feasibili-
ty studies of student participation seem somewhat extravagant in
tight economic times.

And surely, all of us in higher education would prefer that these
remain fully funded and indeed be increased at many

Fer:eVirillsowever, given the stark economic realities and forecasts,
some alternatives seem in order.

By sharing the burden, we can assist in defining a solution ac-
ceptable, hopefully, to most. In concernt with these and perham
other belt tightening efforts, incentives through tax relief financial
planning could offset some other budget needs.

For example, providing tax-free savings plans defmed specifically
for education costs and used specifically for those purposes might
encourage many families to plan more prudently for the future.

Others planning in this fashion m*ht well eliminate their need
for Federal grants. Further, by tax exempting scholarships and fel-
lowships, we would encourage more students to aimpete for these
awards, which would in turn remove their need for loans and
grants at certain levels.

Although these cuts and provisions for encouraging financial
planning might not afford all the funds necessary to increase direct
assistance for students, they suggest only some immediate possibili-
ties. We as educators know, I hope, that throwing money at prob-
lems never solves them. Rather, we must help to find some creative
ways to prioritize needs for the most prudent use of available dol-
lars. Obviously, assisting students with their financial needs ranks
highest on our priority list. After that, as you have heard and will
continue to hear through other testimonies, each educator has his
or her own preferential areas. At Barton College, three seem signif-
icant, two of which have already been mentioned in detail.

In detail, the lion's share of the Higher Education Act, Title IV,
"International Education Programs and Construction," "Recon-
struction and Renovation of Aacademic Facilities," "Academic Li-
brary and Information Technology Enhancement" deserves special
attention.

The scope of our national education requires expansion. Compre-
hensive programs rather than fragmented efforts now command
the attention of all concerned about international sensitivities
through education.

This, as all entitlement funding must, should be highly competi-
tive and strictly monitored. Having college and university interna-
tional lirograms compete for funding based on their merit, creativi-
ty and thoroughness provides incentive for the serious planning
and intent. By regularly monitoring the progress of implements-

1 4 2
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tion with the defined progress requirements of stated intention to
cease funding when and if the programs fail to meet the minimum
standards, international designs on campuses would improve con-
siderably.

Colleges and universities face the grave respoosibility of educat-
ing global citizens and leaders for the 21st century. The quality of
those programs will determine the quality of life all over the world,
as well as our ability to compete in the world market.

Many campuses, especially in the private sector, stand in desper-
ate need of refurbishment and in many cases, new construction.
Again, by competing for the available dollars, colleges and univer-
sities stress efficiency and economic prudence when undertaking
such projects. Aging facilities detract from the education process
and thus penalize students, and limiting funding continues to cm-
pound these problems. Hence, whether through low interest loans
or direct grants, we seriously need assistance in improved facilities
and equipment. Such assistance will ensure nnergy efficiency,
safety and the quality of learning.

Testimony already ably made by Mr. Hunt and Dr. Page strike
at the heart of this need relative to library information technology
enhancement. Deterioration, information overload and how to
manage these and the fact that this area lies at the heart of all
education, we attest to the vitality and to the importance of this
need.

Finally, the brain trust, both current and future of this and
every country resides on the college university campuses. Thinking
and creating is our business. Without the Federal Government's as-
sistance, however, we simply cannot maintain the level of compe-
tency necessary to compete in today's world.

Our youth need direct financial assistance and I emphasize that
again, as do our institutions. A few dollars to accomplish the task
worries us all. Will you, as lawmakers, and your colleagues, then
continue challenging that brain trust on our campuses to address
the issues of limited funding and increasing needs in a creative and
productive fashion as you have done today?

Thank you for your time and indulgence with this microphone.
[The prepared statement of James B. Hemby, Jr. followsl
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Members lar tne Sub-Committee:
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funds for increasing aselstanca in other areas. An even stricter, but
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providing tax free Savings plans defined specifically for educational

costs and used speciftcally for those purposes might encourage many

families to plan more prudently for the future. Sucn families could

then avoid the enormous educational debts often incurred at the time

the money 13 needed tor collmge. Others planning in this fashlzn,

ml4nc weL. c:_ar.a.1: their need for fderi! gran:5. Fnr, by tai

exempting scholdz:;n.:pa. end fellowsh.ips, we world encourage more

students to cumneta for these awards, whihh would in turn rennye thp:r

need for loons and grants.
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prod/trent:a! areas. At Etarthn College, two seem sighiticamtly

important.

In addon to the "Lion's Share" of HEA, Title IV,

4:nternationa! Educatice Program:" and "Cznstrdction, Recnnstrction,

Ant! Rennval71nn nt Aradnmxr. Flriltt?%." deserve special attention. The

s4.:upe of lntarnatienal Education requires expansion. Comprehensive

przgrams ratner than fragmented erzorts now commend the attention of

al: concerned about inter:ler:anal sensitivities through education.
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and strictly monitored. Having cnIlege and university international

programs campete for funding based OM their merit, crsativity, and

theroughness provides incentive for serious planning and intent. By

regularly mon:..toring the prtgr.ius of implementation, with the defined

requirements and stated intention to cease funding linen and i! the

programs fall ta meet the minimum standards, international designs on

campuses would improve considerably. Colleges and unlynrsitlan face

the grave responlity of educar.log global citizene and leaders for

the twenry-fIrst centiry. The qual:ty of those programs will determine

the quali:y ot l.ie all over world, as well as our aty to

compete in the world markets.

Man:, zaio;uses. esync;.a:_-: in T.:18 private sect:r. stand In

desce.ra!'. and in scum c25es n.

Aga.:rs, comvet.nq f4r t a...z_e dollars, colleges and

univerait:es sc;resa efficisnry and ecnnomic prudence when under:Ulm;

such projects. Aging facilities detract from the educational process

and thus penalizes students, and limited funding czntinues to compound

these problems. Hence, whether through low interest loans or grants,

we seriously need assistance in =proving facilities and e4-ipment.

Such assistance will insure energy efficiency, safety, and the 'quality

Of learning.

The brain trust, both current and future, of this and every

country resides on the college and university campuses. Thinking and

creating is our business. Without the federal government's assistance

we simply cannot maintain the level of competency necessary to compete

in today's world. Our youth need direct financial assistance, as do

our institutions. Fewer dollars to accomplish the task worries us

all. Will you, as lawmakers, continue chalIenging that "brain trust"

to address the issue of limited funding and incrasing made in a

creative and productive fashion, as you have done today.
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you very much, gentlemen. It was
enormously constructive and helpful.

Congressman Price?
Mr. INtion. Thank you very much.
Let me add my thanks to the panel for some very enlightening

comments. One thing that struck me right at the beginning of this
panel, struck me very forcefully, was the statement in your testi-
mony, Dr. Burness, about the impact on rising tuition costs because
of the Federal Government's default in providing student fmancial
aid.

You are quoting a renowned economist. It says that roughly 25
percent of the annual increase in tuition at private universities
during the 80's may be attributable to the institutions filling the
financial aid gap created by the Federal Government's shift from
grants to loans.

That 25 percent increase alone essentially represents the annual
tuition increases above the CPI. Now, I had not heard that figure
put out in quite that form, but that is a striking conclusion. Of
course, we are always feeling the pressure of these tuition in-
creases going up faster than the rate of inflation, but you are sug-
gesting that the withdrawal of the Federal Government in large
part accounts for that.

Mr. BintxzsZ. If you are going to maintain a system where stu-
dents are admitted, not based on their financial circumstances, but
based on their academic abilities and potential, the only way to
maintain that, given the fact that the Federal Government is shift-
ing from grants to loans is for the institutions and the parents to
pick up the burden.

We see that the loan debt of the students coming out of mine and
the other institutions here and public institutions of this State.
There is another one that plays the same way.

wan interested in listening to the last portion which related to,
facilities. The National Science Foundation a few years ago did a
study which showed that in 1968, the Federal Government provid-
ed something like $2.1 billion to be available to colleges and univer-
sities for construction.

By 1988, that was around $400 million. If you count inflation in
there, there was less than five percent as much money available in
Federal aid for construction of facilities for the colleges and univer-
sities in America in 1988 as there was in 1968.

That too is attributable to tuition increases because you simply
have to find a way to pay the costs of these facilities.

Mr. PAGE. Now, as these costs go up and RS this is reflected in
tuition charges and kinds of sacrifices, you have to ask especially
these private institutions other than parents who are sending kids
to two year schools.

The question becomes very important as to who needs this assist-
ance most and how do we distribute the limited resources.

Dr. Robinson, I appreciate your summarizing your statement, but
there is one aspect of it that I don't want us to overlook, precisely
that question of distribution and how aid ought to be apportioned.

You are testifying here, of course, I realize for the United Negro
College Fund and your focus is the administration budget mostly,
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but you say it exacerbates rather than addresses the loan/grant
imbalance situation.

Your way of describing that is that it takes money away from
the near poor to give it to the very poor. You say this will undoubt-
edly force those students in the $10,000 to $25,000 range to borrow,
to make up for diminished Pell grant funds.

Now, that very effectively focuses the question, I think, and that
is who receives student aid, who needs student aid?

Dr. Jenkins, you talk about the need to target the needy stu-dents, but I am not sure exactly who you had in mind there. Who
qualifies as needy? Are we talking about a poverty program here orare we talking about something that really addresses the needsthat a lot of working class, middle class families are having in-creased trouble in meeting.

In other words, how do you deal with that question of limited re-sources, and to what extent ought we to retain what I think has
historically been a middle class, or at leastit depends on how youdefine that, of course, but a lot of families in that $20,000 to$25,000 income range have traditionally relied on this assistance
and ought that to be?

What kind of targeting ought we to be engaged in as we reviewthis act?
Mr. JENKINS. Well, since you asked me, I would say that my defi-

nition of needy, I would say the poor, the near poor would all be
under that same umbrella.

There is no doubt about it that the people in the $25,000 rangeare really hurt by the expenses of attending college and this iswithout a doubt true.
I guess I would go along with Dr. Hemby and some of theseothers. I think if you put in the 2.0 requirement, you are going todo some changes in the reallocation of funds and we may havemore to put for those students who are performing well.I would think too that we need to, m the long run, encouragethrough something like an IRA for college, the savings advantage. I

think we have gotten out of the habit in this country of the factthat you have got to save for college in the long run.
I think we can make it possible for more people to build up re-serves if we have that kind of program. That would be my answerto it.
Mr. Plucz. You did stress the need to require some kind of aca-demic performance as a condition of receiving aid. Under any pro-posal you think about, families are stiil going to be required to sac-rifice, isn't that right?
Mr. JENKINS. Yes, no doubt about it.
Mr, Plum There is still going to be a need for savings for par-ents picking up the slack. But there does seem to be a real, right atthe heart of this act and ita the renewal, the debate of who ought

to be targeted, who has the need for this kind of support.
Do any of you have anything to contribute on that? I thought Dr.

Robinson's way of putting the problem was very effective, but I
know it is something all of you have thought about.

Chairman SAWYER. Let me comment on that. It is a fairly politi-
cal comment and that is to the degree that we narrow the constitu-
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ency base for Federal student assistance, we diminish the constitu-
ency for the entire undertaking.

If it becomes a poverty program, pure and simple, then it loses
the broad support that it has enjoyed throughout its entire life
across the entire Nation, and loses its capacity W continue to enjoy
the political su .1 from the largest number of voters.

It is a very p concern and one that I think we cannot afford
to not be mindfhl of. It is a matter of sustaining support.

Mr. Btramess. I make the observation from a public policy per-
spective. It seems very difficult to argue that those who are of the
greatest need should not receive the greatest support.

The dilemma I have, for instance, with the administration's
point is when you use a cut-off figure of $85,000 for a family -;bich
might have one or two children at college age, whether it is a
public institution or a private institutbn, the financial pressures
on that family are absolutely enormous and the difficiilty going
back to Congressman Price's observation is that while the total
Federal allocation has remained relatively constant over time, the
shift from grants to loans is catastrophic for families, more so than
even the institutions are struggling.

If we assume the political role that the pie is not going to in-
crease other than incrementally, then I think your ogiservations
have to be right, that politically maintaining a base of support is
broadened so that it is not just a poverty program.

Then the dilemma is that you then are not hitting an awful lot
of folks who really are terribly constrained in their resources for
college.

Chairman SAWYER. It is also important to recognize that when
we talk about the impact on families, that it is not necessarily the
same family that we thought of 25 years ago. It is not the parent
supporting the child but the parent trying to sustain his or her
own education while supporting far younger children.

It may in fact absolutely preclude that family from taking part
in education that is a requisite of sustaining any kind of economic
opportunity.

Mr. PRICE. That leads to my next question, actually. Dr. Page fo-
cused on this, and I gather it is a trend that would be present
across your institutions, and that is the fact that you are now edu-
cating more and more people who are beyond traditional college
a8'e-

You are seeing people come back to school. You are seeing a non-
traditional campus population that I would assume places new
pressures on the demand for financial aid, and may require us to
rethink the whole Federal relationship of this enterprise.

Dr. Page would you elaborate on what this has meant to Mere-
dith, tile rest of you please chime in. Where do these people
come from? What is their reason for coming to college? What kind
of needs do they b ave that we might not have been aware of or at-
tentive to in the mit. ?

Mr. PAGE. I thInk a lot of their needs are reflected in what Con-
Sawyer said in terms of the older student who has taken

Csarrices that would have otherwise gone to support children. So
we hmre to rethink that whole thing rather than just sustaining
the budget of the student who is in college.
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What does it cost to live on campus for 9 months? The whole dy-
namic of that is a new situation. The range is perhaps broader with
our returning students than with typical age students in terms of
we have so many divorced single parents, the family structure is
different there than anywhere

So many of these start bac iv-time and then aim towards fin-
ishing on a full-time basis. 1...) make that _,possible the typical re-
turning student comes in sort of trying to float a new balloon with
two courses to see if they have the competence to make it, and
then trying to move toward the full-time student status in order to
be able to graduate.

Mr. PRICE. We heard earlier today, of course, from representa-
tives from our community college systems about these students. It
seems to be from your testimony that our private colleges are also
seeing increasing demand from mid-career people or returning stu-
dents with job specific requirements that the average undergradu-
ate does not bringto the table.

Mr. SHAw. At Shaw University, over 40 percent of the students
we have fall into this category.

Mr. Palm What percent?
Mr. SHAW. Over 40 percent of the students fall into this catego-

rypeople who have families and who have just 2 years of educa-
tion that want to return, not only for selkmprovement, bilt for
professional mobility. That is a great reason that they return and,
of course, they need financial aid for the vei y reason stated along
this table.

Mr. Hatay. We brim a different prospective to that in the week-
end college situation. For example, students there travel from as
far away as Richmond to Wilson to attend that program and they
are able to graduate by attending weekend college over a period of
5 to 6 years, depending on how frequently they want to attend or
want to approach it.

So that has given us a completely new dimension of rmancial aid.
One of the problems obviously occurs when something has been re-
ferred to time and time again today, and probably has in the past
as well, is the paper overload.

For example, it takes our financial aid people as long and as
much paper to deal with a 3 hour student as it does an 18-hour stu-
dent And this becomes enormously burdensome on our cost effec-
tiveness in that

On the other grZdra, 11 me digress for just a moment. I do want
to say that I happen to be one of those people who thinks that this
right to know and security on campus is one of the best things that
has come out of Congress in recent years concerning higher educa-
tion.

We had planned to do that by way of informing our parents
before it became law and I think it does_ provide burdens with an
overload of paper, but it is very worthwhile and these parents de-
serve to know that.

Mr. Rostmosr. If I could just add, Mr. Congressman, a word or
two se to what has been said.

I want to reference what my distinguished colleague, President
Hamby sdid about this particular universe, this population, this
age and population in the sense that adults, 30 and beyond, as we
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look into the crystal ball during the next 10 to 15 years, in my
humble opinion, that particular universe, that cobalt of adult stu-
dents, is going to increase significantly.

Now, if that happens, given the family situation as it currently
exists, and what pmiands toward the future, it is just going to be
frightfully imp, 'ble for that young person who comes out of high
school, gets married, wants to Wy a house, starts a family, and tbr
some reasons that you or I know, that family is broken up through
divorce and a whole other range of things, and there is that one
parent family.

And many times, it is the mother, but not always, tryh4 to take
care of children and holding down her job and the best way to seek
advancement is through education. I really believe that this is
something that we are going to have to refocus on in this country.
It is something that is just begging far attention, in my opinion.

Unless we address that problemhere is a single parent family,
let's say, that is making $30,000 a year and there are three kids in
that family. All that mother can do is barely make ends meet, and
that is going to become in my opinion, a very critical problem as
we look down the road.

Mr. PRICE. Let me shift to another kind of question, Dr. Hemby.
You came out, I think, with a very interesting statement. One
reason it is interesting is that you actually suggested some cuts
that could be made as well as some areas for increased support.

Mr. HERM. We have to do that all the time.
Mr. PRICE. I know you do, and we do too, actually. With the pay

as you go rules and the increasing pressures on us to set priorities
and to sort out what would_ appear to be desirable from that of
what is truly essential, I think to anyone looking at the Higher
Education Act, it is a bewildering array of Federal provisions and
programs.

Some of these that you cite have really never been very well
funded and so they aren't really very inviting sources for cuts,
simply because they have been very meagerly funded from the
start.

But what I think you have attempted to do is very important be-
cause we do need to have some sense of what the priorities are and
we don't want to spread ourselves too thin.

We ought to figure out what we simply must do and do that "
as opposed to simply trying to do a little bit in a number of widely
disbursed areas.

I do think you have laid out a provocative list. I wonder if there
is anything more you would like to say about it, ar anything the
rest of you would like to say along these lines.

What kinds of areas miOt we de-emphasize in the current budg-
etary climate for the sake of doing of what we all agree needs to be
done in the truly critical areas like student assistance?

Let me ask you, first, to start us, Dr. Hemby. What kind of
thread goes through _your suggestions. What is implied in terms of
what you think the Federal mission ought to be? Agiat is the real
heart of this and can you generalize about what areas might best
be left to other players?

Mr. Hum. I tried to hit those in my initial testimony, but the
basis and the logic of what I am saying is that we can provide addi-
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tional monies in all the ways that have been suggested for studentaSSiStaSCS, both at the part-time level and full-time level, and ahost of other ways.
I think we can then begin to address many ofthat is, a top pri-ority in my opinion, of all the funding that goes, obviously 95 per-cent of the Higher Edumtion Act goes for that now.But that is the most important thiw that happens. Some of thethings that I mentioned as being diminated or reduced wereareasand really, more by way of example than they were inactual dollar savings.
It seems to me that there are a number of thinp in the partner-ships, for example, Chancellor Monteith alluded earlier in his testi-mony to the very effective ways that N.C. State University hasdone a Co-op program and many places around the country arettrring to emulate that.
That is a very, very strong program that all of us, includingpeople sitting at this table, would do well to take note of. However,it does seem to me that that is the kind of thing that needs to comeprimarily from the institution.
The same thing is true in terms of cooperative efforts with thenon-traditional student with the private and public sector and co-operation to provide certain programs and so on.This is a marvelous program, a gmt thing to do, but it seems tome it otwht to be engineered and motivated from the institutionitself, rather than paid for or initiated. Even if you are not allocat-ing certain dollars, there has to be some money spent with person-nel and office business and so on. That is the rationale, Qmgress-man Price, of what I am saying.
Mr. PRICE. Do any of you have any elaboration that you wouldlike to offer?
Mr. PAGg. I would agree with that basic approach. Some of thesethings I am surprised to see as part of this in terms of the primaryinfancies of the overall Higher Fiducation Act. It seems to me thatthe libraries, technology, and the rmancial assistance programs areof utmost im=nkce to me.

mMr. Plu. you, sir.
Chairman SAWYER. I don't mind intruding on the lunch hour, ifnobody else does. I just have a couple of other questions that Iwould like to touch on.
Part of our problem is, just as an observation, ixtrt of our prob-lem is that the very programs that we are talking about todaywere designed at times w en family support was geared aroundparents, plural. In the prime of their highest earning years, theywere providing a significant segment of su rt to young students.Forty, and in some institutions, a much :le.% er percentage of thestudent body is made up of just the reverse of that. Where youngparents, trying to support families of their own are trying to getthrowh undergraduate and post-graduate programs for all the rea-sons that you have mentioned. It seems to me that in many wayswe have reached the end of a designed CTS and may need to beginto visit questions of significantly re-designed in the face of enor-mous transitions in this country.
Having Laid that, I noticed, Dr. Robinson, that at Saint Augus-tine's, there is enormous attrition between freshmen and senior
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years, from about 1,000 down to 200. How much of this is a matter
of financial problems?

Mr. ROBINSON. Between the freshman year and the senior year?
Chairman &mina. Right. Did I say the reverse of that? I apolo-

gize. How much of that is the product of a financial drop-out?
Mr. ROBINSON. Sixty-five to 70 perc;nt of that is related to fi-

nance, to money. I mean, it is just that. I can be that specific in
saying that 65 to 70 percent of that is related directly or indirectly
to finance.

You know, you have instanws of kids that are coming from fami-
lies where the gross income in that family of two or three kids,
that gross income is $15,000 and less.

You have some built-in problems there and at institutions like
Saint Augustine's where, as I said earlier, 90 percent of the stu-
dents are receiving some form of financial aid. It does cause, in-
creasingly, very difficult problems.

We have v led to approach it from the point of view that stu-
dents who come from families who can't pay the larger portion of
their charges being made. When you do that, what you are doin,g is
eliminating hundreds of' young people who have the potential, but
simply don't have the funds to make it.

And as an aside, I guess what worries me to no end, and as one
American very proud of his countryand you mentioned it, Con-
gressman, as we look to the 21st century and beyond, I just hope
our distinguished Congress is increasing the confidence in the fact
that what is happening in terms of the demographics out there,
who is going to be prepared to pay for the social security that you
and others will be receiving when you get to 65 years old and
beyond, unless we have a trained work force.

So many of these rung people in college within the minority
community are not going to be prepared to become productive, and
therefore that earning capacity is not going to be there, and if it is
not there, who is going to be available to take care of us?

Chairman SAWYER. I have one final question that I want to ask
you. It derives from the comments that Dr. Jenkins and Dr. Hemby
made, although I suspect that you have all been thinking about the
2.0 GPA question.

It goes back to a question that we touched on earlier and that is
not we dealing with tensions between grants and loans, we
are d with a student assistance program that spans many dif-
ferent kin of institutions.

Some of these do not even measure student performance in any-
thing approaching the same terms that all of you at this table have
in common. We are dealing with the tension 3mong very different
kinds of institutions.

How does the GPA proposal fit when we are talking about differ-
ent kinds of skills? Evaluate it in different kinds of waya,

Mr. HUM. Well, the whole purpose of what I said was some sort
of monitoring and conditioning of grants, and I used the GPA of
2.0, C average definition simply te make that point.

It would seem to me that in proprietary schools and others
where these funds are available, that there has to be some measure
of performance.
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Surely, in most places where the funds are available, there is
some kind of measure for points. It might not be grade measure-
ment, but some other measurement which would be applicable and
perhaps comparable to what we are talking about here.

But it seems to me to be insane to spend moneyanybody's
mcsiey, public or privateon situations where the performances
are lagging so far behind that it is simply not cost- ;active in
anY way, form. It is one of the reasons I the possi-
bility that if don't complete the programs, grant lay backs.

Mr. JaNKINs. would agree, but I think that almost any institu-
tion that has a program has to have some means of trying to deter-
mine how a student is doing in that program. And it may not be a
2.0 or a letter grade, but it will be some kind of criteria they use.

I think that can be applied or adjusted. I think thewe may not
get in the sweep on every institution, but I think the benefit
impact would be so great that we will make some mistakes in the
adjustments we make, but I think it is worth doing.

Chairman SAwyea. What you are really talking about is satisfac-
tory progress toward the completion of the useful purpose of

Mr. %%rams. Yes, that is right
Chairman SAWYER. But not necessarily the hard grade point
Mr. Bummer& But even with satisfactory progress, some things

occur. The dilemma of, say a single parent who has to be in and
out of it, and therefore may not for a year be able to go back to
school, you know, gets caught up in this, is there satisfactory
Priforessu ha?ve got a chance to lose that percentage of a four year un-
dergraduate degree and it is almost a relic, given the way we are
today.

Chairman SAWYER. Thank you all very much. You have been a
terrific panel.

For those of ymi who were not here earlier, the full text of your
statements will be part of the record. Feel free to summarize ordepart from them as best serves the message that you hope to
share with us today.

Our third panel this afternoon, dealing with Title W, the Stu-
dent Financial Aid, is comprised of Matthew Heyd, the student

president, University of North Carlina; Hasoni Andrews, a
t at North Carolina State University, James Belvin, Director

of financial aid at Duke; Larry Garrison, director of financial aid at
Western Piedmont Qilloge Sherry Avent, a student aid officer at
Saint Augustine's Collem Eleanor Morris, director of financial aid
at the University of North Carolina; and Steven Hitchner, director
of ECPI Institute.

Thank you all for being here. We will begin at my left,

STATEMENT OF mAirmEw F. HEIM, STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT,
UNIVERSITY OF NORM CAROLINA

Mr. Hurt Members of the committee, I am honored to be asked
to testify on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965. I will try to complement rather than repeat the testimuny of
Paul Hardin, 111 and Eleanor Morris.
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In the current hard times at Chapel Hill, we feel fortunate to
have people like the Chancellor and Mrs. Morris whose concern
and commitment for student aid runs deep.

I will talk this afternoon specifically about Chapel Hill, but the
trends of State budget crisis and increasing student debt burdens
are national problems.

In the last several years, financial aid has become an issue of
wide student concern at Chapel Hill. There have been pan-universi-
ty conferences on financial aid sponsored by students in each of the
last 2 years, 113 first resulting in support for undergraduate schol-
arships funded through student fees.

Obviously, student aid and implicitly fmancial accesathility to
higher education is a concern at every college and university, 'but
several factors have worked together to make it a matter of over-
riding importance to the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill.

The first factor is waning State support for the university. State
financial problems are certainly not particular to North Carolina.
The concrete effect of several years of budget straits are a dramatic
loss in low and middle level class sections for undergraduates, grad-
uate student support, and library acquisitions.

Less quantifiable, but more to the point of your hearing, is the
loss of money for EPA non-faculty personnel that has left the
Office of Scholarships and Student Aid understaffed, underfunded
to meet the rising demands from students and from the govern-
ment.

Last spring, students helped to disburse financial aid checks on
busy days at the beginning of the semester. Similar plans are being
laid for the fall to assist the office in their work. Mrs. Morris and
her staff do an excellent job, but have not been given the resources
to meet an increasingly varied student demand for aid.

One of Mrs. Morris' priorities is a simplification of forms for fi-
nancial aid. Such a change would help to offset funding problems
for financial aid offices across the country.

The revenue side of the picture is also bleak. Raises in tuition
over the last 3 years have had a detrimental effect on students be-
cause of their timing and because of a lack of' planning in the State
legislature for adequate fmancial aid.

You might know that the tuition at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill is the second lowest of any public research
university in the United States. Rice is first.

Low tuition in North Carolina is both a traCation and a constitu-
tional mandate, Article 9, Section 9. In the last several years, the
legislature has been pushed by growing budget shortfalls to enact
tuition increase in 1989 and a fee increase in 1990.

Now budget conferees are currently deMerating over an increase
as large as 40 percent for in-state students, with only a 10 percent
set aside for fmancial aid. All were imposed during the summer
months, when students are gone and unwersity resources are scat-
tered.

The end result is that the State is creating a greater need for fi-
nancial aid and doing little to satisfy it. These developments at the
State level make Federal participation in aid to hiOer education
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even more essential, and the obvious lack of attention from the
State makes your interest all the more laudable.

The situation at Chapel Hill creates a case for well funded fman-
cial aid with a campus at is, on the whole, middle class and
charging relatively low tuition and fees.

The average amount borrowed by both in-state and out-oktate
students at UNC-CH has risen each of the last several years, and
the percentage of students owing PAM or more has gone up as
well.

The graduate picture is even more cloudy, as the legislature has
slashed funding for graduate stipends in the division of academic
affairs.

Federal aid beimmes more important as other sources of aid are
reduced. The sources of aid from within the University, graduate
teaching assistantships, and extractions of profits from our student
stores and the Carolina Inn have dropped precipitously because of
the current recession and rigorous application of State laws previ-
ously not applied to the university.

Further specifics of Federal aid are best left to Mrs. Morris and
others. I want to be clear, though, about the qualitative impact
that your deliberations will have on higher education and educa-
tion at Carolina.

A study done by students several years ago showed that Chapel
Hill students were becoming increasingly affluent, that those need-
ing assistance for higher education were increasingly left behind.

Your decisions about raising both the level of direct grants in the
aid will have a profound effect on whether the trend towards finan-
cial accessibility will continue or whether the vision of higher edu-
cation limited only be merit can be closer to reality once again.

Thank you again for your time and energy in this area. Students
at Carolina appreciate your efforts.

[The prepared statement of Matthew F. Heyd follows:]
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
We will need to have copies of your statement for the record.

Ms. Andrews?

STATEMENT OF HASONI ANDREWS, STUDENT, NORTH CAROLINA
STATE UNIVERSITY

Ms. Rum. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Hasoni
Andrews from Fayetteville, North Carolina, and I am currently a
rising junior here at North Carolina State University.

I am majoring in accounting. Upon graduation, I plan on becom-
ing a CPA and attending guate school, where I hope to acquire
my master of business administration. My long term goal is to own
and operate a chain of retail women's apparel stores. My objective
is to sell apparel that will allow women to go from the bedroom to
the boardroom to the ballroom.

My current goal is to graduate from N.C. State. For me, to
attend a college has been a dream come true, because you see, I
come from a divorced, single parent home. When I was a senior in
high school, I knew that I wanted to go to college but neither my
mother nor 7 knew how we would afford it.

I filled out a financial aid form, along with college admissions ap-
plications, housing forms, and other paperwork. The most compli-
cated, but the most important form was the financial aid form. Ap-
proximately a month after sending off this form, I received infor-
mation back from the college foundation stating that I was eligible
for +hp Pell glwit.

I was glad to know that I qualified for the Pell grant, but my
mother and I were both scared that the grant would be all the aid I
received, which would not be enough to cover all of my college ex-
penses.

In panic, we went to N.C. State's financial aid office. There we
spoke with a wonderful lady who explained to us how aid is award-
ed and that the Pell grant would not be all the aid I would receive.

In fact, I received college work study, a Perkins loan, a Supple-
mental Educational Opportunity Grant, a Stafford loan, in addition
to the Pell grant. Upon Ms. Moore's explanation, my mother and I

Lerto go to college.
to cry. My dream was about to become a ity. I would be

Since coming to N.C. State, I have had the opportun_iqr to become
a member of the student government association, haWth services
committee, the peer mentor program, treasurer of the undergradu-
ate studies program, and Alpha Kappa Alpha, a service sorority, to
name a few.

In addition to these many activities, I also work with the univer-
sity dining experience program as a student manager in the dining
ban. I work there approximately 25 hours each week and at J. .

Penney's approximately 10 hours a week.
Attending college has made me aware of many social, economic,

and environmental problems which in turn has made me become
an active participant in trying to change and alleviate those con-
cerns.

There are so many students just like myself. They have the
desire to attend college and make a difference but do not have the
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financial resources to accomplish their goals. With tuition in-
creases, and financial aid decreases, our country will not be able to
compete with the Japanese and other progressive countries whose
main focus is on education.

If we do not take the opportunity now to make a short term in-
vestment for a long term benefit, we will no longer maintain our
status as the great United States of America

I would like to thank the government, you and your colleagues in
Congress, for enabling me to achieve my goals. I am confident that
your investment in me will pay off in a great dividends.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hasoni Andrews follows..]

n
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Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, my name is Hasoni Andrews, from
Fayetteville, North Carolina, and I am currently a rising junior
here at North Carolina State. I am majoring in accounting. Upon
graduation, I plan on becoming a CPA and attend graduate school,
where I hope to acquire my Master of Business Administration. My
long-term goal is to own and operate a chain of retail women's
apparel stores. My objective is to sell apparel that will allow
women to go from the bedroom to the board room to the ballroom.

my current goal is to graduate from N. C. State. For me, to
attenri college has been a dream cone true, because, you see, I come
from a divorced, single-parent home. When I was a senior in high
school, I knew that I wanted to go to college, but neither my
mother nor I know how we could afford it. I filled out a financial
aid form, along with college admissions applications, housing
forms, and other paperwork. The most complicated, but the most
important form was the financial aid form. Approximately a month
after sending off this form, I received information back from the
College Foundation stating that I was eligible for a Pell Grant.
I was glad to know that I qualified for the Pell Grant, but my
mother and I were both scared that the grant would be all the aid
I received, which would not be enough to cover my college expenses.

In panic, we went to N.C. State's financial aid office. There
we spoke with a wonderful lady who explained to us how aid is
awarded and that the Pell Grant would not be all the aid I would
receive. In fact, I received College Work-Study, a Perkins Loan,
a Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, and a Stafford Loan,
in addition to tno Pell Grant. Upon Ms, Moore's explanation, my
mlther and I began to cry. my dream was about to become a reality.
! would be able to attend college.

Since coming to N.C. State, I have had the opportunity to
become a member of the Student Government Association, Health
Services Committee, the Peer Mentor Progiam, Treasurer of the
Undergraduate Studies Program, and Alpha Kappa Alpha, a service
sorority, to name a few. In addition these many activities, I also
work with University Dining Experience Program ee a student
manager in the dining hall. I work there approximately 25 hours
each week and at J.C. Penney's approximately 10 hours a week.

Attending college has made me aware of many social, economic,
and environmental problems, which in turn has made me become an
active participant in trying to change and alleviate these
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Posteecondary Education Subcommittee
Testimony of Miss Hasoni Andrews
June 28, 1991

concerns. There are so many students just like myself. They have
the desire to attend college and make a difference but do not have
the financial resources to accomplish their goals. With tuition
increases and financial aid decreases, our country will not be able
to compete with the Japanese and other progressive countries whose
main fncus is on education. If we do not take the opportunity now
to make a short term investment for long-term benefit, we will no
longer maintain our status as the great United States of America.

I would like to thank the government, you and your colleagues
in Congress for enabling me to achieve my goals. I am confident
that your investment in me will pay off in great dividends. Thank
you.

thi
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Chairman SAWYER. We are too.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. MELVIN, JIL, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL
AID, DUKE UNIVERSITY

Mr. BELY114. I am Jim Belvin. I am from Duke University and I
am pleased to have the opportunity to discuss with you a number
of issues that I think are very important to our future.

Several basic points, the first of which is simplification. There it.
a great deal of talk in the Congress and in the country about sim-
plification. I would like to cast simplification if I can in a different
light.

Most of the talk about simplification has suggested that in fact,
the only way we can simplify the application or the delivery
system is by creating a very simple four or five element form.

I would like to suggest to you that that in fact is not true simpli-
ficat4on. What I would like to suggest to you is that in fact, we
have a system that allows those who will not qualify for financial
aid and can be defined early on to bypass the application process.

I am sure you have seen some proposals on this idea, but the
issue that is so important to simplif=tion is to move those who
have knowledgeability through the process without difficulties. We
do not want to move those with complex and difficult situations
through the process without careful analysis.

Public assistance eligibility is a nationally understood status that
clearly defines a family as needy. It is predetermined and easily ac-
ceptTd as a maximum and eligibility qualifier. Applicants failing to
qualify for such an application bypass, i.e., those with the ability to
contribute at some level to the cost of their student's education,
would be required to complete the balance of the aid application
and undergo full need analysis.

After many yews of effort., the financial aid community, inclu-
sive of the Department of Education, State loan and grant agen-
cies, application processing services and educational institutions
nationwide, developed a consensual community monitored and an-
nually updated approach to the financial aid delivery system.

The resulting Multiple Data Entry System, MDE, immediately
ended the rapidly growing practice of individual fund sources re-
quiring !swat. applications. The acceptance of this document was
accomplished through an educational community agreement to
allow students; to submit one document and be considered for aid
from all scur,..1.s.

This acceptance was based on the fact that the document con-
tained sufficient information to satisfy the needs of all users. Fail-
ure to use an application that is acceptable to all of the resource
providers in the financial aid partnership, as is currently being
suggested, is certain to end the current practice of one form serv-
ing all constituents.

As suggested by the Dejartment of Education's current insist-
ence on a federally specified, limited information application for
Federal funds, institutiona (to include many State grant/loan agen-
cies, private scholarship organizations, and many colleges and uni-
versities) offering substantial resources to students would immedi-
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ately develop individual applications to support the expenditure of
their own private funds.

Because Federal funding levels are not sufficient to provide
access to a substantial percentage of the institutions in this coun-
try, it is important to consider the consequences in this country. It
is important to consider the consequences of an overly-simplified
application process that fails to support till; needs of all the numer-
ous resource providers upon which the delivery system now de-
pends.

The simplification process would fail and, incidentally, return us
to the conml proliferation of applications that M.D.E. served to
remedy. To return to a situation where students are required to
complete a number of applications to obtain needed funds would be
a disaster. 1 strongly recommend the combbation of recommenda-
tion one and two of this paper to create an M.D.E. application that
includes an application bypass.

Many believe that eliminating or restricting asset consideration
in need analysis will provide more eligibility for these faniilies and
they are correct. While I am in favor of providing additional re-
sources to middle income families, it is important to do so without
reducing the funds available to needy families.

Eliminating or severely restrictAng asset consideration without
substantially increasing the availability of Federal aid resources
will transfer funds from low to middle income familia. As the
group most sensitive to aid availability, enrollment within lower
income families would decline significantly. Minorities and first
generation college students that we have encourafed to believe
that higher education is within reach would be particularly affect-
ed.

I stronfly recommend that equity assets continue to Le a part of
determining family ability to support the cost of education. The
Stafford Loan Program has for some time been an integral part of
the financing structure used by both undergraduate and graduate
students. Increasing educational costs and reduced Federal grant
support make Stafford availability more important than ever. This
said, I recommend that Stafford Loan limits be increased as fol-
lows:

Current law requires that all institutions comply with default
prevention requirements regardless of their student default rate.
Given the burdensome nature of these requirements (entrance/exit
interviews, 30-day waiting periods, et cetera), it seems appropriate
to reward those schools with good student repayment records with
relief from these regulations.

While it is not easy to determine an acceptable default rate, we
can perhaps use the commercial lending market as a guide. Banks
and other lenders know that a certain percentage of their secured
loans will result in default. If we weigh this experience with se-
cured loans by the fact that we are making unsecured loans to stu-
dents without a credit history, we can arrive at a reasonable target
for institutions.

While it may be appropriate to have different targets for differ-
ent types of institutions, the fact is schools with default rates below
their target should be freed for burdensome regulatory require-
ments and allowed to commit their own resources to other student
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support needs. Those schools with defaults exceeding their targets
should be burdened with additional requirements until such time
as they reach their targets.

The tax code is structured to create certain kinds of behavior,
i.e., property ownership. This behavior is encouraged to view stu-
dent loans as a desirable form of higher education finance. Provid-
ing an interest deduction for student loan payments would encour-
age this kind of behavior. I recommend that Congress restore the
deduction for student loan interest

My comments have centered around three of the most compel-
ling issues facing the financial aid community: the delivery system
in the form of simplification, the question of asset treatment and
;he Stafford Loan Program, to include lending limits, loan collec-
tion and interest deductibility. I believe these issues to be critical
to refining the current financial aid structure so that it may con-
tinue to attract the range of participants currently involved.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today.
[The prepared statement of James A. Belvin, Jr. follows:]

1 1; 4
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Jim Belvin, Director of Financial Aid at Duke

University in Durham, North Carolina. I have been a financial

aid professional for almost 15 years, and during that time, I

have had the opportunity to examine financial aid from both a

local and national perspective.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to participate in this

and other discussions about the critically important process of

Reauthorizing the Higher Education Act. The financial

partnership of federal, state, institutional, and inf. ,idual

families formed some years ago has served our country's higher

education needs well during the last thirty-f3ve years. It is a

partnership that must be sustained and strengthened by

encouraging all parties to participate at appropriate levels so

as to protect students' access to the educational resources

critical to their future.

No doubt your committee will receive a great deal of

testimony dealing with a wide variety of issues affecting all 13

Titles of the Higher Education Act. I will restrict my comments

to 6 points pertaining to Title IV of this legislation. These

include simplification of the need analysis system, the

continuation of the Multiple Data Entry application process, the

use of equity assets in determining aid eligibility, an increase
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in Stafford Loan borrowing limits, a now approach to the

increasingly burdnsome regulations surrounding the Stafford Loan

Program, and restoration of student loan interest deductibility.

(1) SIMPLIFICATION

Much has been said about the need to simplify the financial

aid delivery system. The primary focus of this discussion has

centered around the application document itself. The challenge,

I believe, is to simplify the financial aid application process

while retaining the equitable distribution of dollars inherent in

the current system. Some have suggested that simplification can

best be achieved by using an application that asks a limited

number of questions than can be easily answered by the applicant.

For families with limited resources, this is certainiy true. For

those with more complex situations, more information may be

required. Failure to obtain detailed information will affect the

distribution of dollars by reducing or eliminating the system's

ability to differentiate between varying levels of need.

The integrity of the delivery system must be obvious to all

of the system's partners. If the federal and state governments,

the private organizations, and colleges and universitiea that

fund the system, as well as the families that seek assistance,

are not convinced of Vie system's fairness, it simply will not

work.

17
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True siMplificatiOn reqUires more than a streamlining of the

financial questions found on the application fors. 'Inch of the

first page of the application is made up of a maxe-like process

by which students determine their dependency status. While some

would argue that anyone that manages to successfully negotiate

the dependency section can handle the financial questions, the

simplification of dependency status is critical. I recommend the

elimination of all conditional criteria and the simple use of the

four automatic criteria currently found in statute.

The current delivery system has served the financial aid

partnership well for many years. The current system, however,

can and should be changed to respond to the applicant

population's changing needs. The key is to make changes where

changes are needed without reducing the system's ability to

carefully assess a wide range of economic circumstances.

Research has shown that a significant portion of the applicant

population is unable to contribute to any portion of their

student's cost of education. Need analysis at any level will

determine that these students have maximum eligibility. This

being the case, an "application bypass" that allows these

families to easily and quickly define themselves, should permit

them to avoid completing the balance of the application. These

students would be awarded full aid eligibility. As suggested by

a number of groups offering testimony in other forums, I

recommend that an applicant's eligibility or, in the case of a

dependent student, the parents' eligibility for public assistance

1 73
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be the qualifying mechanism for application bypass. Public

assistance eligibility is a nationally understood status that

clearly defines a family as needy. It is predetermined and

easily accepted as a maximum and eligibility qualifyer.

Applicants failing to qualify for such an "application

bypass," i.e., those with the ability to contribute at some level

to the cost of their student's education, would be required to

coraplete the balance of the aid application and undergo full need

analysis.

(2) MULTI DATA TWAT

After many years of effort, the financial aid community,

inclusive of the Department of Education, state loan and grant

agencies, application processing services and educational

institutions nationwide, developed a consensual community

monitored and annually updated approach to the financial aid

delivery system. The resulting Multiple Data Entry System

(M.D.E.) immediately ended the rapidly growing practice of

individual fund sources requiring separate applications. The

acceptance of this document was accompliehed through an

educational community agreement to allow students to submit one

document and be considered for aid from all sources. This

acceptance was based on the fact that the document contained

sufficient information to satisfy the neods of all users.

Failure to an application that is acceptable to all of the

1 7 4
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resource providers in the financial aid partnership (as is

currently being suggested) is certain to end the current practice

of one form serving all constituents. As suggested by the

Department of Education's current insistence on a federally

specified, limited information application for federal funds,

institutions (to include many state grant/loan agencies, private

scholarship organizations, and many colleges and universities)

offering substantial resources to students would immediately

develop individual applications to support the expenditure of

their own private funds.

Because federal funding levels are not sufficient to provide

access to a substantial percentage of the institutions in this

country, it is important to consider the consequences of an

overly simplified application process that fails to support the

needs of all the numerous resource providers upon which the

delivery system now depends. The simplification process would

fail and, incidentally, return us to the confusing proliferation

of applications that M.D.E. served to remedy. To return to a

situation where students are required to complete a number of

applications to obtain needed funds would be a disaster. I

strongly recommend the combination of recommendation one and two

of this paper to create an M.D.E. application that includes an

"application bypass."

7
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(3) *WM IX MUD AMALTSIS

MUch has bean said regarding Congressional interest in

increasing the aid eligibility of middle income families. Many

believe that eliminating or restricting asset consideration in

need analysis vill provide more eligibility for these families

and they are correct. While I am in favor of providing

additional resources to middle income families, it is important

to do so without reducing the funds available tc needy families.

Eliminating or severely restricting asset consideration without

substantially increasing the availability of federal aid

resources will transfer funds from low to middle income families.

As the group most sensitive to aid availability, enrollment

within lower income families would decline significantly.

Minorities and first generation college students that we have

encouraged to believe that higher education is within reach would

be particularly affected.

I strongly recommend that equity assets continue to be a

part of determining family ability to support the cost of

education.

(4) STAPPORD LIMING LIMITS

The Stafford Loan Program has for sometime been an integral

part of the financing structure ured by both undergraduate and

graduate students. Increasing educational costs and reduced

federal grant support make Stafford availability more important
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than ever. This said, I recommend that Stafford Loan limits be

increased as follows:

CURRENT

Freshman and Sophomore $ 2,500 annually

Juniors and Seniors 4,000 annually

Undergraduate

Graduate

Graduate

17,250 aggregate

7.500 arum:illy

54,750 aggregate

Oil Maw= alummom RIEMPTIOM

RECOMMENDED

$ 4,000 annually

6,000 annually

26,000 aggregate

10,000 annually

76,000 aggregate

Current law requires that all institutions comply with

default prevention requirements regardless of their student

default rate. Given the burdensome nature of these requirements

(entrance/exit interviews, 30 day waiting periods, etc.), it

seams appropriate to reward those schools with good student

repayment records with relief from these regulations. While it

is not easy to determine an *acceptable" default rate, we can

perhaps use the commercial lending market as a guide. Banks and

other lenders know that a certain percentage of their secured

loans will result in default. If we weight this experience with

secured loans by the fact that we ars making unsecured loans to

students without a credit history, we can arrive at a reasonable

target for institutions. While it may be appropriate to have

different targets for different types of institutions, the fact

is schools with default rates below their target should be freed

17/
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from burdensome regulatory requirements and allowed to commit

their own resources to other student support needs. Those

schools with defaults exceeding their targets should be burdened

with additional requirements until such time as they reach their

targets.

(B) DEDUCTIBILITY 07 STUDENT LOAN INTEREST

The tax code is structured to create certain kinds of

behavior, i.e., property ownership. This behavior is encouraged

by favorable tax treatment such as mortgage interest

deductibility. I believe that students should be encouraged to

view student loans as a desirable form of higher education

finance. Providing an interest deduction for student loan

payments would encourage this kind of behavior. I recommend that

Congress restore the deduction for student loan interest.

My comments have centered around three of the most

compelling issues facing the financial aid community. The

delivery system in the form of simplification, the question of

asset treatment and the Stafford Loan Program, to include lending

limits, loan collections and interest deductibility. I believe

these issues to be critical to refining the current financial aid

structure so that it may continue to attract the range of

participants currently involved.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. I

would be pleased to answer any questions.

1 ';')
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Belvin.
Mr. Garrison, are you ready?

STATEMENT OF LARRY H. GARRISON, DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL
AID, WIMITERN PIEDMONT COLLEGE, MORGANTON, NORTH
CAROLINA
Mr. GARRISON. Thank you. Good afternoon. I am Larry Garrison,

the Director of Financial Aid at Western Piedmont College in Mor-
ganton. The North Carolina Community College Student Develop-
ment Administrators Association has asked me to speak to you on
behalf of the students that attend the 58 community colleges in
North Carolina.

I hope the comments I make will be helpful as you make deci-
sions about the reauthorization of Title IV Programs in the coming
year. Before I make my comments concerning reauthorization, let
me briefly give you some statistics about the students attending
Western Piedmont Community College.

This data appears to be comparable with many of the community
colleges in North Carolina. The 1990 fall quarter enrollment at
Western Piedmont Community College was 2,765 (1,985 full-time
equivalents).

ing the 1990-91 academic year, 677 financial aid applicants
qualified to receive some type of aid. Of tame applicants, 77 per-
cent were independent students. More than 50 percent of the eligi-
ble applicants came from families with incomes of less than
$15,000. Eighty-two percent of our 460 Pell Grant recipients were
women. Approximately 60 percent of these women were single par-
ents or received some type uf public assistance (AFDC, Food
Stamps, Public Housing Assistance, etcetera).

There are six main topics I would like to address concerning re-
authorization.

First, I feel the application process for Federal aid should be sim-
plified. When I Five an application booklet to a student who has
just compleiLd lus GED or is returning to school after 20 years, you
should see the fear in his eyes. As a matter of fact, most of our
students seek help in wmpleting the financial aid applications the
way you and I seek assistance from our accountants to comple
our tax forms for the Federal Government. Remember that the i
structions are twice as long as the application.

Believe me, the thought of completing a financial ard application
strikes fear into most students the way filing a Federal Income Tax
Form (1040) strikes fear into most Americans. As a matter of fact,
most of our students seek help in completing their financial aid ap-
plication the way you and I seek assistance from our amountant or
HAR Block to complete our tax forms.

What can br Ione to simplify this process? I nffer these sugges-
tionr:

Students (or dependents of parents) who receive funds from
public assistance should automatically qualify for full financial as-
sistance. These students would simply chmk a response in the stu-
dent data section to indicate that they receive public assistance.
Other income and asset data would no longer be required.
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The number of questions on the application should be redumidfor other low-income students. Students whose family income isless than $20,000 should not be required to answer asset informa-tion.
The number of questions concerning a student's dependencystatus must be reduced. On the 1991-92 application, there are 21possible questions to determine dependency status.
Second, Pell Grant awards must be increased because they arethe most important type of financial assietance for community col-lege students. During the 1989-90, 18,000 students in the NorthCarolina Community College Systems received more than $16 mil-lion in Pell Grant funds (an average award of $901 per student). Irecommend that the maximum Pell Grant award be increased to$4,000 per year.
bly rationale for this recommendation is as follows;Parents (especially single parents) who currently receive PellGrant funds for child care assistance are usually receiving lessthan 60_percent of the actual cost of the child care. Only studentswith a Pell Grant Index (PGI) of less than $700 are ele. Ne forchild care assistance from the grant. It has been my experiencethat the roadblock facing most sari& parents in obtaining an edu-cation has been securing child care assistance at a reasonablePrice.
Pell Grant funding has not keg up with the increase in tuition,fees, books, and supplies during the last decade. The best example Ican think of is our Nursing Program. We now project it will cost anursing student $1,800 for the first year of the program. Last yearat Western Piedmont Community College, a dependent studentfor a full Pell Grant received $1,230 and an independent stu-dent received $1,590. As you can see, the Pell Grant was consider-ably less than the actual cost of education. Dependent studentswho meet the special condition criteria should be allowed to usetheir projected year income to determine Pell Grant elig%ility.I believe that a dependert student who has lost his social securi-ty benefits or is no longer working full time deserves the same con-sideration for a special condition as an independent studentThird, students who are attending college on less than a half-time oasis should be eligible for Pell Grants. While this situationpresents a paperwork nightmare for the financial aid office, manystudents fmd it difficult to arrange their life to take two classeseach quarter. Single parents who are working full time fmd it espe-daily difficult. Remember that the community college serves a pop-ulation that has been labeled nontraditional. Why should theyhave to matriculat in a manner that is traditional?Fourth, funding tor campus-based programs should be increased,especially for the college work-study program. Work-study helpsmany students gain valuable experience in their area of study; itgives students a sense of self-worth and achievement, and helpsthem identify with instructors and the institution.

the last 3 yenrs, the minimum wage has increased from$3.35 to$4.25, but funding for the work-study program has not keptpace with this increar 3. Many institutions have found it necessaryto reduce the number of work-study positions and to reduce thenumber of hours a student can work. I feel that the concept of

1 0
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working your way through college is a sound investment for the
student and the institution.

Fifth, the financial aid office should be given more flexibility as
to how the institutions be given the authority to transfer 25 per-
cent of its allocation between college work-study and the Supple-
mental Educational Opportunity Grant [SlinG) instead of the cur-
rent 10 percent. This change would give the financial aid office m
opportunity to better meet the needs of its students and that of the
institution.

Sixth, I strongly suggest that the current policy stand that re-
quires the financial aid office to give priority for SEOG funds to
students who receive a Pell Grant and have the lowest family con-
tribution (PO.

Students with low-family contributions have dPrnonstrated criti-
cal need through the need analysis. Students who are transferring
from community colleges to four-year colleges and universities
must now be treated equally when SEOG funds are awarded. For
example, students who attend off-campus or satellite programs
have been excluded from SEOG funds in the past.

The lack of funding for Pell Grants and campus-based programs
has prompted many of our students to seek Stafford Loans to meet
their basic educational costs. Many of our low-income students are
poor credit risks. During the 1990-91 academic year, approximately
20 percent of the students at Western Piedmont Community °al-
lege who applied for a Stafford Loan through the North Carolina
Guarantee Agency were denied the loan due to a poor credit histo-
ry.

If these students borrow from another lender, they become prime
candidates for default. As you know, institutions are held responsi-
ble when established percentages of their at-risk students default.
Since institutions are held responsible for their high-risk default
rates, they should be given more authority in determining Stafford
Loan eligibility.

I urge you to consider these recommendations so that our stu-
dents can continue to obtain a quality education at an affordable
price without having to borrow heavily from the Stafford Loan Pro-
gram.

Thank you for your time and your consideration.
[The prepared statement of Larry K. Garrison follows..)
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The North Carolina Community College Student Development

Administrators Association hm, asked ma to speak to you on benlf

of the tuden.e that attend the 58 community colleges In North

Carolina I hope the comments I make will be helpful as you mate

deci.ions about the reauthorization of Title IV Programs in the

coming year

Before 1 maJte my comments concerning Reauthorization, let me

briefly give you some statistics about the students attending

Western Piedmont Commvnity College This data appears to be

comptrable with many of the community colleges in North Carolina

- Th,. 1990 Fall Quarter enrollment et Western Piedmont Community

C71iege tocs 2.765 (1.°35 full-time equivalents)

- D,ring the 1990-91 academic year, 627 financial aid applicants

(vollified to receive some type of eid Of those applicants, 77%

were independent stodents

-(11"e than 50% of the eligible applicants tame from families with

omas of less than 015.000

-6;7. of our 400 Pell Grant ecipients were women Approizmateiy

of these women were single parents Or ret.eived .some type of

assistance (AFDC. Food Stamps, Public Housing Assistance

e'-

There are six main topics 'I would like to address conternIng

Rea,..-horization

First, I feel the application process for federal air, should

be -1 nplifiel When 1 give an apnlication booklet to a stlJdent

;are ,is just comoleted hiv GED or Is returning to school after ZC

yea', you should see the fear in 9is ye; ReMeMber that the

is3
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instructions are twice as long as the application Believe me,

the thought of completing a finan,:al aid application strikes fear

into most etudents the way filing a Federal Income Tay Form (1040,

stri-es fear into most Amerscans As a matter of fact. most of

our students sees help in Completing their financial aid

application the way yau and I seek asSistance from our accountant

or 0.4 R Block to complete our tax forms What can be don*. to

simaIfy this process'

I offer these suggestions

Students (or dependents of parPnts) who receive funds from

public assistance should automatically qualify for full

rinancial assistance These students would simply check a

-esponse in the student data ,osttion to indicate that they

-er.eive public assistance Other income and asset data would

no longer be necessary

2 -he number of questions on the application should oe redurs1.4

othe, low-income students Students whose family income

.s less than $20.000 should not be required to answer asset

information

7 'he number of questsons conc7rning a student's dependency

,tatus Tiles be reduced On thP 1991-92 application. there are

possible questions to determine dependenry status

Second. Fell Grant award; must be increased bause they are

the nost important type of financial ssistance for community

co1l7se students During the 1989-90. 18,000 students sn the

tubr-h Carolina Community College System received more than 16

mil..on dollars in Pell Crant fulid . ion average award of IM1 per

stuipnti 1 re04.ommend that the morsmum Pell Grant award be
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increased to 144,000 per year My rationale for this

recommendation is as follows

1 Parents iespecially single parents) who currently receive Pell

Grant funds for child car assistance are usually receiving

less than 60% of the actual cost of the child care Only

students with a Pell Grant Indes (Pal) of less than 700 are

eligible for child car. assistance from the grant It has

been my experience that the road block facing most single

Parents in obtaining an education has been securing child

assietance at a reasonable price

',ell Grant ft,ndsng hos not kept up with the increase in

7ultion fees, book*, and supplies during the last decade

'fla best example I con think aF is our Nursing Program We

,ow project it wsll cost a nur.iing student $1,E100 for the

'act siear of the program Last year at Western Piedmvnt

CommunIty College, A dependent student eligible Po, a full

-'el1 Grant received 01,P30 and an independent student received

41.590 As you can SRI!, the Pell Grant was considerably less

than the actual cost of the education

3 Cependent students who meet the special condition criteria

ihould be allowed to use their projected year income to

oetermine Pell Grant eligibility. I believe that a dependent

student- who has lost his Social security benefits nr I!. no

onger working full-time deserves the same consideration for

-pecsal condition as an independent student

Tetird students who are attending College on less than a

hal-- tme L.asis should be eligabl; for Pell Grants While this

sit-atton prfsents A paper work nitihtmere for the financial aid

Cara
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office. many student* find it difficult to arrange their life to

take two classes each quarter Single parents who are working

fu/l-time find it especially difficult, Remember that the

community college serves a population that has been labeled

"non-traditional" Why should they have to matriculate in a

manner that is traditional'?

Fourth. funding for campus-based programs should Oe

increased, specially for the College Work-Study Program.

work-Study helps many students gain valuable erperience in their

area of study, it gives students a sense of self-worth and

actlioement, and helps them identify with instructors and the

ins!!;tution During the last three years, the minimum wage has

a,.001 ill 35 to 04 25 but funding for the Work-St4dy

ProgAmm has not kept pace with this increase Many institutions

novo pound it necessary to reduce the number of work-study

pot:Pions and to reduce the numbe,. of h ours a student ran wor .

fee that the concept of "working your way" through collego,

Sou^P investment for thy student snd the institution

Fifth, the financial aid offi,e should be givon more

fles.oility as to how the instsrutIon uses its campus-oasei

.117 ations ouggest that ins*:*utione be glen the aidtr,ority

to t..ansfer 25% of its allocation between College Work-Study and

the Zupplemental Educational Opportunity Grant tSCOG) instead of

tne k,rrent 10% This change would give the financial Aid office

an ..:oortunity to better meet the needs of its student, and that

o; "A institution

: strongly suggest thi- tne current policq %Land that

req,:res the financial aid office to give priority for SEOa funds

Ls a
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to ,rodontt who receive a.Pell grant and have the lowest family

contribution AFCi, Students with low family contributions have

demonstrated critical new4 through the needs nalysis Students

who are transferring from community colleges to our-year colleges

and .niversities must now be treated qually when SEOG Funds are

aws-led For example, students who ttend off-campus or satellite

oro2rams ha...e been excluded fres SEDO funds in the past

The lack of funding for Pell Orants and campus-based programs

has oromptAd mans; of our students to seek Stafford Loans to meet

thel, sclur:ational costs, Many of our low-income students

are :oor credit risks During the 1990-91 academic year,

apilmatel4 23% of the students at Western Piedmont Commnity

colesie luso dpplisd for a Stafford Loan through the North t7aro2ina

Agem4 were denied the loan due to a pour credit

n;s-/-4 I* these students borro4) from another lender, they

h.u:-ne prime candidates for default

As yo.., .now. institutions are held responsible when

ste: Ilshed percentages of their st-risk students default Since

insntutions are held responsible for their high default Tates,

tne, 0ould oe iivert more authors44 in determining Stafford Loan

! urge 40u to consider their rocOmmendation-, so that nur

stnts :sr Cortinua to obtain a luality education at an

aff.trlable Price without having To borrow heavily from the

Etai.-ord Loan Program

1.s7
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you. Ms. Avent?

STATEMENT OF SHERRI AVENT, STUDENT AID OFFICE, ST.
AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROUNA

Ms. Avon. Good afternoon. My name is Sherri Avent, and I am
the Director of Ymancial Aid at St. Augustine's College here in Ra-leigh North Carolina.

I graduated from a predominantly black institution in 1977.
During that time, I received a large loan along with grants. I paid
my loan off within the allotted time frame, but I must say that it
was a struggle. It is now 14 years later, and students are still re-ceiving large loan amounts and are having difficulties repayingthem.

Students are graduating with loans in excess of $10,000. Howev-
er, they are unable to find employment paying them a salaryneeded to maintain a household as well as paying their educational
indebtedness.

The Student Aid programs were starting to open doo.-s for those
students who would otherwise be unable to attend collev without
financial support. The majority of our students are first generation
college students and from families with moderate to low-incomes.
We are dealing with students whose parents cannot afford to assistthem with the cost of their education. This lack of support, com-bined with low paying jobs or no employment at all, contributed

a cantly to our default rate.
en institutions were first asked to participate in the Student

...an Program, we recognized the benefit was not only to institu-
ons but to lenders and society at large. Our responsibility then, aswe understood it, was to only certify loan applications for thosestudents who were eligible. It was the lender and/or guaranteeagen 's responsibility to handle the collection of the loan.Had we known initially that we were supposed to assume the

burden of counseling and assisting with the collections, then wewould have had to think this program over. We are operating the
student loan program within Federal and State guidelines. Howev-er, with a high default rate, ,vrtain institutions may be terminated
from participating in the loan program.

I ask you to look at the cAliber. of students who attend our insti-tutions in addition to the economic status of their family as well asthe area where they live. With reauthorization, we are proposingan increase in the amount a student can borrow along with in-creasing the Pell Grant
feel that because of a large number of students defaulting ontheir loans, we must redirect our funds. Historically black colleges

and universities take pride in helping those students who are oth-erwise unable to attend college.
However, the bulk of that assistwa should be in the form ofgrants and work programs, not a higher loan amount. The work

allows the student to obtain 7aluable work experienced
to obtain employment after graduation.

The cost of the institutions along with the number of students in
attendance far out-weigh the dollars available for financial assist-
ance. For example, we assist 1700 students with a budget of $11

;

-1- t...
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million. The average student's financial aid package is $6,470. How-

ever, the direct cost to attend the institution is $8,150, which leaves
each student to pay an estimated $1,680 to meet his/her direct cost.

This is placing an additional burden on the students and parents
which may cause the student to withdraw from the institution. By
increasing the loan amounts, we are placing an extreme financial
burden on our graduates.

ask you to please let's do more for the students by increasing
the grant programs. This will lessen the financial burden on the
student as well as assist institutions in decreasing its default rate.

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to speak before you

['It prepared statement of Sherri Avent follows:]

1 s
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TESTIMONY FROM SHERRI AVENT - ST. AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE

I was graduated from a predominately black institution in
1977. During that time. I received a large loan along with
grants. I paid my loan off within the allotted time frame

but I must say that it was a struggle. It is now 14 years

later and students are still receiving largo loan amounts

and are having difficulties repaying them. Students are

graduating with loans in excess of 11109000: however, they
are unable to find employment paying them a salary needed to
maintain a household as well as paying their educational

indebtedneas.

The Student Aid programs were started to open doors for

those students who would otherwise be unable to attend

college without financial support. The majority of our

students are first generation college students and from

families with moderate to low incomes. We are dealing with

students whose parents cannot afford to assist them with the
cost of their education. This lack of support combined with
low paying jobs or no employment at all contributes signifi-

cantly to our default rate.

g 0
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When Institutions were first asked to participate in the

Student Loan program. we recognized the benefit was not only

to institutions, but to lenders and society at large. Our

responsibility then, as we understood it, was to only

certify loan applications for those students who were

eligible. It was the lender and/or the guarantee agencies

responsibility to handle the collection of the loan. Had

we known initially that we were suppose to assume the burden

of counseling and assisting with the collections, then we

would have had time to think this program over. We are

operating the student loan program within federal and state

guidelines, however, with a high default rate, certain

institutions may be terminated from participating in the

loan program. I ask you to look at the caliber of students

who attend our institutions in addition to the economic

status of their family as well as the area where they live.

With Reauthorization we aro proposing an Increase in the

amount a student can borrow along with increasing the Pell

Grant. I feel that because of a large number of students

defaulting on their loans, we must redirect our funds.

Historically Bieck Colleges and Universities take pride in
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helping those students who are, otherwises unable to attend

colleges howevers the bulk of that assistance should be in

the form of grants and work programs not a higher loan

amount.

The work program allow; the student to obtain valuable work

experience needed to obtain employment after graduation.

The cost of the institutions along with the number of

students in attendance far out weigh the dollars available

for financial assistance. For xample, we assist 1700

students with a budget of 011.000.000. The average

student's financial ald package la 06470, however, the

direct cost to attend the institution is 08150 which leaves

each student to pay an tlmated 01680 to meet his/her

direct cost. This Is placing an additional burden on the

students and parents which may cause the student to withdraw

from the institution.

By increasing the loan amounts. we are placing an xtrme

financial Lurden on our greduatts. 1 ask you to please lets

do more for the students by increasing the grant programs.

This will lessen the financial burden on the student as well

assist institution in decreasing Its default rat,.

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to speak before

You today.

192
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you, Ma. Avent.
Ms. Morris?

STATEMENT OF ELEANOR S. MORRIS, DIRECTOR, FMANCIAL
AID, UNIVERSITY OF NORTE CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL, NORTH
CAROLINA

Ms. Moms. Congressman Price, and Congressman Sawyer,
thank you very much for the a a a t3r to be here today to dis-
cuss the reauthorization of the a. r Education Act. As you have
introduced me, I am Eleanor orris, Director of the t:tilice of
Scholarships and Student Aid at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill.

Our office has a program of financial aid in excess of t million.
About $21 million comes from programs authorized by Title W. We
serve about 8,000 students over all and 6,000 graduate and profes-
sional students are aided by these programs we are discussing
today.

We are also very lucky at Chapel Hill to have students like Matt
Hide, who have really expressed an interest in a program and like
to help in any way that they can.

We are also deeply grateful to the Members of Congress and to
this committee for your continued support of the Federal Student
Aid Programs. We share your belief that a strong Federal role in
higher education is necessary if this Nation is to move on to its
goal of equal educational opportunity.

I would like to comment briefly today on several issues of impor-
tance to students who are receiving Title IV assistance at the Uni-
versity of Chapel Hill.

First, it has been a common thread through today's converta-
tions as the need of simplification of the akl programs. I believe
that the greatest barrier to higher education today is not the lack
of student aid resources, but the compleaity of the eystem, the lack
of information, and the fact that the delivery system is so very
complicated and overwhelming.

I would like today to support several suggestions for implication,
many of which have alry been introduced and have come in tee-
timony by others prior to today's blaring. I understand that many
of these ideas for simplification are included in legislation recently
introduced by Senator Edwazyi Kenned,y as Senate Bill 1187.

rust of all, I think the application form must be simplified, but
not by 1/1 ill that are needed by institutions andP= for fimds. I drawly support the continuation
ofle Data Entry, in which a student can file one form for
Federal, State and iniditutional assistance.

Our entering students typically a a to several colleges, which
may have varying needs for data to financial aid decisions. If
there were again a proliferation of financial aid forms, an oversim-
plified one for Federal funds and additional documents for supple-
mental data to allow co and programs to make their own de-
cisions abut their own students wmdd fmd the system mr ve
difficult than ever before.

Coordination of the application proms can be accomplished only
if there ia a standard application form simplified and acceptable to

1 3
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all partiesin the delivery of financial aid. I also believe that in the
tree of simplifkation that if some of the elements of the Cowes-
sional MiAlrodology were eliminated or simplified, that the
the process, and even the application forms would be grealare
proved and simpliferd.

For example, the methodology calls for a simple needs test for
students who fall within certain family income ranges. It has
proven to be far kes than simple for the relatively small number of
students who benefit from this special treatment. Instead, I recom-
mend an automatic maisurement eligibility, such as the family's
receipt of public assistance, which would allow a student to com-
plete only a minimum number of ouestions on the standard appli-
cation form.

workers and homemakers in the Congressional Methodol-
Furthermore, I that the different treatment of dislocated

ogy be dropped, allowing aid administrators to give consideration
to the stuckints in measuring their need for assistance. These
changes to the methodology would simplify both the application
form end the need , ,, process, without removing the ability to
help students with circumstancas.

I support a change in the definition of an independent student, to
allow the classification to be based only on the so-called automatic
criteria age 24 or older, graduate or professional student, having
legal dependents, veterans, and orphans or award of the court.

It is my undentariding that nearly 85 percent of students who
qualify for financial aid as independent students do so on the basis
of these criteria, the remaining 15 percent are independent because
they meet certain conditional criteria, such as having proof of fi-
nancial self sufficiency and not being c 'aimed by parents as tax de-
pendents establishing the definition of an independent student ac-
cording to the automatic criteria would greatly simplify the form,
and students who need special attention because of other condi-
tions could be handled on an individual basis by financial aid ad-
ministrators.

If such a change were made, the application form could identify
independent student status by asking five questions rather than
the current 17.

As a simplification issue, I believe that the delivery of Pell Grant
funds could be improved by allowing an institution to disburse an
award without a student aid report, the document currently re-
wired to authorize institutional payment. At the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, almost 2,500 students receive Pell
Grants and a large number are delayed each year as data must be
repeatedly corrected in the central processors records. This leads to
student anxiety and frustration when they do not have funds to
meet educational and living expenses at the beginning of an enroll-
ment period.

An institution should be given the authority to disburse a Pell
Grant on the basis of an eligibility index mlculated by certified
multiple data entry processor, without requiring a student to
present the student aid

comparing e ty indexes on institutional disbursement records
The of a Per 1;lant payment could be measured by

now collected on periodic progress reports with those computed by

194
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the central processor. I enthusiastically support the attention to be
given in the reauthorization process to early awareness prograins,
to provide better and earlier information to students and tluur fam-
ilies about academic preparation and the availability of fmancial
aid for higher education.

I am excited about Federal intervention programs, such as the
student counseling and association network, introduced by Con-

ErThomas
Sawyer as KR 1524 and the Chance to Go To

ge7Act, H.R. 763, supported by Congressman Harold Ford
These initiations could help provide incentives to young people to
staittinschool and seek education opportunities beyond hi,gh school.

ts who wish to study at the university could benefit by
early awareness programs, in meeting academic requirements for
entrance raid an understanding that aid will be available to supple-
ment resources from the student and the family.

On another issue that is important to students at Chapel Hill,
the shift of Federal student aid support from grants to loans has
been a real problem. The erosion of the purchasing power of the
Pell Grants has known that as costs have gone up, the students
have had to borrow more each year to meet their costs. Students
accept larger loan bargains or they must work more hours than
their am. ic programs will permit. It has been our experience
that the students w o are affected by this are primarily from low-
income disadvantaged backgrounds and they are the most at-risk
for retention.

To restore some of the loan grant balance, I certainly recommend
an increase in the amounts of the Pell Grant a
agree that Pell Grants should iiro to the most needy students, t
are many students at the University with family incomes above
that arbitrary cutpoff whose parents can make no contributions to
educational costs. For these students, Pell Grant support is an es-
sential part of thlir overall funding.

The Stafford Lean Programs have grown and clanged more in
my years of experience as a financial aid administrator than any
other Title IV program. At the University, 3,800 students receive
$15 million from the rtograms authorized in Part B of Title N.
Almost one-half of our total aid resources comes from the Stafford,
SIB, and PLUS

Our graduate trap:tessional students are particularly depend-
ent on these loans to meet a substantial part of their education
cost.

In my opinion, the Stafford Loan Program is out of controL It is
out of control. It is over-regulated and complicated by different re-
quirements from the various participants. The application process
is often inconsistent. Forms vary from one lender to another. And
regulations change or are added with great frequency. Repayment
procedures are no less complex.

Because our office handles the collection of student-based campus
loans, we serve many borrowers who are also in repayment for
Stafford Loan& are often confused about &ferment and re-
payment options, they may receive less than acceptable service
when they try to contact lenders about the status of their loans.
The program must be simplified for the sake of both students and
institutions.

1 o
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STATEMENT TO TEE

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education and Labor

United States House of Representatives

June 28, 1991

by

Eleanor S. Norris
Director, Office of Scholarships and Student Aid
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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Kr. Chairman. members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education. I

appreciate the opportunity to participate today in these hearings about

reautherization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

am Eleanor Norris, Director of the Office of Seholarships and Student Aid at

the University of North Carolina at Chepel Hill. 1 speak as a financial aid

administrator at a major public institution in this State, a school with a national

reputation for excellence in teaching, research and service, and with en enrollment

of 146,700 undergraduates and 7,800 graduate and professional students. The Office of

Scholarshipa and Student Aid provides funding and financial aid services to mots than

8.000 students each Year. V. have an aid program in excess of 830,000,000, from

which 6.000 students receive $2i.000,000 from the progreme authorized by Title IV of

tho Higher Education Arr. In addition, we are responsible for collection of federal

and institutional student loan funds from 12,000 borrowers with $24,000,000 in

outstanding loans.

In 1993. the University at Chapel Hill will celebrate the 200th anniversary of

its opening as the firer state-owned university in America Part of the University's

treasured heritage has been the commitment that students would have the opportunity

for an education here based on their ability to learn, not on their ability to pay.

Financial aid programs have made that assurance possible. from the establishment of

the first University laan fund in 1879 to the present dey, with 701 of our aid

kesources coming from the programs authorized by Title IV We are deeply grateful to

the members of Congress and this Subcommittee for your continued support of federal

student assistance programs. We share your belief that a strong federal role In

higher education is necessary if the nation is to accomplish its goal of equal

educational opportunity.

Reauthorization of the Nigher Education Act gives Congress and the education

198
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community chance to review and memsure the effectiveness of student aid programs

and to make improvements for the benefit of students who need fin.ncial aid to pursue

higher education opportunities I will comment briefly today on several issues of

importance to the students who receive Title IV assistance at the Univereite of North

Carolina at Chapel Mill.

Firer, and most important on my agenda. ia a much-needrd simplification of the

financial aid process. 1 believe that the greatest barrier to higher education today

is not the lack of student aid resources, hot the complexity of the system which

delivers financial aid to students I have been A financial aid administrator since

1964, one year before passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965, and the method by

which students apply fnr and re,!eive assistance has never been more intimidating and

overwhelming. Students who apply for aid at the University are confused by the

application process, the variety of documents to complete and the methodology by

which aid eligibility is determined 1 wish to support several suggestions, most of

which have already been introduced in testimony by the National Association of

Financial Aid Administrators, by the {;ollege Board And other education associations,

as well as by individual financial aid administrators I understand that many of

these ideas for simplification are included in legislation recently introduced bs

Senator Edward Kennedy as Senate Bill 1137,

o The Application form oust be simplified, but not by eliminating questions that

are needed hv institutions and programs for non-federal funds I strongly

support the continuation of Multiple Data Entry, in which a student can file

one form for federal. stare end institutional assistance Our entering

students typically apply to several colleges, which may have varying needs for

data to make financial aid decisions. If there were again a proliferation of

financial aid forms an oversimplified one for federal funds and additional

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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doeuawnts for supplemental data oils students would find the system mere

difficult than ever Coord4nat1on of the application process can be

accoopltshed only if a standard form is acceptable to all patties in the

delivery of financial aid.

o The application form could he simplified if some ot the questions now mandated

by the Congressional Methodology Net, eliminatea Fot esample, the methodology

calls for a °simple needs reef," which has proven to be far less than simple

for the relatively small number of sturieLts wh, benefit from this sp, r tal

treatment Instead, 1 r ccommend an automatic measurement of aid eligibility,

such as a family's receipt of public assistance. which would allov a student to

complete only a minimum number of questions on the standard application form

further. I urge that the different treatment of dislocated workers and

displaced homemakers in rhe Congressional Methodology be dropped, allowing aid

adatntstrctorr ta give consideration to these students in measuring their need

for assistance. These changes to the methodology would simplify both thy

application form and the need analysis process, without removing the ability to

help students with special circumstances

o I support a change in the definition of en independent student ro allow the

classification to be based only on the so-called automatic criteria age :4 or

older, graduate or professional studaw. having legal dependents, veteran. and

orphan or ward of the court It is my understanding that nearly 8S% of

students who qualify for financial aid as indeptrdent students do so on the

basis of these criteria the remaining ISI are indtpeodent because they meet

certain conditional ctitaria, such as having pfuof ot tinancial self-

sufficiency and not being Claimed by parents as tax dependents. Establishing

the definition of an independent student according to the automatic criteria

2.4)
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would greatly simplify the form, and students who nerd special attention

because of other conditions could be handled on an individual basis by

financial aid administrators. If such a change were made. the application form

could identify independent student status by asking live questions rather than

the current 17

Ar:o as a simplification issue, I believe that the delivery of Pell Crant funds

could be impoved by allowing an institution to disburse an award without a Student

Aid Report. 'Ase document currently required to authorize institutional payment At

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, almnst studrnts .eveive Pell

Otants, and 4 large number are delayed sach year as data must be repeatedly costected

in chi Central Processor's reeinds This leads to studvnt anxiety and frustration

when they do not have funds to meet educational and living expenses at the heginning

of an enrollment period An institution should be given the authority to dishuisr a

Pell Crant on the basis Of 411 ellgibiliry index calcolated hy a certified Multiple

Data Entry processor, without requiring a student to present the Student Aid Report

The accuracy of a Pell Grant payment could be measured by comparing eligibility

indexes on institutional disbursement records, now collected on periodic Progress

Reports, with those computed by the Central Processor

I nthusiastically support the attention being given in the reauthorization

process to early awareness programs. to provide better and earlier information to

students and their families about academic preparation and the availability of

financial aid for higher education. I am excited about federal intervention

programs, such as the Student Counseling and Assistance Ne!work, introduced by

Congressman Thomas Sawyer as H h 1524. end the Chance to Co co College Act, H. R

761 supported by Congressmen Harold Ford. These initiatives could well provide

incentives to young people to stay in school and seek educational opportunities
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beyond high school Students who wish to study at the University c9uld benefit by

early awareness programa. in meeting academic requirements for entrance and in

understanding that financial aid will be available to supplement reaources from the

atudent and the family.

On another !sous, the shift of federal student aid support from grants to loans

has been wall documented in national studies, which have pointed out that

inflationary factors over the past decade have greatly diminished the purchaeing

power of grant dollars. The resulting change in the balance between grants and loins

is a concern at the University. The shift is reflected in the aid programs !or

undergraduate students, in which a smaller portion of a student's total award ic met

with gift assistance each year. As costs have increased, our students have had to

accept larger loan burdens The students who have been particularly affected by this

change im funding are from low-income, disadvantaged backgrounds and are the most at-

risk for retention and percistence It is not unusual for these students to borrow

$10,000 or more se undergraduates They often do not complete their scademic work

because they do not wish to accumulate more debt and cannot work additional hours to

provide tha difference between costs and grant support. For these reasons, I believe

that an increase t. the maximum Pall Grant award, indexed to cost.of-living

increeses, is essential. I do not support the proposal to target Pall Grants to

students with family incomes of loss then $10,000. Although I agree that Pell Grants

should go to the most needy students, there are many students at the University with

family incomes above that arbitrary cut-off whom parents can make no contribution to

ducational costs. For these students, Pall Grant support is an esaential part of

their overall funding.

The Stafford Loan Program have grown ond changed more in my years of

experience as a financial aid administrator than any other of the Title IV program.

22
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At the University, 3,800 students
receive $15,000.000 from the programs authorized In

Part 8 of Title IV alowst one.half of our total aid resources comes from the

Stafford, SLS, and PLUS Programs Omr graduate and professional students ate

particulerly dependent on these loans to meet a substantial part of their educational

costs. In my opinion, the Stafford Loan Program is out of control; it is over-

regulated and complicated by different requirements from the various participants

The application process is inconsistent. forme vary from one lender to another, and

regulations change or are added with frequency Repayment procedures are no less

complex Because our office handles the collection of campus-based student loans, ve

serve many borrowers who are also in repayment for Stafford Loans They sre often

confused about deferment and zepayment options, and they may receive less than

acceptable service when they try to rontart lenders about the status of their loans

The program must be simplified, for the sake of both students and institutions

I suggest that in the reaw.horization process consideration be given to waiving

requirements in the Stafford Loan Programs for institutions wbo meet established

standards for administration of the programa For example, if the default rate is

low at an institution, this should be evidence that students from that school Are

likely to repay their loans, and the institution should be exempted from many of the

initiatives best dixected to schools with high defaults Regulatory relief is

urgently needed, so that institutions can better serve students and assure the

viability of the programs

I encourage the Subcommittee to consider seriously the proposal for A Direct

Student Loan Progr.n which has been introduced by the National Association of State

Universities and Land Giant Colleges This plan would allow schools to make Stafford

Loans directly tc lo-scients, much as Poll Grant and campus-based funds are awarded .

without third party participation by lenders and guarantee mgeneies. Nhile I realize

0 ;
Aw
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that the proposal is yet only a framework, and coats hey* not been calculated, I hop*

that it will be xplored, not only an a way to sews budget outlay but also as scans

to simplify an extremely complicated program.

Thank you again for this opportunity to bs with you today and to advance thesa

thoughts about reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Your work I. extramly

important to atudants and their families and to tha entire nation mi me continue our

efforts to remove economic barriers to higher education.
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Chairman SAWYER. Mr. Hitchner?

STATEMENT OF STEVEN HITCHNER, DIRECTOR, ECPI COMPUTER
INSTITUTE, RALEIGH, NONTH CAROLINA

Mr. Hucuraza. Mr. Chairman, good morning.
My name is Steven Hitchner. I am Director of the ECPI Compute

er Institute in Raleigh, anti president of the North Carolina
Association of Independent . .ls and Colleges.

As a former university instructor, I am a firm believer in the
promise of educational opportunities, and as someone who has trav-
eled through our postsecondary system from four-year university to
private career school, I am also appreciative of the diversity and
plurality of our educational system. I look forward to seeing this
diversity and opportunity being preserved and broadened through
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

First, let me express my thanks to you for holding this hearing
on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act here in North
Carolina. Our State is strongly committed to postsecondary educa-
tion, and we are looking forward to a future that is equally strong
in preparing individuals for solid, productive careers.

Here in North Carolir a, there are more than 17,452 students at-
tending the 51 private career scir,ols and colleges educating stu-
dents in a variety of career fields. At the ECPI Computer institute,
we are a little bit less well-known than Duke and North Carolina
State University. Let me acquaint you briefly with Et7I Computer
Institute as An organization and with my whool, ECPI Institute of
Raleigh.

ECPI is a private technical training school founded in 1966. ECPI
now trains over 2,500 students per year in four Virginia and now
three North Carolina school locations. ECPI provides training in
computer electronics, computer programming, office and medical
computer specializations, word processing, and paralegal studies.

ECPI schools have rendered employment systems to over 2,000
different employers, many of whom have hired ECPI graduates on
numerous occasions. Examples of major corporations employing
ECPI graduates include IBM, Xerox, Kodak, Lanier, WS, Bur-
roughs, R.J. Reynolds, Northern Telecom, Konica and Cannon.

ECPI holds dual accreditation. It is accredited by the Occupation-
al Commission of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
and by the Accreditation Commission of the National Association
of Trade and Technical Schools.

In North Carolina, ECPI is licensed by the State Board of Com-
munity Colleges. ECPI Computer Institute of Raleigh is brand new.

Our first students entered school in the fall of 1990. As is the
case with the six other ECM, we do not have a policy of open ad-
missions. Applicants must be high school graduates or holders of
GEM and thw must pass an EMI entrance exam specific to their
proposed program of study.

Overall, 20 to 25 percent of otherwise qualified applicants are not
admitted because they do not score well in our examination. ECM
does not admit Ability to Benefit students. ECPI students are not
recruited through surveys done on the street.
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Many applicants are referred to ECPI by graduates. Others hear
about us from school counselors or through conventional advertis-
ing. At the Rale*h school, as at other ECPIs, the average student
is 20-28 years oa About half the student population is minority
and about half is female.

Although as a new school, ECPI of Raleigh does not have a track
record for completion and placement ratings, ECFI overall boasts a
completion rate of over 75 percent and 85 to 90 percent of its grad-
uates are placed in the fields for which they trained at ECPI.

ECPI Computer Institute is neither a prep school nor a finishing
school. ECPI provides technical training to prepare people to do the
jobs that must be done to keep our economy moving. We are proud
of what we do.

Last summer, the National Center for Education and the Eco-
nomic Commission on the Scales of the American Work Force
noted that 70 percent of the jobs in the year 2000 will require some
kind of ndary technical education, but only 20 percent of
those will req Cure a traditional baccalaureate college degree. Dis-
cussing the jobs that will not require a baccalaureate degree, the
panel wrote, "These ,jobs are the backbone of our economy, and the
productivity of workers in these jobs will make or break our eco-
nomic figure."

The Nation's 4,000 private career colleges and schools provide
career specific education for more than 100 professions that are es-
sential to our economic future. If we are going to build the kind of
skilled work force we need to compete in the 1990's, we must nur-
ture this vital sector of postseamdary education. A mgjor segment
of tomorrow's work force depends on it.

When the Higher Education Act was written in 1965, it reflected
the needs of a far different student body than we have today. In
1965, poateecondary education served as a transition from adoles-
cence to adult. hood for mostly white male middle class students
pursuing a full-time liberal arts education at a residential campus.
VVhile this profile stlil fits some students, many of today's students
are older and seeking career specific education and training on a
part-time basis while working and living off campus. Today's stu-
dents are also more racially and ethnically diverse, and are nearly
balanced along gender lines.

With the 1992 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act at
hand, the U.S. Congress has an opportunity to help America meet
its education and workforce needs for the 21st Century. Rather
than ad . the financial needs of postsecondary students as if
all were : a traditional baccalaureate degree, Congress can
explore e of America's students and provide the financial
assistance necessary to encourage them to develop their skills and
knowledge to become productive and valuable citizens.

Everyday, newspaper headlines remind us that society: must help
all Americans become productive workers. But cuts in Pell Grants
make it more difficult for workere to get the training they need.
Now, more than ever, we need to strengthen support for the techni-
cal education segment of postsecondary education and reduce the
imbalance between loans and grants that has forced our neediest
students to rely upon loans to finance their education.

2, f;
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In 1910, grants conatitute 40 percent of typical aid package, with
loans making up most of the remainder. Now, grants make up only
29 lament of the typical package.

This means that many trained graduates must set out on the
career path carrying a crushing debt burden. Restrictions and cuts
in Federal student aid programs are adding to that burden. Stu-
dent aid programs have failed to keep up with the cost of higher
education and this has forced students to bear a greater 44 "4 of
the erste. Coupled with other changes, such as a cap on irrowing
under the Guaranteed Student Lova_ program and restrictions on
Supplemental Loans for Students (SW), students are increasingly
hard-pressed to pay for the training liey need to find good jobs.

The growing percentage of private career school students who
benefit from financial aid is no threat to the student aid system,
but a reflection of increasing demand for this type of education. In
fact, many of our students have previously attended other types of
schools. Pell Grants and the loan programs help private career
school students, many of whom live independently from their fami-
lies, offset their high-level of financial need. To this end, the maxi-
mum Pell Grant award must be increased to help these students.

While we realize the importance of financial aid for our students,
we also realize the concerns associated with default rates. In many
ways, the default rate is primarily the function of the population
servbd. Private career schools educate a divroportionate number
of low-income and at-risk students, thereby increasing the number
of students who default on their loans.

Should the single parent returning to school to give her children
a better life than she had be denied access to education because she
is at risk? We think not.

In 1986, to help with the problem of student loan defaults, we in-
stituted a Default Management Initiative. We educated our stu-
dents about the responsibility associated with taking out loans.
And once they graduated, we got them placed in for which
they were trained. With stead incomes awl knowl : = of the proc-
ess, we helped them get on the right track and pay their stu-
dent loans.

We are proud to report that our efforts have been effective. Ac-
tions by our associations, our accrediting commission and legisla-
tive and regulatory reforms that we have proposed and supported
have helped reduce student loan defaults and abuse of sttWent aid
programe s.

As th head of North Carolina Skills 2000 coalition, an organiza-
tion made up of concerned elected officials, buoiness people, educa-
tors, students and community activists designed to ensure access to
Federal fmancial aid for students attending private career schools,
I urge Congress to - the important contribution that gradu-
ates of private career -Is make to society.

In fact, the greatest job opportunities throughout the next 10
years are expected to be in the service and technical fields. This is
why it is important to ensure that young people have access to the
institution of their choice.

To help achieve these goals, I believe we ought to head in the
direction outlined in the legislative proposal that two national or-
ganizations, the National Association of Trade and Technical

2(27
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Schools (NAM) and the Association of Independent Colleges and
Schools (AICS), have shared with your Committee.

The proposal will provide access to postsecondary eaucation op-
for all students, including the poor and disadvantaged.

it restores the proper balance between grants and loans so that Oie
very poorest do not leave school uncle- a huge burden of debt. It
improves the integrity of the aid programs. And it enhances the ef-
fectiveness of the programs through simplification and improved
administration.

The plan recognizes that people should have access to the type of
education that best meets their interests and abilities, whether at a
four-year college or private carepr school.

Moreover, the proposal calls for a number of reforms that will
air* the accountability of all paiyers involved in the student aid
programs and create ways to curb abuse, reforms that will help re-
store everyone's confidence in these programs. One specific propos-
al worthy of congressional consideration is that loan repayment pe-
riods be extended and the amount of payments graduated to allow
loan recipients to get on their feet in their new careers after grad-
uation. This change alone could substantially reduce the number of
loan defaults.

An efficient and productive economy depends on educators, scien-
tists and doctors. But it also requires the people who build our
homes, program our computers, assist our doctors, repair our cars,
and maintain our offices, schools and hospitals.

There are countless Americans who would not be where they are
today if it had not been for loans, grants and other financial assist-
ance provided through the Higher ,Education Act. Please make sure
the door stays open for the next generation of students who want
to have the same chance so many others have had. We owe them
that chance.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Steven Hitchner follows4

2('S
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sir. chairman, good morning. my name is Stavin Nit:hoar. 2

an Director of the UPI Computer Institute in Raleigh and past-

president at the !forth Carolina Association of Codependent Schools

end Colleges. A. a former university Instructor, I am a firm

believer in tha promise of educational oPPOrtunities and as

oommone who has travelled through our postsecondary system from

four-year enivereity to private oaraer school, Xii also

appreciative of the diversity and plurality of OW educational

eyetes. I leek forward to seeing this diversity and opportunity

being preserved and broadened through tha reauthorisation of the

Nigher Natation Ant.

first, let es empress my Wanks to yoe for holding this

bearing On the reauthorisation'of the Nigher Iducation Act hers in

North Carolina. Our state is strongly committed to postsecondary

education, mitt* ars looking forward to a future that is squally

strong in preparing individuals for solid, productive careers.

Sere in Mirth Carolina, there arm more than 17,451 studeats

attending the 51 private career schools an' canaille. educating

students in a variety of career fields. At the IC71 Computer

Institute, we educate our students in computer technology, office

technology and paralegal studies..

Lest sueeer, the National Canter for &location and the

Sconezy's COmmission on the Skills of the Axerloan Woraforce

noted that 70 percent of the jobe in the year :000 will require

some kind of postsecondary technical education, but only 20

percent OS those will require a traditional baccalaureate =liege

3
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deers,. Discussing the sobs that will not require a baccalaureate

degree, the panel wrote, *These joke are the backbone of cur

avcwowf, and the productivity of workers in these Jobe will make

or Urea our sommemic future.'

The netSon's 5,000 private career colleges and schools

provide cart Arwsposific education for sore than 100 profeesions

that ars essential to our economic future. If we are going to

build the kind of skilled workforce we need to compete in the

Mos, we suet nurture this vitel sector et postseocodary

educetten. A Wow segment of tomorrow's workforce depends en it.

When the Nigher :duration eat las written in ion, It

refloated the needs of a far different student Wady that es have

today, In 1100 postsecondary education served as a transition

from adolescence to adulthood for mostly whits sale middle-class

students priming full-time liberal arts education at

'evidential pampas. While this profile still fits some students,

many of today's students are older and seeking career-specifier

education and training on a pert-time basis while working and

living off campus. Today's students are also more noisily and

ethnically dimes, and ars nearly balanced along gender lines.

nue to their 400nonic oiroumetances, many of today's students

cannot continuously Mend school far four ow more years. rot,

current regulations are biased against Short-term prograwr, and

they prevent students from pursuing part-time education on an

occasional keels. ff a student attends school for a short period

of time, needs to stop to work to earnimare nem, end tiara to

3
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begin their education again, they risk activating their leen

repayment schedule by Waylay school. This perverse incentive

encourages students tu abandon partially completed pregrams or not

even begin their postsecondary education. This affects students

at all postsecondary institution/hi
e-yeer colleges and

universities, community and junior colleges, and privets caner
schools and colleges, alike.

With the 1093 reauthorization of the Nigher education Act at

band, the VA. Comae* bas an opportunity to help America meet

its education end workforce needs for the 21et century. Sather
than addressing the financial needs of ponseoondary students as
it 411 were pursuing traditional baccalaureate degree, Congress

can explore the needs of America's students and provide the

financial assistance neoeseary to ancourece them to develop their

skills and knowledge to become productive end valuable citisans.

everyday newspaper bealines remind us that society must

balp 411 Americans become productive tureen. nut cuts in Pell

Grants maks it more difficult for workers to get the training they
need. Now, more than ever, ws need to strengthea support tor the

technical eduostion segment of postsecondary education and reduce

the imbalance between loans end grants that has forced our

neediest students to rely upon loans to finance their education.

re 111$0. grants conatituted 40 velment of the typical aid

package, with loans making up soot or the remainder. mow grants

Maks Up Only 29 percent of the typicel peeaseet

This nuns many trained graduates suet set out on the career

212
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path carrying crushing debt burden. Restrictions and cuts in

federal, student sid progress are sliding to that burden. Student

aid programs have failed to keep up with the cost of higher

education and this has forced students to beer a greater portion

of the coots. coupled with other changes, such as a cep on

borrowing under the Guaranteed Student Loan program and

restrictions on Supplementel Loans tor Students (SLO), student.

ars increasingly hard-pressed to pay for the training they need to

find good lobs.

The graving percentage of privets wear school students who

benefit from financial aid le no threat to tbe student aid system,

but s reflection of increasing demand for this type of education.

Pell Grants and the loan prowess help private career school

students In many of wham live independently from their families --

ofteet their high level of financial need.

mile we realise the importance of financial aid for our

students, we also realise the amosrne associated with default

rates. Vnfortmetely, the default rate is primarily a function of

the population served. Private career schools educate a

disproportionate number of low-income and staTisk students,

thereby inoreesing the number of students who &davit on their

loans

in IOU, to help with the problem of student loan defaults,

we instituted a Default Management toltiative. V. educated our

students shout the responsibility associated with taking out

loans, and once they graduated we got thes placed in jobs for
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which they were trained. With steady Wows and knowledge of ths

Process, we helped them get on the right track and pay back their

student lease. We arm proud to report that oer efforts have been

stfeetive. Actions by ourossoelations, our accrediting

commissions, and legislative and regulatory reforms that we have

proposed and supported have helped reduce student loan defaults

and abuse of student 'deprograms.

As tAe head of North Carolina skills 3000 coalition -- an

organisation made up of concerned elected officials, business-

people, educators, student, and commUnity activists designee to

ensure access to federal financial aid for litudents attending

private career schools I urge Congress to recognise the

important contribution tbat graduates of private career schools

make to society. In fact, the greatest job opportunities

throughout the next 10 years are expectod to be in the service and

teOhnical fields. This le why it is iepOrtant to ensure that

Young People have moss to the institution of their choice.

10 help aobieve Oise goals, I believe we ought to %sad in

the direction outlined in the legisletive proposal %het two

national organisations -- the National Assooistion of Wade and

Technical 00hoois (XATTS) and the Association of Independent

C011sges and Schools (AICS, -- have shared witb your Committee.

The proposal will provide gooses to postsesondary education

opportunities for all students, including the poor and

disadvantaged it restores the proper balance between grants and

Leone eo the very poorest do not )eave school under s hogs burden

2 1 4
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of debt. It /*prove) tho integrity of the aid programs. And it

enhances the affectivenees of the programs through simplification

and improved administration.

The plan recognises that people should have access to the

type of education that best meets their interests and abilities,

whether at a four-year college or privets career school.

Noreover, the proposal cans for a number of reforms that

will clarify the accountability of all players involved in the

student aid programs and create ways to curb abuse reforms that

will help restore everyone's confidence in these programs.

An efficient and productive economy depends on educators,

scientists and doctors. Sut it also requires the people who build

our homes, program our elevators, assist our doctors, repair our

cars and saintain our offices, schools and hospitals.

There me countless Americana who would not be where they

ars today if it had not been for loans, grants and other financial

assistance provided through Nigher lineation Act. Please maks

sure tho door stays open for the nest generation of students who

want to have the sass chance so sany others have had we owe

them that chance.

Thank you.
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Hitchner.
Thank all very much.

_ 4 the pressures of time, let me ask Mr. Belvin and
Mrs. a to begin, having heard from the rest of you, on the
question of direct aid, and the question of front-loaning, which isone to into your immediate situation.

Mr. Do you mean in the form of Pell Grant loans?
Chairman &yam Direct loans as opposed to guaranteed loans.Mr. Bum. Are you talking about the direct lending programthat is being suggested that you opposed?
Chairman SAWYER. Yes, I am.
Mr. BELvix. I am against that program. I would speak against

the direct lending program because I fear the consequences of it. I
wonder if the Treasury has the resources to support it I see the
vast resources in the public sector that are now supporting that
program and I wondered why we should not take advantage ofthose. Is sometimes worry that the banks might be profiting exces-
sively, but I think that could be controlled by proper mechanisms. I
also worry about what would likely be a &A of the administrative
burden to the campus were a program like that instituted.

I remember the fanfare of the Fell Grant program; the very clear
promises that they would not be a burden on the campus. And now
the vast percentage of efforts supporting the Pell Grant program is
campus-based in nature.

MS. MORRIS. Well, I knew that somehow or another, my colleague
and I from Duke would be pitted against one another.

Chairman SAWYER. This is not pi at you against one another.
This is an opportunity to discuss the Merence of opinion.

Ms. Mom& That is correct. I have spoken in favor of your look-
ing at the direct student loan program. I think that looking at it
certainly would serve as a way to try and find some ways to ease
the burdens that are, I believe, excessive on institutions and on stu-dents.

Not all States are blessed with an agenry as . as we have inNorth Carolina for administering the Stafford a a Program. We
deal with 50 States and hundreds and hundreds of lenders or guar-
anteed agents as I know Duke does. The inconsistency of the waystudents get into that process, the way the loans are handled, the
way they get out of the proces& the shifting of their paper oncethey go into repayment, all of that, I think has made the programgrow out of control.

Became our office does do loan collections for the Perkins pro-gram, we come into many students or former students who are re-
paying those Perkins and Stafford Loans and their confusion is just
very, very apparent.

And there must be a way to simplify the program that is so enor-
mous. It is half of our total aid; $15 million at Chapel Hill is
coming to our studenta in the form of guaranteed loans. But thereis not an easy way to get it to student& It is difficult for them to
get out of the loan programs and into repayment

My colleague mentioned that he feared that it would be an ad-ministrative burden to campuses; I don't believe it could be anymore of au administrative burden than it currently is. The regula-
tions keep adding to it.
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I think that there needs to be another look at what, really, we
ma to do but the default initiatives are aimed in the right

We have got to find a way to simplify it. I truly believe
that the direct loan - is a way either to simplify it or to
force us to simplify, we are taking a look at what is out
there.

Chairman SAWYER. There are others who have viewed direct
lending and other potential solutions as a way to overcome some of
the abuses of lending programs.

Mr. Hitchner comes to us today. The loan lending program be-
comes a cash-out, either for a lending institutions or for recipient
institutions of learning, and I use that term loosely. Or in some
cases, both. That may be too large a change to overcome that spe-
cific problem, but it is all wit of that loan problem that made the
Stafford Loan program suffer such attention.

Mr. Bum. If I felt like a direct lending concept would reduce
the abuse in certain seffmenb of the educational community, I
would certainly be more in favor of it. If that were the reasons for
moving in that direction, thin) I certainly would be supporthe of a
very serious expiration because I do believe that it does need to be
controlled.

Chairman SAWYER. Any time you talk about a Federal lending
program, it rains concerns. Nonetheless, the partnership has its
own set of problem&

Mr. Palm Before Mr. Beivin leaves, let me aak a question as
well; then, maybe we can turn to the rest of the panel, because this
is certainly something that a number will want to address.

That has to do with what the priorities for assistance should be.
Everyone wants more assistance and more generous availability of
resources, but the questions of fairness and equity are still going to
be with us no matter how big the overall amount of money is.

President Robinson of St. Augustine's told us this morning in re-
ferring specifically to the administration's proposals for altering
the Pell Grant criteria, that we risked taking the money away
from the near poor to give it to the very poor. He said frc= his
point of view, that was not a very good bargain. Families in the
$10,000425,000 income range very much need the sunort, and
there was erry reason to be wary of proposals that wW reduce
their eligibility and their claim on these funds.

Now, Mr. Belvin, in your statement, you _referred W the congres-
sional interest in increasing the aid eligibility of middle income
families, but you expressed some wariness about some of the specif-
ic proposals that have been made in this regard.

I expect that you are referring to the Representative Gephardt's
the so-called Middle Income Student Assistance Act,

of course, has many provisions. But one of the proposals in
that is the value of a family home or farm, those very specific and
limited assets, should be removed from the calculations for student
aid.

So I am asking you two questions: one is what are you referring
to when you say that assets still should be part of determining
family ability?

Then, also, how would you assess the proposed shift in assistance
made by the Bush Administration?

1 1 /
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Mr. BXLVIN. Certainly, there has been a lot of consideration re-
movizg home equity. My concern for moving home equity from the
need-based calculation relates pimrily to the old &ift curve in
this country. If you do research, which I am sure you may have
seen, you will find that it is not the poor families in this country
that own homes. It is not the black families in this country that
own homes. In fact, if you remove home equity in its totality fromthe new analysis dec.ision: completely remove that, what you in
fact do is transfer eligibility from low-income to middle and per-
haps -income_ people. What you will do is equalize eligibility byin ng eligibility in the middle-income and the near-poor per-
haps groups, without making ,ony effect on the poor people.

I have no objection to providing additional resources for middle-
income people. My fear is that unless additional resources are
made available, there will be more demand for the same piece of
money. It will be spread over that pool and it will result in a shiftof funds from one end of segment to the other. And while it
would help low-income pe ale, I am concerned about losing the
poor families in this coup y, primarily minorities and first-genera-
tion college families. That is the group I would worry about most.
In terms of front-end loading

Chairman SAV/YER. Let me just interrupt you to clarify some-
thing. This is the second time this discussion has come up. Di your
primary concern over the thing with the dollars, if the dollars were
raised,_,your concern would be of the availability?

Mr. VIN. Exactly.
Chairman SAWYER. It is not that the fundamental tends to shift

or to broaden it?
Mr. Bram. I would encourage you to broaden the benefit. What

I fear is that if they were to brn the benefit without a common
effort to increase hinding, it would, in fact, be a hollow victory in
the sense that there would be no additional funds. So there would
be a shifting of funds that would result

Mr. Plum. All right. We are talking about two distinct proposals
now. You are wary of the Gephardt proposal insofar as it mightbroaden middleelass eligibility at the expense of those who arelower on the scale. You don't want to propose that kind of trade-
off. What about the shift in the opposite direction, such as thisyear's administration budget request?

Mr. Bvu,. To shift what little marry is availfble to the near-
poor down to the very poor, yes. I am, in fact, against that. I think
that the arraythe structure that we have in place now is appro-
priate relative to the resources that we have available.

In terms of need analysis, I am not sure that there is much dif-
ference between being poor and imirly poor. It seems to be a dis-
tinction without merit in most cases. I would refer you to research
that shows for the most part families with income of $20,000 or
below. And I am not talking about asset income. I am talking
about earned income, without significant asset basis. Those families
in fact are ftilly eligible for any resources. They have zero parent
contributions or nearly zero parent contributions.

I think the distinctions on the cusp of that group would have
very little meaning, and I think it is incumbent upon universities
and other providers of this country, which will be supported by

21S
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continuation of the "E" Program, to, in fact, continue to partici-
pate and provide the resources of that group, hopefully, with the
possibility mcving beyond that with new resources for middle-
income families.

Chairman SAwitze. I know Mr. Belvin needs to go. That is fine.
We appreciate your sticking with us and adding some very useful
testimony.

Let me just, while we are on the subject, ask other members of
the panel to comment on this general question of what groups
ought to be targeted. In particular, is the balance about right now
between the assistance we give to the very poorest familm and
those in the next bracket up; those in the, let's say, $15,000 to
$30,000 range, or ought there be a decisive &ift, either upward or
down? Do any strong views on that?

Do you, Mr. for example, define the eligibility rules
you are now working wi as an adequate targeting system?

Mr. Gwaiusori. Okay. I would hope there would not be ivinift of
funds from the almost poor to the poor. I would ho = to maintain a
balance so that the students who are in the $1 000 to $25,000
range would be able to finance an education wi t having to
borrow heavily on the Stafford Loan Program, especially at the
community college level. As you know, our cost of education is a
bargain, and when students have to borrow funds to attend our col-
lege, I think it is a shame.

Chair1118/1 SAWYER. We are going to run out of time for this par-
ticular panel. Let me shift directions just briefly.

Mr. Hitchner, your institution, is one d many high quality insti-
tutions in this country, that has come under severe attack for de-
fault rates. These institutions fall in the generalized category of

schools.
you give us any sense of what generally institutions that fall

in that category wmM propose that you or we together do in order
to diminish that extraordinary default rate that some institutions
experience?

Mr. Hrrciftrza. Yes. In fact, the reason really that I am here on
relatively short notice is in anticipation of that kind of question. I
think it is a question that needs to be asked and someone needs to
be around to answer that question.

As you can tall from my testimony, I am very proud of what I do
at MM. There are many, fine schools. have been bad
schools. Obviously, there have been tremendous abuses of the Fed-
eral Student Loan system. In &ct,our associaticm, the National As-
sociation of Trade and Technical ScWols, has recently spent over a
million dollars defending itself against schoois that it does deny ac-
creditation to. So I think the mechanisms are already in pb.
With the default initiative, things have already been done. I don't
think

Mr. PRICK May I interrupt you just to ask a specific question on
that? You did cite this default initiative in your statement and you
say that, We are proud to report that our efforts have been effec-
tive," and you cite a reduction in student loan default rates, but
you Jon't numbers. Do you have specific numbers
that could trZlidi:ps&cifisetatement?

Mr. Hamann. I do not with me, no.
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Mr. Pa= Are these available?
Mr. Hnrionni. Yes, sir.
Chairman SAWM. We are happy to hold the record open for the

inclusion of such numbers.
Mr. firranwsa. Yes. In fact, we have a had a marked decrease

from our sector. A lot of schools have closed. Because of that, a lot
of schools have had accreditation removed, have been denied ac-
creditation. Those are things that we all heartily support. They are
beneficial to our economy and to our educational system. I think
that one of the main points that I would make about default is that
it has a lot to do with the risk of the person being served. I men-
tioned earlier that we have the single _went who wants to return
to school. Certainly, that is a -i&k student I think the ques-
tion is: Should that person be ed access to education?

Yes, there is a risk that that person will default
I think one of the important things to consider is repayin ant As

the system is right now, many people go into default who would
like to repay their loans, but are unable to. A number af the stu-
dents that we see have been to other schools and they come to us
with baggage, if you will, of unpaid loans. Should we deny them
the chance to go to school because they have been somewhere else
and haps that has not been succeesful for them, knowing that it
is : to be a struggle for them on their budget as a graduate to
repay t loan? Thoee are difficult questions.

Chairman SAV/173. They are difficult and they are also difficult
imposed against the obligation that we ask everybody else in this
room to pay for those students and diminish the capacity of this
Nation to fund thoee students who are in the process of positioning
themselves to repay it So it is a set of tensions that are com lex.

Mr. Palm The nores are quite striking. The portion of Stafford
Loans I).- to proprietary schools is now around 30 percent up
from ; percent 10 years ago, and the portion of the Pell Grant
going to proprietary schools has doubled. It is now fully a quarter
of the money spent in Pell Grants which goes to proprietary
schools.

I guess I would like to knowoften these figures are cited as
helping to explain the default rate because, al yOU know, the pro-

schools, of course, cover a lot of kinds of institutions.
the default rates are hi,gher in these institutions. Maybe

for tome reasons and some bad reasons.
What you think about thaw percentages? I would like to ask

the rest of you: Has the program gotten seriously out of whack, do
you think, in terms of the kinds of schools that are andsted
or is this a sort of shift one would expect, given the of needs
we are seeing out in the world?

Mr. GARRISON. Well, I just want to call attention again to the
kind of attrition rate that the students at St. AwuWw's face at
100 to 200 attrition rate from the freshman to senIor year, and the
kinds of financial pressures that are placed on those students as

oPgrflucs. Are those rather radical obi& and who is getting this
to theit makes it difficult.

support? Is it an indication that something is seriously out of
whack or is it basically wha we have been expecting out in the
potential etudent population? Some of you are not representing
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proprietary ichools, though. How do you view these figures? Do you
see that as a threat or do you see it as a normal development?

Ms. MORRIS. May I respond?
I guess we would see it as a threat only as it serves to increase

the burden on the administrative program. The default initiatives
are profit, but they are not always properly placed. If an institu-
tion has a very low default rate, and it seems to me there ought to
be a waiver of some of the default initiatives, so we would see the
way the money is distributed and the way it is in default. The dis-
tribution of default as being a problem only when you throw the
baby and the bath water out at the same time.

The problem that we see with the default, the way students at
our institution go into default more has to do with the fact that
they are having to get multiple loans, loans from several programs,
and in amounts of money that are beyond that which their chosen
profession will ever make easy for them to repay. So the answer
there, I think, is increacing the grant systems so that students who
are on track for low-paying professions can perhaps get more
grants assistance and that multiple loans are not necessary. That
loan maximums can be raised so they can stay with one program
and deal with one lender.

Mr. GARRISON. I think you have heard the saying that institu-
tions do not fail, students do. I think the problem that we have in
community college systems is that the students who take out loans
are usually the at-risk students. So those students are more likely
to fail. Our default rate is around 12 to 13 percent, but many of our
institutions in North Carolina have had default rates above 50 per-
cent. But when you look at the total dollars for the number of stu-
dents who have borrowed, there are very few in comparison to the
proprietary schools and the private schools and the public universi-
ties.

Chairman SAWYER. We are going to begin our fourth panel. Let
me say to start with, by way of apology, I don't think I am going to
be able to stay for the entire discourse. I have to catch a plane.

Although we are fairly close to being on schedule, I don't want
anybody to think that I am not interested in the subject of this
fourth panel, which is Title VI, International Education. The panel
this afternoon is made up of Dr. Frank Hart, Acting Provost, North
Carolina State University; Dr. Craufurd D. Goodwin, Department
of Economics, Duke University and Dr. Donald J. Raleigh, Office of
International Programs, University of North Carolina.

Welcome, gentlemen. Thank you for being with us.
Dr. Hart?

STATEMENT OF FRANK D. HART, ACIING PROVOST, NORTH
CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. HART. yes, Mr. Chairman, let me make just a brief comment.
I am pleased to represent North Carolina State University's per-

rativconcerning Title VI of the Reauthorization of the Higher
ateion Act.

Chairman SAWYER. Dr. Hart, would you move the microphone
closer to you, please, sir? Thank you.
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Mr. HART. Our university has been involved in international ac-
tivities for , years. More recently, however, we have seen a
need to re-en = and enhance what we are doing in the interna-
tional area.

This has led to the preparation of a Five Year Strategic Plan for
International Programs at North Carolina State University. The
preface of our strategy report is borrowed from an article entitled,
"Southern International yes" from the Southern Growth
Policy Board, published in June 1989 and I think states well the
perspective we have taken in approwhing our plan.

I would like to quote to you from that report. "That universities
need to adapt to gloW trends can hardly be disputed. An America
that once dominated global trade, politics, arts, technology, could
affoyd to be eccentric in training young adults for high skill occu-
pabons.

That is no longer the case. Changing political, economic and cul-
tural realities and the growing ethnic diversity in the southern
work force, call for a population equipped at all levels with an un-
derstanding of different cultures, the economic and political inter-
dependence between nations, a grasp of basic language skills and
an ability to tap into as well as contribute to, global research and
information networks. Southern universities bear a large responsi-
bility for the South's capacity to compete globally."

That earls the quotation.
I want to share with you some additional aspects of the strategic

plan that we developed because I believe you will see the relation-
ship between the items we have in our plan and Title VI. We start
out with the question, why should NC State University want to
internationalize more of its activities?

We need only to examine the implications of the pace and scope
of recent changes in geopolitical relationships among nations.
Events such as Iraq's invasion of Kuwait demand more internation-
al competence from the citizens of North Carolina to understand
their impact on our national policies and economic welfare. Envi-
ronmental concerns such as acid rain, and global warming envelop
all nations and call for new collaborative efforts in research, train-
ing_ and policy.

The massive trade and budget deficits now being experienced by
the United States emphasize the necessity of training staff in
North Carolina business to compete more effectively against for-
eign firms here and abroad. We must develop ways to improve our
human capital reeources in order to cope with t.ese changes and
reverse those negative trends. Improving human capital resources
is the purview of colleges and universities.

N.C. State and other publicly supported institutions have a man-
date to conduct outreach activities as well as teach and conduct re-
search. That mandate calls for infusing additional content into
course offerings for regular degree programs. It means designing
new academic programs in international and area studies. And it
means conducting research on issues raised by global changes an
challenges.

I want to just briefly outline several of the goals that we have in
our report. First of which is to encourage American students to
achieve significantly higher levels of international competence

222
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through increasing the international content of courses in each de-
partment, offering more options in international and area studies
programs, integre foreign language studies into degree require-
meats for most . plines, providing incentivse te participate in
study or internships abmad.

Goal 'Itvo is to maximize the net result of having international
students and international visiting scholars on our campus.

Goal Three is to expand internationally related research and
public service by faculty through providing new incentives to travel
abroad and conduct researth on global issues, becoming more in-
volved in international cooperation programs with developed as
well as newly industrialized countries and with outreach activities
for international businesses in North Carolina.

The fourth major goal is to refine our own administrative prac-
tices and adopt new ones that will support the internationalization
of our campus. From discussing these goals, I think you can under-
stand why we believe that Title VI should be continued. We believe
that our plan is compatible with many provisions of Title VI and
we encourage you and your colleagues to support Title VI of the
Reauthorization of the lUgher Education Act. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Frank D. Hart followsq
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Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased to represent the North Carolina State

University perspective concerning Title Vi of the Reauthorization of the Higher

Eckication Act. I would Ike to go on record as suppostng the recommendations

concerning Title VI, submitted to the House Postsecondary Subcommittee by our

leading higher education associations on April the 8th of this year.

Our University has been involved in International activities for many years.

More recently we have seen a need to reenergize and enhance what we are doing in

the international area This has led to the preparation of awrive Year Strategic Plan for

International Programs at North Carolina State University." The preface of this strategy

report is borrowed from an article entitled "Southern International Perspectives," from

Southern Growth Policies Board, June 1989, page 2, and states well the perspective

we have taken in approaching our plan.

'That universities need to adapt to global trends can hardly be disputed. An

America that once dominated global trade. politics, arts, and technology could afford to

be ethnocentric in training young adults for high-skill occupations. That is no longer

the case. Changing political, economic, and cultural realities, and the growing ethnic

diversity in the southern work force, call for a population equipped at all levels with an

understanding of different cultures, the economic and political interdependence

between nations, a grasp of basic language skills, and an ability to tap into, as well as

contribute to, global research and information networks. Southern universities bear a

large responsibility for the South's capacity to compete globally?

I want to sham with you some additional aspects of our strategic plan because I

think you will see the relationship between needs we have identified and provisions of

Title VI that are currently under discussion.
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The Rationale and Goals and Objectives in our plan are staled as follows:

Why should NCSU want to internationalize more of its activities? We onlyneed

to examine the implications of the pace and scope of recent changes in geopolitical

relationships among nations. Events such as Iraq's invasion of Kuwait demand more

International competence from the citizens of North Carolina to understand their

Impact on our national policies and economic welfare. Environmental concerns such

as acid rain and global warming envelop all nations end call for new collaborative

efforts in research, training, and policy. The massive trade and budget deficits now

being experienced by the United States emphasize the necessity of training staff in

North Carolina businesses to compete more effectively against foreign firms hereand

abroad.

We must develop ways to improve our human capital resources in order to cope

with these changes and reverse these negative tnends. Improving human capital

resources is the purview of colleges and universities. NCSU and other publicly

supported institutions have a mandate to conduct outreach activities as well as

teach and carry out research. That mandate calls for infusing additional international

content into course offerings for regular degree programs. It means designing new

academic programs in international and area studies. And it means conducting

research on issues raised by global changes and challenges.

2
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GOAL 1. Encourage American students to achieve significantly higher

levels of international competence through

A. increasing the international content of courses in each department

B. offering mOre options in international and area studies progrums

C. integrating foreign language sludies into degree requirements tor

most disciptines

0. providing incentives to participate in stir* or intemships abroad

GOAL U. Maximize the net innate from having international students

and international visiting scholars on campus through

A. articulating and implementing more precise polices and programs for

international students and senrices provided for them

B. integrating the study and research activities of international visiting

scholars into the ongoing programs of each college/school

3
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GOAL HI. Expand internationally related research and public service by

faculty through

A. providing new incentives to travel abroad and conduct research on

global issues

B. becoming more involved in international cooperation programs with

developed as well as newly industrialized countries and with outreach

activities for international business in North Carolina

GOAL IV. Refine existing administrative practices and adopt new ones

to support the Internationalization of NCSU through

A. developing an implementation plan for International activities in each

college/school covering the next three academic years

B. encouraging rhetoric and actions by ton-level administrators that

demonstrate the high priority assigned to international activities

C. reorganizing the management of international programs to achieve a

more centrailled approach to Implementation of plans

D. contacting alumni living in other countries to assist in arranging linkages

with universities and other organizations abroad

From the preceding discussion, you can understand why we believe T4le VI

should be continued.

We believe our plan is compatible with many pmvislons of Title VI and we

encourage you and your colleagues to Support Title VI of the Reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act.

4
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you.
Dr. Goodwin?

STATEMENT OF CRAUFURD D. GOODWIN, DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMICS, DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. Goonwm. Thank you very much.
My name is Craufurd Goodwin, and I am a profesior of Econom-

ics at Duke University, and I am very glad
Chairman SAWYER. Dr. Goodwin, could you move your micro-

phone, please? Thank you.
Mr. Goonwm. I am very glad to testify before you today and I

will confine my remarks to Title VI. In that context, I wish to
speak about the importance of the United States of a citizenly that
is internationally sophisticated and about the contribution that
Title VI has made to this condition.

I was privileged 3 years ago, together with a colleague at the
University of Maryland, to be invited by the Council for the Inter-
national Exchange of Scholars, the agency that administers the fac-
ulty Fulbrt Program to prepare a report on conditions on our
campuses that affect the success of that program.

Our rvort was published this year by the Cambridge University
Press with the title, "Missing the Boat,---The Failure of Interna-
tionalized Risher Education." I brought copies for Members of the
committee with the compliments of Ms, Cassandra Pyle, Executive
Director of the Council for the International Exchange of Scholars.

My co-author of this book, Michael Nacht, and I visited 40 col-
leges and universities throughout this country, institutions of all
kinds, public and private, rural and urban, large and small. And
we spoke with faculty, administrators and students. What we saw
is, I suspect, the most provincial and the most internationally inno-
cent system of higher education among the developed nations of
the world today.

Many disciplines, scientific areas and professional fields are den-
gerous13 unfamiliar with or unaware of issues, events and litera-
tures outside our borders. Sometimes the barrier of comprehension
is language, sometimes it is ignorance and sometimes it is hubris,
the misplaced sense of what happens elsewhere doesn't really
matter here.

International education, I am sorry, international activities are,
of course, present on our campuses. In some cases, widespread and
in many instances, they are thriving, thanks in no small part to
the support provided under Title VL But these activities can too
often be described as marginalized within the institutions, isolated
within units that are responsible for foreign area studies, develop-
ment assistance projects, study abroad, instruction in international
affairs and segments of the humanities and social sciences.

What I am convinced this Nation desperately needs, in contrast
to this patchwork of international units within postsecondary edu-
cation is a system that is truly internatimalized and sees the
world, rather than just the United States, as its community, can
comprehends foreign has access to the ideas and collabo-
ration of scholars aroun the obe. I wish our colleges and univer-
sities had international sophistication, not only in specialized and
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discrete units, but throughout the schools of law, engineering, di-
vinity and business, the departments of chemistry, physics and soil
science.

I hope for institutions that systematically require overseas exw-
rience of their students and faculty and familiarity with other lit-
eratures and other cultures.

The case has been made frequently since World War II for schol-
arly competence in certain areas of the world on defense and na-
tional security grounds. It is self-evident that in times of crisis, it
pays to know someth:ing about both your friends and your potential
enemies. Indeed, the programs now under Title VI were lodged
once in the National Defense Education Act.

Another reason for understanding foreign areas has i lways been
the responsibility of citizens to know and benefit from tue world in
which they live. Today, however, four other very powerful argu-
ments for mternationali=tion have joined these two.

First, we find that many of our national problems, from the pro-
vision of health care at reasonable cost to the maintenance of man-
ufacturing productivity are seemingly intractable when pondered
on our own.

At the same time, we discover that other countriesfor example,
Canada and Jawiin these two cases have made remarkable
progress in dea. ling with such problems. Unless we know these
countries firsthand, we are not able to take advantage of their ex-
perience in dealing with our common problems.

Second, an increasing number of our critical challenges are inevi-
tably global in significance, environmental degradation, AIDS, and
the drug trade to mention only three. Consequently, the solution to
these problems must be cooperative and multi-national. We must
forge partnerships that are sensitive to the particular characteris-
tics of our partners. This, too, requires great international sophisti-
cation.

Thirdly, each year, an increasing proportion of our trade and in-
vestmer ' takes advantage of the efficiencies which arise from the
global ..avision of labor. Yet, our business peoplelawyers and en-
gineersremain remarkably ignorant of the overseas condition in
which they must operate, inevitably to our detriment, I am sure.

Finally, and least appreciated, I think is the reality that the
wholarly and intellectual contributions of persons beyond our
shores have been increasing dramatically in recent years. In areas
of pure theoretical physics, and areas of applied technology like
highway building, electronic chip and automobile design or agricul-
ture, vole can no longer count on innovation originating only here.
Nor can we count on new ideas from abroad always arriving con-
veniently in English and in the public domain. The ideas may be
imbedded in Korean or Czechoslovakian working papers and may
never leave a corporate or government laboratory.

It is necessary now increasingly for scientists and engineers in
our country to establish close personal collaborations overseas in
order to simply gain access to innovation and remain or the fron-
tiers of their fielois. But this they cannot do from collegm and uni-
versities that are insular in their orientation. I am abfolutely con-
vinced, therefore, that the internationalized college an i university
is vital to our national welfare.

Z:10
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Some of the most effective p in that direction of
this objective is supported by 'Mr Yrof the Higher Education Act
and I urge its reauthorization most enthusiastically.

Indeed, I urge its extension. I would like to see, for example, a
program of challenge grants to entire institutions of higher educa-
tion, to internationalize their length and breadth with their success
in so doing determined by measures such as the literacy in foreign

l
and amount of study abroad of students and faculty, as

vi:Taar isnternational content in their curricula and library hold-
ings. This would be a natural extension of the centers p

runder Title VI and might galvanize the entire postsecondaryiZT-
tion community to actions that are surely needed.

I would like to say that the Title VI programs are virtually the
only Federal activity in the very important field of international
education and it wnuld be tragic if they were not reauthorized.

rThe prepared statement of Craufurd D. Goodwin follows:3
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Testimony of Craufurd D. Goodwin before the Mouse Subcomsittee on

Postsecondary Education an Friday, Zone 28, 1991

Good afternoon. my name is Craufurd Goodwin and X as professor

of 2conosics at Duke University. I am very glad to testify before

you today and will confine my remarks to Title VI.

In that context, I wish to speak about the importance to the

United States of a citizenry that is internationally sophisticated

and about the contribution that Title VI has sada to this condition.

I was privileged three years ago, together with a colleague et the

University of Maryland, to be invited by the Council for the Inter-

national Exchange of Scholars, the agency that administers the Ful-

bright program, to prepare a report on conditions on our campuses

that affect tne success of that yr:gm. our report was poblithed

th;.s year hy the Cambridge T.741:.vets!.ty Press vith the title Elul=

Lb* Spilt, and I have brought copies f:r members of the committee

with the cogpliments of Xs. Cassandra Pyle, Executive Director of

the Council for ths International Xxchanee of Sdholars.

my co-author of this book, Michael MSc= and I visited forty

colleges end univermities throughout this country, institutions of

all kinds, public and private, rural and urban, large and small, and

we spoke with faculty, administrators, and students. What we saw

is, I suspect, the most provincial and the most internationally

innocent system of higher education among the developed nations in

ths world today. Rimy disciplines, scientific areas, and profes-

sional fields ars dangerously onfamiliar with or unaware of issues,

events, and literatures outside our borders. Sometimes the barrier

to cosprshansion is language; scostirAis it is ignorance; sometimes

it is bawl, the misplaced sense that what happens elsewhere
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llesen't rosily mattor hers.

Internatiolal activities are, of course, present on our

maraws, in saes cases.videspread and in-many instances they ars

thriving;.thanks in no small part to the support provided under

Titl VI. put these ectiirities can too often to described as

marginalized within their institutions, isolated within units cast

are responsible for foreign area studies, development assistance

projects, study abroad, instruction in international affairs, and

segments of the hunanitioiand social sciences. What I as convinced

this nation desperately needs, in contrast to this patchwork of

international unite within post-secondary education, is a systas

that is truly internationalized, that saes the world, rather than

just the united States, as its community, can comprehend foreign

languages, and has acoses to the ideas and collaterstion of scholars

around the g:ota. I wis4 cur collages and universities had interne -

tfisnal sophistication not only in specialized and discrete units,

but throughout the scbools of law, engineering, divinity, and

business, the dapartaants of chemistry, physics and soil science. I

hope for institutions that systematically require overseas experi-

ence cf their students and facult, and familiarity with otter

literatures and other cultures.

Tbe case bas bP.,,n sada frequently since World War II for

scholarly competence in certain areas of the world on defense and

national security grounds. it is self evident that in times of

crisis it pays to know something about both your friends and your

potential enemies. Indeed the progress now under Title VI were

lodged once in tb. National Defense Education Act. Another reason
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for underetanding foreign areas has always boron the responsibility

of citizens to know and benefit from the world in which they live.

Today, however, four other very powerful arguments fax internation-

alization have joined these twc. first ws find that many of our

national prOblems, from the provision of health care at reasonable

cost to the maintenance of manufacturing productivity, ars seemingly

intractab:e when pondered cn cur awn. At the same time we discover

that other countries, for exaople, Canada and Japan, in these two

cases, have made remarkable progress in dealing with such problems.

Vnless we know these countries first-hand, speak their languages,

appreciate their cultures, we are not able to take advantage of

their experience in dealing with our common problems. Second, an

increasing number of our critica: challenges are inevitably global

in significance - environmental degradation 0 A:ZS, and the dr:q

trade to mezt:on only three. CznseGuently tze solution to these

problems rust be cooperative and multi-naticnal. We must forge

partnerships that are sensitive to the particular characteristics of

cur partners. This too requires great international sophistication.

Thirdly, each year an increasing proportion of our trade and

investment takes advantage of the efficiencies which arise from the

global division of labor. Yet cur business people, lawyers and

engineers, ranain remarkably ignorant of the overseas conditions in

which they must operate--inevitably to our detriment I am sure.

Finally, and least appreciated. I think, is the reality that

the scholarly and intellectual contributions of persons beyond our

shores have been increasing dramatically in recent years. In areas

of pure theoretical physics, and areas of applied technology lie
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highway building, electronic chip and autosobilm design or agricul-

ture, vs can no longer count on innovation originating only hers.

Nor can ma count on new ideas from abroad always arriving conve

niertly in Inglish an4 in the public domain. The ideas say be

imbedded in Korean or Czechoslovakian working papers and say =Nor

lease a corporate or govarnment laboratnry. St is necassary now

increasingly for scientists and engineers in our country to estab-

lish close personal collaborations overseas in order simply to gain

access to innovation and remain on the frontiars of their fields.

But this they cannot do from collegas and universities that ars

insular in their orientation.

am absolutely convinced, therefore, that the international-

ized college and univarsity is vital to our national welfare. Sons

of the most effective programs pressing in the direction of this

objective are supported by Title VI of the Higher Education Act and

I urge its reauthorization most enthusiastically. Indeed I urge its

extension. I would like to see, for xample, a program of challenge

grants to entire institutions of higher aducation, to international-

ise their length and breadth with their 'unease in so doing deter-

ainad by measures such as the literacy in foreign languages and

amount of study abroad of students and faculty, as wall as interna-

tional content in their curricula and library holdings. This would

be a natural ertansion of the cantors program under Title VI and

might galvanize the entire post-secondary education community to

actions that are surely needed.
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Chairman SAWYER. Thank you.
Dr. Raleigh?

STATEMENT OF DONALD J. RALEIGH, OFFICE OF INTERNATION-
AL PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL
HML, NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. RALEIGH. Thank you.
In the 1990's, global issues and international relations are taking

on even more importance in both public affairs and Pcholarship.
The challenges of Asian economic competition, the opportunities of-
fered by the liberalization in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union,
and the hazards of the Middle East conflict are just a few reasons
why universities cannot afford to neglect the international compo-
nent of their work.

Trying_ to address these concerns is a top priority for the Univer-
sity of North Carolina. International activities are central to our
undergraduate and graduate student education, our research mis-
sion and our public service to the State, region and country. We
believe that only by giving international education a central place
in our curriculum can we prepare students adequately for the chal-
lenges of global business relations, international politics and the
flow of culture and information across borders.

These are basic issues which all Americans must face in the
coming century and decade. Without strong university based re-
search and education, we will fail to meet this critical challe
Our university maintains substantial areas studies programs in
rican Studies, East Asian Studies, Latin American Stu 'es, Europe-
an Studies and Russian and East European Studies. Faculties ill
these prograi a conduct basic research into social sciences and hu-
manities and train both undergraduate and graduate students. In
addition, our major in International Studies is one of our larges4
with over 355 juniors and seniors, and one of the most academical-
ly rigorous at the university.

Yet another critical component of our international work is the
buildin of strong library collections in these areas to sustain our

and training activities. Unfortunately, library fluids have
become scarce. We dry have had to curtail purchases of works
crucial to adequate understanding of the international issues we
face. The situation I know best is with regard to the Soviet Union
and our buying power right now is less than it has been during the

st 10 years, at a time when there is more to buy than ever in
both the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

Now, two of our area studies programs, those in Latin American
Studies and Russian and East European Studies as of August will
be funded by Title VI funds. I should add here that these are con-
sortium arrangements with the colleagues at Duke University.
Others of our area studies programs are approaching Title VI
standards of excellence. This ftmding is absolutely vital to their ef-
fective performance of their missions. These area studies programs
are not simply devoted to arcane or esoteric fields of scholarship.
They address vital contemporary challenges.

For example, Congress has before it the question of how a North
American Free Trade zone would affect our economy, an issue ex-
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plored by scholars in UNC's Institute of Latin American Studies.
Scholars in UNC Center for Russian and East European Studies
have added greatly to our knowledge of conditions in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe and the options open to the United
States.

Developing international studies UNC has placed special empha-
sis on the capacity to address substantive research problems and
practical policy issues which cross-cut cultural and geographical
areas. This capacity is provided not only by the area studies pro-
grams already mentioned. We also provide a center for World Envi-
ronment and Sustainable Development, the Carolina Population
center, the Development Studies Program and others.

Close relations are also maintained within the Graduate School
and College of Arts and Sciences on the one hand and international
programs in professional schools on the other. I should add here
though that there is a great deal that needs to be done. UNC's
School of Public Health, for example, is one of the country's most
international and America's mast highly rated. Faculty from the
Division of Health affain, like thaw from the College of Arts and
Sciences, are active in research and/or training on every continent.
Their work is key to improving maternal and child health, preserv-
ing and increasing access to clean water supplies and combating
the international transmission of infectious diseases.

International education and research, in short, are not optional
areas for the University of North Carolina or any other American
University, which aspires to do its job well. They are absolutely es-
sential and so far they are inadequate to the challenges we face.
Even with existing Federal and foundation support, American uni-
versities find it difficult to offer the training and to conduct the re-
search the country needs. Our students kncw the need; in fact,
every class we offer at UNC is filled to capacity before registration
closes. Nevertheless, our faculty strength is thin in key interna-
tional areas. For example, we lack faculty to teach Asian lan-
guages. We are developing exciting programs of business education
in this region, as throughout the world.

As our business leaders recognize, better knowledge of language
and culture is essential if Americans are to work and compete suc-
cessfully in countries from Korea and Thailand to Malaysia and
SinfiaPore-

The rationale for improved international education is not only
economic. We also face political and military challenges abroad.
Culture is increasingly international and students who do not have
some sense of language and history, literature in society, religion
and custom outside the United States are both personally impover-
ished and at a competitive disadvantage.

We are all familiar with the scandalously low level of geographic
knowledge of most American collne students. I would argue that
this does not mean that we failed to teach geography. It means
that international component of our educational system from kin-
dergarten through universitier, is absolutely essential. If the Uni-
versity of North Carolina is to offer its students the international
education they need, we absolutely have to have your support.
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We seek to research and develop the knowledge on which future
policy and understanding would rely. And we seek to make this
knowledge available to the general public. I urge you to support
the international dimensions of higher education to the fullest pos-
sible extent. It is an investment which will be repaid many times
over.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Donald J. Raleigh follows.]
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programs all conduct research of basic importance in the social
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custom outside the United States are both personally impoverished
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Chairman SAWYER. Thanks, gentlemen.
David just suggested that I bft.W because I do have to go. I am

not sure that I hgive questions, so it is just a few comments.

First of all, have to go in a few minutes, but David has to go in
a few hours. Ile is on his way to the Soviet Union. I just got back
from DartmouiL 7.-,hmrs I engaged in my 9th meeUng with membersa the European Parliament Mwation and it has bmn conducting
meetings with the rest of the delegation now for nearly 17 years in
preparation for the events that are not coming to an end but really
a beginning next year in Europe.
I met my wife when she lived in Mexico and her father worked

at a plant that RCA had there, because they had to go there in
order to serve the Mexican market to overcome trade Wriers at
the time. And today, we are afraid of lowering those barriers be-
cause of the vacuum that exists in terms of teacher training in the
President's and Governor's proposal for education goals by the end
of this century. And that vacuum is the absence of the mention of
foreign language.

We are just deeply handicapped by the dominance of English
throughout much of' the world. It is not an asset at all. It is a terri-
ble 'aandicap from my point of view.

Just let me say in conclusion that not only can we not count on
innovation occurring only here, but it may not occur here at all if
we don't get beyond our installations to the rest of the world.

That term "innocence" was marvelous. We just have got to un-
derstand that we are in a time of change more extraordini r, than
any we have been through in perhaps this century in tecnnology
and in demographics. We are seeing &sive not only here but glob-
ally we are seeing people move not only within and across a conti-
nent but literally around the world with at ease never before con-
templated.

It is truly not nation centered but global in its scope. And we
find ourselves superseded unless we are able to come to grips with
that in virtually every one of the disciplines that you mentioned.

I can sit here and say I support you in what you do and argue
that we cannot only afford not to reauthorize but we need to find a
way to elevate this whole discussion so that the room is as full this
afternoon as we talk about this as it was this morning when we
talked about other matters of equally great concern.
Thank you for being here.
Mr. PRICE. Thank you.
Let me add my thanks for your very interesting testimony, and I

would like to ask you to elaborate in several respects by any one of
you who wants to chime in. Simply do so.

We talked a lot about the price that our country pays for our in-
nocence or our ignorance or our hubris in these area I wonder if
you could be a little more specific about that. I think that kind of
generalization is often made, by Dr. Goodwin, especially, in writing
this book but by the others as well.

Are there specific areas of international endeavors, economic, po-
litical, specific public policy decisions that you would pinpoint as
examples of the effects of our failure in this regard? Are there spe-
cific failures that have hurt the national intJrest that you can help
us identify?
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Mr. GOODWIN. I can perhaps mention a couple of incidents in
traveling around and preparing to write this book. We heard any
number of anecdotes.

It is awfully hard to quantify these things, but I was most im-
pressed perhaps by what was happening in some of the technologi-
cal areas of education and the way in which the assumption that is
held in many of these areas that somehow we are miW ahead of
the rest of the world is suddenly beim challenged and swept away.

To give you an example, in South sftrolina, we talked to marine
laboratories at the university and they said they had always as-
Burned that the rest of the world was somewhere back in the dark
ages. Suddenly, they discovered that East Asia had all sorts of agri-
culture techniques that they hadn't heard about. So they suddenly
tried to find out what they were, and they said they would sort of
air drop in speaking English and they discovered OW the science
was being conducted more or less behind closed doors in languages
they didn't understand with all sorts of dimensions to the activity
and they couldn't make any sense of it.

So, they have precluded there that in order to maintain their po-
sition in agrimilture, they have to learn something about the
Korean culture and the Japanese culture, learn the language, have
their students present, have a regular trade program, because no
lomer the old assumptions about their advance and the communi-
cation of English.

Now, arguably, in a field like this group may have learned in
time that it is important to understand the rest of the world, but in
other areas, it may not be the case. I have probably seen already in
microelectronics, in mining engineering, the Colorado School of
Mines, we hear the same sort of thing. Suddenly, they found that
mining technology had just swept ahead of them, and they were
unable very quickly to catch up. And things move so quickly.

Mr. Palm. In that case, who was the international?
Mr. GOODWIN. It was Latin America Chile, and they said that

suddenly they found that---there was a well-reported case the other
day about highway construction in Europe. It was in the New York
Times where we found that they were building highways with a
new kind of materials that was 25 percent more efficient than
what we are using and none of our engineers had noticed it. They
didn't read the journals or speak the language. My sense is that
national sciences are ones most filled with hubris. If you talk with
chemists, they have a sense that everything that goes on outside of
the country is not worth &ins, not worth listening to.

so
goes abroad is essentially for vacation and I have a

strong fee that there may be mething of a recognition that is
similar to w we have seen in the technological fields occurring
there, but it may be very costly to us. It is very difficult to catch
up.

Mr. PRICE. Anyone else?
Mr. RALEIGH. Well, I can't really cite specific examples like that,

which I think were very illustrative, but I would just say this. That
certainly all knowledge is international, I mean I opened this
morning's newspaper and there was a discussion of ag. ing, of prob-
lems with Yugoslavia, a reminder that World War I broke out in
that part of the world. We seriously considered dropping second
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iihellgsbecause
the fmancial problems, discussion of AIDS research.

that are required, AIM research is a perfect example, I
think, of how specialists from throughout the world are pulling to-
gether resources off and on in a friendly manner in order to try to
solve this 20th century plaque.

This fashion of banking in the United States and the fact that so
few American banks are among the largest in the world, et cetera.
My point here is the hubris in all of these issues, of course, under-
scores the fact that information and knowledge isn't even interna-
tional but that the economy is global. It is a fact that there has
been a revolution in communications and information access with-
out the United States. The role of the United States was not to
play a central part in all this, then I guess we could conclude they
could even be concerned, but I would underscore the fact that
indeed in many of these critical areas, we fmd ourselves not occu-
pying the sort of role we felt that we once did or that we should.
And this is underscored either the fact that we slipped or perhaps
other areas have been developed, and we just weren't aware of
them.

Mr. Plum Is it a safe assumption that the degree of our igno-
rance and our insulation varies a good deal from area to area and
from discipline to discipline? I assume that the culture and linguis-
tic barriers are much more serious, for example, with respect to
the Far East. How many people have access to the Korean lan-
guage? Or could be reasonably expected to have access?

My impression is, correct me if this is wrong, my impression is
with respect to European languages and cultures we have made
some progress at least from observing my own children's education.
When I was teaching at Duke, it seemed to me that more students
were engaged in those fields of study and certainly the level of un-
derstanding in social sciences was somewhat suwrior to what I re-
member as when I was a student last. But with regard to certain
areas of the world, it seems that we have made very little headway
at all.

Of course, the barriers are linguistic and cultural. The under-
standing of the Arab world in cultural terms, for example, we cer-
tainly seemed to be disadvantaged severely in that regard. Are
there any generalizations you could make? Are there particular
problems, particular areas that you think we have just not come
to?

Mr. HAwr. I would like to make a generalization. Let's look at
geographic areas in components of the university because I think
that is a very important point to emphasize. I think the assump-
tion being that for the last half century in this country, foreign
area studies are important mostly for cultural reasons and that
takes place in Europe.

Those are the roots of so many people in this country and nation-
al security. You study their slides oecause you could be fighting
him some day and Asia and African Latin America, it is much less
important. Maybe for developmental purposes, but the small socie-
ty doesn't worry about that.

So we have large segments of the university that really never see
any clear reason why they should know the rest of the world.

24 1;
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I think that the Title VI program suddenly reflecto this tradition.
You set up a unit which will study Korea, or you sut up one that
will study Latin America and that would involve thirty or forty
people on campus, and the assumption is that that sort of takes
care of Latin America and Korea.

I think the critical point is that it's important for the entire in-
stitution to be involvesi with these regions of the world and know
something about their language and culture. Most everybody has a
stake in it now.

We keep on with the kind of !generalization of international stud-
ies, these little units, we are going to be perpetuating a sptem that
may work reasonably well for some decades, but really is not per-
fect any more. That is why I think serious attention should be
made to somehow using Title VI as a mechanism for challenging
institutions across their breast to internationalize. I am not saying
cut out the area programs, but to move on from that.

Mr. Palm I would like to return to some specifics of Title VI,
but Dr. Hart had a comment.

Mr. Hurt Well, I was just going to make a simple comment that
I think one of the things that we have got to do is to get people out
of their laboratories in the universifies and get them in the labora-
tories of other colleagues all over. We have far too little of that
going on. We have a program here in North Carolina, which is a
cooperative t with which Duke and Carolina and NC
State all pated in this program. And I can tell you from lis-
tening to that accord that the colleagues of our professors, we get
as much out of that collaboration as we give and so it is a very fine
:erranjeTent for our own faculty and the faculty of the other uni-

Palm You referred several times to manpower shortages
relevant to international areas.

Could you elaborate on that a bit? How would you identify these
shortage? To what extent are we able to attract students even
when programs are there? Do we have a broader problem in terms
of levels of student interest? Or is the demand there if we simply
respond to it and encourage this kind of study?

Mr. HART. Can I make a comment on that? One of the things
that I find most appmling and one of the things I found most ap-
pealing and one of the 'thump I found that you made a very good
point early on is to associate undergraduate programs with au
international flavor and we have that availability and emphasis iu
all of our curriculum and that is one of the things that appeals to
me about what is contained in the reauthorization of this Title VL
It does at least give us the opportunity if it is fulfilled to compete
for some of those funds and stimulate that broad effect on the un-

uate programs.

and most particular to the more specialized fields. What are we
Palm Well, refer to the undergraduate education

training people for? 's niy point, I suppose. What kind of man-
power pool ate we attempting to create'? Where do you see the
pressure points, the needs, the gaps? What are these people Ong
to do for our cour try and what kincl of needs does our country-have
in terms of manr,ower or woman power that these programs are re-
sponding to?
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Mr. RALEIGH. Well, it is a really complicated question, as youwell know. It varies among regions of the world. It varies amongdisciplines, for example. In some disciplines, like my own, econom-ics, we are training remarkably few peonle with any sort of inter-national mgertise anymore partly be - of the way in which the
discipline is going. If you want to hi.. good Soviet economist spe-cialist on the Soviet 1Jnion or Eastern Europe now, you have got
maybe four or five graduates a year to choose from.

Mr. Pam. Do every one of those immediately get grabbed up?
Mr. RALEIGH. Yes, in my experience.
Mr. PRICE. There is a demand out there?
Mr. RALEIGH. There is a thin market on both sides. My sense isthat if, in fact, we accomplish the internationalization of the

higher education system: which is desperately needed, then the
demand for these people is going to be ve*, great We can't do it if
we don't have faculty to essentially mtetW knowledge of the worldthroughout our institutions. I mean the business schools, the law
schools, which are so insular at the moment, if they are going tobecome more internationalized, they have got to take advantage ofthe products like Title VL

At the moment, most of them do find jobs. To my knowledge,there is very little unemployment of graduates of those centers.How much more we need in the future depends on the way our so-ciety moves.
Mr. Palm The business community isn't exactly banging yourdoor down for more _graduates. There needs to be some conscious-ness raising at that level as well, you are saying. What about the

supply of Ph.D.s to simply teach and do research in these areas?Can a depnrtrnent these days who wants to hire a Japanese eco-
nomic specialist find that person?

Mr. fiAx.r. There ia really only one university in this country,maybe two, that teach economists specializing in Japanese. It is in
Mr. cm. I simply used that as an example.
Mr. HART. SUM That's a good example. It is such a thinthere

are two or three a year. My department hardly talks about hiringsuch a person because we know they hardly exist. You picked oneof the most difficult cases, in fact, because as the people say in thatinstance, you have the problem of two languages. You have mathe-
matics and Japanese that have to be learned by an economist.

Mr. Plum Well, that is a good example, as a matter of fact, inthat it does demonstrate find the kind of investment we are talkingabout. We are talking about far more than making a few more lan-guage courses available The amount of trainingto produce a ftill-fiedged in Japanese economics in thisvery difficult language in very Asian culture would be years
and years of investment and travel. It is a formidable challenge.

Mr. GOODWIN. The temptation is so great to jump off the trainbefore you get there. If you get your 1)h.D. in simple economics,
you can go teach somewhere but to maintain your skills in Japa-nese is so difficult

Mr. Pawn. W11-z: about international students coming here? Wereally haven't adiresaed that today and it is not really within the
purview of litle VI, particularly, but do you have anything else to
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say about it? First of all, what would your institutions like to do in
that area in terms of attracting and training foreign nationals and
the kind of support you have in doing that?

Mr. HART. Fk4: of all, in our institution, we have and in most of
our colleges, those have roughly one-third State students, one-third
out-of-State and one-third from foreign countries. I think that the
diversity that you get there is very important, things that they
learn outside of the classroom.

Mr. PRICE. I am sorry. One-third foreign students in what setting
now?

Mr. HAwr. This is in the graduate program. These are goals that
many colleges and departments have. Many of them come on their
own and support themselves. There are limited number of research
assistantships that they can compete for.

Some of our programs exclude sports programs, exclude foreign
graduate students, but from my own view, this country has reaped
tremendous benefits from the very talented students that we get
from foreir countries, Asia or wherever and there is likely to be
an increasmg source of talent to help in the engineeving areas and
technology areas that we have to compete within this country.

Mr. GoonwrN. If I could say a word or two about that? I have
done some work on the foreign student question. And I think it is a
much unappreciated area of American economic activities. It is one
of our major export industries. We probably have a contribution to
our amounts of payments each year of something like $5 billion
from our training in foreign students. We had something probably
over $400,000 foreign students in this country along. The data is
not good because it was collected in a way that makes possible
errors. That is probably the order of magnitude.

Typically, I think we benefit in three ways. One is the source of
income. Most of these students are paying their own way, and so
they bring in lots of foreign exchange to pay for that.

Swondly, they essentially supply the low price labor in our
teaching system programs across this country. They fill out gradu-
ate cards, which probably would not be there in many instances.

And thirdly, I think it is something that is hard to quantify but
it is just enormously important. We develop friendships with lead-
ers of foreign countries, which have enormous payoffs in subse-
quent years.

Political leaders, academic leaders, business leaders who forever
more after they leave their education here think of the United
States as their second home. I go and interview these people
abroad and I think we very easily forget this enormous national
benefit.

Mr. HART. It is something I think even the people in the univer-
sities aren't fully aware of. I remember when I was the Director of
Graduate Students in Political Science, we admitted I think the
first Ph.D. candidate of political science, I think, from mainland
China and that was a considerable breakthrough. We were very ex-
cited about it. I had occasion to notice at the time of the Tianan-
men Square tragedy a couple of years ago how many Chinese stu-
dents are now a few years later studying in our universities here. I
think well over 100 mainland Chinese students are at NC State, if I
am not mistaken. A similar situation at Chapel Hill and only a few
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less than that at hundreds of institutes from all over the world in
this area. There are so many people on the university campuses,
they are not fully aware of that presence.

Mr. Goonvaw. I would like to add here that 2 years ago, I worked
with Fulbright's College and already in the late 1970's, it was clear
that a large number af former Fulbrighters were occupying impor-
tant government positions throughout Eastern Europe. What did
that mean? Well, at the time, not much. Now we see many of these
people play leading roles in the reforms of their country. The same
is true to some extent in the Soviet scene.

Mr. Paws. Have you observed in your experience with this any
failures that trouble you? I think, for example, of the quality of ex-
perience that some foreign students seem to have had here. Occa-
sionally, you get reports of foreign leaders who were terribly un-
happy here, terribly alienated and who have enduring animosities
against this country. I remember in my own graduate student days,
how so many of these foreign students seem to be just scrapipg by
and living in incredibly deprived circumstances, really having a
very negative experience and not seeming to have anywhere to
turn for adequate support. You talked about the number of people
who come in paying their own way, but a number of these students
are considerably more marginal, are they not?

Mr. GOODWIN. If I could respond to that point? I wrote a little
book, called "Absence ef Decision" in 1981, which essentially dealt
with the American campus' approach to the foreign student. And
our conclusion was that it was really quite outrageous at times hcw
little we attended to their special needs and we called for a self-
study.

Over the decade of the 1980's, there was much more attention by
colleges and universities to the kinds of problems that they did
have there. But by and large, the American system is not planned
very much, things just happen. I am afraid that is the way it will
always be, but at the same time, I think the Federal Government
may be able to do some things at very low cost which will improve
their planning and the information level.

Frequently, students come to this country having no conception
of what they are going to fmd when they get here. Just making
available information is something that would help the situation.

Mr. RALEIGH. The flip side of that question is the experience our
own students have abroad and many had mixed experiences. We at
one point had a goal in mind of haying 3 percent of our undergrad-
uate bodies spend time abroad talung part in studies of broad pro-
grams. That number has actually declined.

Mr. PRICE. Your goal or the actual number?
Mr. RALEIGH. The number of last year in reaching that goal part

because of the events in the Middle East certainly and few of
travel, et cetera, et cetera. But the very alarming trend, and I
think this would substantiate the finding of my colleague, Dr.
Goodwin here, and that was there clearly is an effort to reach out
from the area studies programs, which are doing a very fine job
and you, yourself said at this point, the success over the years of
Title W and other Federal funds but area studies are not enough.
It is really a basic ouilding block from which you need to spend all
sorts of contact with professional schools in particular.
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The lowest perFentap of students expressing interest in pro-
grams came precisely fr= the professional schools and we are
groping for answers for what this means and also trying to encour-
age them to ex to areas that to us seem fairly obvious.

Mr. Pam i onal schools as opposed to more traditional
graduate school

Mr. RALEIGH. in:rinslirn referring to business schools, law schools,
journalism, public health.

Mr. Paws. Are you familiar with the MBA Enterprise Venture
that has been-----

Mr. RALEIGH. Yes, I ant As a matter of fact, we received a phone
call last year from someone from the program asking us which
East European language is easier to learn. WIUch one could we
teach them in 6 weeks during the summer? We reported that we
couldn't teach any of them in 6 weeks in the summer. We basically
dismissed it. Maybf vvo were doing something incorrect In other
words, our experir,1,%,e underscored what we, ourselves, felt all
along. And that was hubris, myopia, lack of real knowledge or con-
cern of the outside world.

Mr. Plum. It does seem to be though an interest and enthusiasm
here that we ought to take advantage of, don't you think? It may
mean a good deal more investment in training and preparation,
but it is impressive to me the level of interest that the business
schools and these top-flight universities have demonstrated in
making a difference in Eastern Europe in learning about the situa-
tion and being of some help. We were pleased that in the current
foreign operations appropriations bill, we have secured a ringing
endorsement of that program and the merging of the appropriate
agencies to give them support. But you are sufgesting tlmt people

imay be getting nto a lot more than they bargained for.
Mr. RALEIGH. Oh, I think it is a great deal of tape to translate.
Mr. GOODIVD1. My observation is that in the case of the profes-

sional schools, the pressures on them come from two places, from
the alumni and the community practitioners in the case of business
schools, businessman and in the case of law schools, people in prac-
tice and also from the students. The faculty are the most conserve-
five. They are the ones who say the rest of the world doesn't
matter.

Mr. Paws. Well, in conclusion, let me just bring us back to Title
VI a little more specifically.

Dr. Raleigh, you talked about the specific support that the
Chapel Hill campus has received in two area studies programs, I
believe, Latin America and Russia.

Mr. RALEIGH. That is together with Duke university. In both
cases, the applications were submitted as a consortium arrange-
ment.

Mr. PRICE. Latin America, Russian and European study is cur-
rently supported under Title VI. Does the sNcific progritm support
at NC State or Duke go beyond this? Could you fill us in on t..t?
The specific ways that the institutions have draw on Title VI?

Mr. RALEIGH. Well, I am sorry to tell you that our institution has
not really been involved a great deal with Title VI, and that is
something that we are trying to correct, of course, with this new
strategic plan that we have developed.
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When this of course, you have an institution whichlearns or ...r learns form past mistakes and into trying
to com with under Title VI, you work a point of
some . I don't believe, however, that as has been mentioned
earlier, I don't believe that the programs in the country should be
under funded or not funded because another institution, for exam-
ple, such as ours is playing catch-up. I think what we would like to
see is an opportunity not the closing out in some of the seating
area that are part of both of the new provisions and given the op-
portunity we will compete under Title VI and let me just stop
there.

Mr. HART. In our case, our fortunes have risen and fallen over
the years. At the moment, they are rather high. We have four cen-
ters in addition to the two collaboradve ones that we have men-
tioned. We have one Canadian study which has been in existence
for 25

Mr. l'aicx. That has received Title VI?
Mr. Ham. Yes. Right from the beginning. We have the first Title

VI Canadian Center, and I think uninterrupted support. We also
have an international studies, sort of general world affairs one,
that supports an undergraduate comparative area studies =Or.
So, we have these four. Let me say that I think that the pressure
that was exerted just on the two institutions to collaborate in the
areas of Latin America and Soviet and East Europe have been very
salutary. I think that it has really shown the two institutions that
they can accomplish more together than they can apart.

Mr. PRICR. Wt is the source of this pressure?
Mr. HART. Well, I think they simply realized that if they got to-

gether, that they would have in each case a critical mass that
would be very hard to equal aer093 the country, and they found
that that was the case. And they are not enjoying working togeth-
er. They are accomplishing a great deal.

Mr. PRICE. Has the budget process rewarded that kind of collabo-
ration? Is that a consideration?

Mr. HAzr. Yes. These two institutions are perhaps the most suc-
cessful in this country in collaborating. It is very striking. More so
than urban institutions of Chicago, New York or San Francisco or
Los Angeles.

Mr. Palm Well, to anyone who knows the history of Duke versus
Chapel Hill, that is remarkable news. It used to be very bad form
for someone teaching in one place to live in the other town and so
forth. I think your suggestion that we get beyond the area studies
approach, which has a kind of isolated quality about it, as impor-
tant as these programs are, and figure out some way for Iltle Ng to
encourage the broader internationalizing of the university is a very
good idea.

Mr. Domenic. Without frittering the money away, the problem
you have obviously is you have $1,500 instiUitions of higher educa-
tion and you have to be very selective, you have to only support
those who have demonstrated a real commitment to accomp
this international data. Our institution at the moment 18 going
through a considerable self study, we hope, leading to something
new and exciting.

f15 2
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Mr. Paics. Well, thank you. This was a very productive discus-

sion and this is an aspect of this reauthorizabon that deserves
. tk more discussion than it is getting. We understand the

must be on student assistance, whith is ten-illy important,
critically important. But we did want to schedule thus panel and
bring some attend= to bear on this critical aspect of international
education and you have helped us do that very, very well.

This concludes our hearirg, and as the last member here, as ev-
eryone else has caught their planes, I want to convey our thanks to
a number of people who helped us with this hearing. Tom Wolanin,
the chief counsel of the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee
was very helpful in working with my staff and myself in planning
this hearing, figuring out how we should approach this rather diffi-

cult subject matter. Maureen Long, Gloria Gray-Watson are with
us here today and we appreciate their presence and their help.

The McKimmon °niter has been a most hospitable location for

our hearings today. We are 'grateful to Dennis Jackson, the Direc-
tor, Betty Owen, Martha O'Quinn, Edgar Marshton, members of
the maintenance staff, others who have helped us bring this off.
We appreciate your hospitality, your generosity in hosting us and I,
of course, don't want to neglect to thank my own staff. Joanne
Ewing, John Maron, Nancy Paxton here in the District office, Paul
Feldman, Gene Conti, Rachel Perry of the Washington Office,

others who have pitched in and I think organized a very productive
day of discussion on a critical issue.

We don't reauthorize the Higher Education Act every year. In
fact, it comes up only pefiodiy and a lot of what we have heard
today, I think, indicates that we are dealing with a changing envi-
ronment, an environment that is not what it was the last time we
reauthorized these programs, let alone what it was when this act
was first -yritten in the mid--1960's. So it is very important for us to
get this kind of input and to look very hard at the problems we are
trying to address and the priorities we are trying to set.

So I thank all of you for your part in that and with that, we will

adrwurh:trlerre.
upon, the hearing was concluded.]

[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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July 3, 1991

Congressman David Price
1406 Longworth Office Building
Washington, DC 20915

Deer Congressmen Price.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on the Higher
Education Act Reauthorization at the June 29 field hearing in
Raligh, North Carolina.

Alt the hearing, Representativ Sawyer asked me to provide
number to support my statement that private career school
default rates had been redUced, and he agreed to hold the record
of the hearing open for me to provide such data. Enclosed is the
data 1 would like to have made a part of the record of the
hearing. Rs you can sae, private career school defmult rates
have been reduced froze 40% in 1909 to 26.8% in 1990.

Thank you again for the invitation to testify at the
hearing.

Sincerely,

gree;f1 Z*#&.flei
Steven L. Nitchner
Director
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TESTIMONY FOR THE CONGRESSIONAL HEARING ON THE
REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

I represent the Coalition for Cooperative Education in providing this

testimony at the Congressional Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act. The Coalition is comprised of the three large national

cooperative education organizations: The Cooperative Education Association,

Inc., The National Commission for Cooperative Education, and The

Cooperative Education Division of the American Society for Engineering

Education. North Carolina State University has institutional membership in

the first two of these; I hold individual membership in the CED/ASEE.

I speak in support of the reauthorization of Title VIII of the Higher

Education Act, which provides funding for campus-based cooperative

education programs. North Carolina State University has used these funds in

the past to initiate and improve cooperative education programs in all

colleges. The North Carolina State University Program '-ss grown by over

901 in student participation since Title VIII funding. There is a possibility

that future Title VIII funding could be obtained to further expand the

program to provide access for a greater number of students.

WHO BENEFITS FROM COOPERATIVE EDUCATION? Given today's

multi-cultural work force, rapidly changing economic conditions, and the

increasing need to educate college students for a career in a global economy,

cooperative education is beneficial to the following populations:

I. LOW AND MIDDLE INCOME FAMILIES. As restrictions for financial

aid increase, coopei stave education becomes a safety net for students from

middle income families who find themselves ineligible for federal financial aid

programs and consequently priced out of a college education. Cooperative

education fro-op) is open to any student regardless of financial status.

2
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2. 11011EN, AND THE DISABLED. cooperative education
has become an excelleat vehicle for introducing minorities, women, and the
disabled into the work force.

3. VETERANS. Cooperative Education can asaist many new veterans in

paying for college when they find themselves ineligible for financial aid.
On a broader scope, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION BENEFITS;

1. STUDENTS, by reinforcing classroom learning, instilling a work

ethic. developmg confidence and maturity, improving career skills and

awareness, and enhancing employment opportunities at graduation. Studies

consistently show that co-ops complete more courses, semesters, and degrees
with better grades than do non-co-op students. Ear many students,

cooperative education can provide a global awareness through valuable work

experience with international companies. Of the 1,253 North Carolina State

University co-op student placements last year, 41% worked at foreign owned
firms. That percentage increases to 67% when U. S. parent companies with

foreign holiznes ale included.

2. INSTITUTIONS, by attracting new students, increasing student

graduation iates lover 90% tor co-ops at North Carolina State University

versus about 607i, for non-co-op students), motivating employers to invest

money eind expertise m the educational process, helping keep curricula

current, and offering career-relevant, state-of-the-art work experience.

3. EMPn0YERS, by providmg a cost effective means of training

potential career employees to meet future human resource needs. More than

60, of enployer-student co-op relationships continue after graduation.

4. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, by providing financial assistance paid

by employers rether than the government. money earned by the more than

250,000 co-cp students, estimated to be in excess of $1.87 billion annually

3
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(58.6 million earned last year by North Carolina State University co-ops),

reduces the pressure on federal financial aid programs and the amount of

money students must borrow for education expenses. Co-op students pay an

estimated $225 million in income and social security taxes, which is more than

a 1,600% return on the government's Title VIII investment. Co-op also helps

the government better compete with private induetry to attract gifted

students from targeted populatons end technical fields, with over 14,000

co-op students recruited in Fy '90. No other program offers Title VIII's

phenomenal rate of return,

IMPACT OF TITLE VIII REAUTNORIZATION. The cost effectiveness of

this program, end its value to students, institutions, employers, and the

federal government are extraordinary. However, two thirds of the colleges

and univeriities in the country, representing about 13,000.000 students, have

yet to develop cooperative education programs. In light of the iscelating cost

of tagne; education, fiscal constraint in institution finances, arid the growing

studei,t debt and default rates, cooperative education should be available to a

far el eater number cf students. Interest in co-op has increased greatly

during the past five years of the Ad Councd's natisnal ad campaign for

coopei,tivi eluoation. Since the beginning of the campaign, the number of

slsrients In co-op programs has increased by 49'..

In order ha cooperative education to be available to more students, the

federal gQverninent must continue i expand Title VIII funding to allow

nistituti t. devel:p etrong programs and increase outreach to traditionally

underrepresented groups. Recognizing the Importance of cooperative

edncatist., the Administration has included funding for Title VIII in the FY

'92 budget request for the first time in over 10 years. The Congressional

suppsrt which'. has maintained Title VIII funding since its inception is crucial

to the expansion of student access to this vital program,

For these several reassns, I urge your support for the reauthorization

of Title VIII of the Higher Education Act.
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Statement to the

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education

Committee on Educntion and Labor

United States House of Representatives

By Gwen A. Pearson

Doctoral Candidate in Entomology. North CaiDlina State University

Members of the Subcommittee: I would like to add to the comments of those testifying from my

University, NCSU. First, I add my support to Chancellor Monteith's for Mr. Price's House Hill

349. which would restore the tax exempt status of graduate stipends and se'' 'ships. As a Doctoral
student in the sciences at NCSU. I can testify first-hand to the hardships k. Ate students endure.
Graduate stipends range between $3000-$1(0X)per yearbefore taxes. Mus. graduate students
work at least 30-40 hoursiweek on their classes and researrh. Often stipends have teaching or
research duties assigned. which may take an additional 20-25 hours/week, For most students
stipends are their only sour= of income, because of restrictions imposed by the universityoutside
employment is prohibited by the terms of my stipend. Because of low stipends, a graduate degree is

rapidly becoming only available to children of the wealthy. Students who are not from wealthy
families itsort to one of three strategies to survive -(1) lxmowing money; (2) doing without, mainly

without health insurance, car insurance, and adequate housing; and (3) the most common strategy.
dropping out.

The average GSI. indebtedness of the graduate students I know is about $16.000. Given the
prevalence of postdoctoral positions as extended indentures in the scientific professions. many of
these students will be in relatively low paying jobs ($1749,000/r) trying to make payments on
loans. PhD students can expect to get tenure long before they pay off their loans, As (+ther

witnesses today have stated, this indebtedness profoundly influences the choice of research careers
As tor doing without: I was relieved that no one was in the parking lot before this hearing startod.

Hopefully, none of thr participants saw me climbing out the window of my ear--the doors are

broken and I can't afford to fix them. I know students who have lived in their cars or slept in
university buildings. hiding from janitorial staff. because ofan inability to pay rent, Most of my
friends routinely go without medical and dental care because elan inability to pay.

I have setn many students drop nut, and nearly dropped out myself several times as a masters

student, living on $4000/yr ($55(X) minus $15(0 tor tuition and insurance). These dropouts were
some of the brightest of the students, but were unable to cope with the financial or time demands of

21;
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graduate school. Often these students, both male and female, were trying to support a family and

could not do it. Is being childless the price of an education?

Universities. Industry, and the Nation reap vast profits and benefits from these future scholars'

work, for a very small individual price. Without graduate student labor, university research would

come to a grinding haltas well as many fields of undergraduate education. The cost of tax

exemption in lost income to the government is smallabout $1000 dollars per studentcompared to

the potential contributions by these students. The cost to the students of this lost income is

enormousthat $1000 represents a years tuition, or a health policy, adequate child care, oralmost

112 a years rent.

Secondly. I would e to address a question Mr. Price directed at Ms. llasoni Andrews, also ot

NCSU. He asked her opinion of the suggestion to make a 211GPA a prerequisite for maintaining

GSL support. Ms. A: drews was not in support of this idea, and neither am I. In fact, I can't think

of a worse idea. Personally. as a freshman, I had a 1.3 GPA my first semester. I had difficulty

adjusting to the stressful transition from home to university life. My Masters' CPA was 19, and my

Doctoral GPA should be a :4.6. I have received an award from the Entomological Society of

America, and was named NCSU Outstanding Woman in 1990 In shon, I am an excellent student

doing important agricultural researchand I certainly never would have finished school if this rule

were in effect.

Not only does this rule ignore tht realities of freshman expenences. it will unfairly disadvantage

poorer students. While teaching introductory freshmai biology. I clearly saw thus students from

low-income school districts were least prepared for college. Should we penalize these students, who

arc quite capable, simply because their high school was inadequate? It goes without saying that

restrictions which impact low invome students will impact minorities and women disproportionately.

Lastly, us a teacher, ! know that grades arc aztitracy. AbonAinaNc csist ;has iouliliely

flunk their students, not for lack of knowledge hut an inability to leach. My sophomore chemistry

professor gave 2(10 point tests, the average score on which was usually a 30. Were we stupid? No,

he was a bad teacher. I can name at least 6 similar teachers at NCSU.

I hope that the Subcommittee will resist all efforts to link CPA to any grant or loan programs.

Thank-you for the opportunity to present my views on the Higher Education Act Reauthorization.
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